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Abbreviations and data notes

AFrA Asian Free Trade Agreement LAFTA Latin American Free Trade Agreement
APEC Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation UBOR London interbank offer rate
ASEAN Association of South East Asian Nations Mercosur Latin America Southern Cone trade bloc
CFA Communaute financiere africaine (Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay)
cnI Consumer price index MFA Multifiber Arrangement
EC European Community MFN Most-favored nation
ECU Europear. currency unit MUV Manufactures unit value (index)
EEC European Economic Community NAFrA North American Free Trade Agreement
EU European Union (formerly the EC) INuES Newly industrialized economies
FDI Foreign direct investment OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation
FSU Former Soviet Union and Development
G-5 France, Germany, Japan, United OPEC Organization of Petroleum Exporting

Kingdom, and United States Countries
G-7 Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, PMp Purchasing power parity

United Kingdom, and United States R&D Research and development
GATS General Agreement on Trade in Services REER Real effective exchange rate
GATT General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade RUNS Rural-Urban North-South
GDP Gross domestic product (model systems)
GNFS Goods and nonfactor services S&P Standard and Poor's
GsP Generalized System of Preferences TFP Total factor productivity
ICOR Incremental capital-output ratio u.. United Kingdom
IFc International Fmance Corporation us. United States
1LO International Labor Organization WTm World Trade Organization
IMF International Monetary Fund

Data notes

The Classification of Economies appendix classifies The following norms are used throughout:
economies by mcome, region, export category, and * Billion is 1,000 million.
indebtedness. Unless otherwise indicated, the term * All dollar figures are U.S. dollars.
"developing countries" as used in this report covers a In general, data for periods thlough 1993 are
all low- and middle-income countries, including the actual, data for 1994 are estimated, and data for
transition economies. 1995 onward are projected.
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Foreword

Global Economic Pmspects and the Deueloping Countries that sound macroecononic management commands
is an annual series of World Bank staff reoorts pre- an inceasingly high premium. Penalties for policy
pared in the International Economics Department that errors rise. Globalization thus requires doser momn-
analyze the global economic prospects and their toring and quicker policy responses at the country,
implications for developing countries. This year's regional, and global levels.
report, the fifth in this series, derives its main theme The process of integration will affect countries
from a fundamental change that is taking place in the unevenly and could increase international dispanties
world economy today-globalization. This change is Forexample, evenunderrelativelyoptimisticassump-
being driven both by widespread adoption of market tions, real per capita income in Sub-Saharan Africa is
liberalization policies and by technological change likely to grow at about 1 percent annually over the next
that is fast eroding physical barriers to intemational ten years, compared with more than 6 percent in East
transactions. Markets for merc:andise trade are Asia. The global outlook is in general bright, but masks
expanding, more and more services are becoming wide differences across regions and countries-for
intemationally tradable, and capital is flowing in many, global optimism coexists with local pesimism.
quicker and increasingly diverse ways across coun- Accelerating outward-oriented growth in the poorest
tries and regions. countries will be a special challenge.

Invigorated by outward-oriented reforms and a Through its impact on developing countries, glob-
more favorable external environment, developing alization will also affect the work of the Bank. It raises
countries are a major driving force in this process of a number of policy and research issues in interna-
-hange. The report reviews the prospects for these tional aspects of development. It also raises the

countries in the context of their increasing integration demand for high-quality information and analysis on
mto world markets for goods, services, and capitaL global economic linkages. These aspects will figure
highlighting the new opportunities and challenges that increasingly in the work of the Intemational Eco-
arise from doser international economic integration. nomics Department

The report's central message is that the increasing
integration of developing countries into the global
economy constitutes perhaps the most important
opportunity for raising the welfare of both develop-
ing and industrial countries over the long temL But
the process of integration will not be without frictions
that give rise to protectionist pressures. And, as recent / 11
events in Mexico have shown, it wrll increase the com-
plexity of economic management for developing i Michael Bruno
country policymakers. Globalization comes with lib- Vice President Development Economics
eralization,deregulation,andmoremobileandpoten- and Chief Economist
tialy volatile cross-border capital flows, which means The World Bank
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Summary

World merchandise exports have risen from 11 to tributing to globalization and expanding opportunities
18 percent of world GDP over the past two decades. for them to share in its benefits. By promoting domestic
Services have increased from 15 percent of world efficiency and productivity and providing an environ-
trade to over 22 percent since 1980. One of seven ment that is friendlier to exports and foreign invest-
equity trades worldwide involves a foreigner as a ment, these reforms lie at the heart of developing
counterparty. And world sales of foreign affiliates of countries' improved economic prospects. In the seven
multinational corporations may now well exceed the years since the launching of the Uruguay Round in
world's total exports. 1986, developing countries were responsible for fifty-

What do these statistics have in common? Globali- eight of the seventy-two autonomous liberalization
zation, a change that is transforming the world econ- actions reported to the GATT. Since 1986 international
omy and a theme that cuts across this report. This trade in goods and nonfactor services (exports plus
change is reflected in widening and intensifying inter- imports) as a proportion of their GDP has risen from
national linkages in trade and finance. It is being dri- about 33 to 43 percent, and foreign direct investment
yen by a near-universal push toward trade and capital inflows have increased sixfold.
market liberalization, increasing internationalization Alongside the new opportunities in trade and
of corporate production and distribution strategies, external finance offered by globalization have come
and technological change that is fast eroding barriers new challenges of economic management in an
to the international tradabilitv of goods and services increasingly open, integrated, and competitive global
and the mobility of capital. Markets for merchandise economy. Policymakers are confronted more and
trade are expanding, more and more services are more with a new discipline, the need to maintain the
becoming tradable, and capital is flowing in increas- confidence of markets, both domestic and, increas-
ingly diverse ways across countries and regions in ingly, international. In this setting sound economic
search of profitable investments, policies command a rising premium. To an extent,

While international economic integration has taken globalization is having the effect of 'endogenizing"
major strides, and recently received another shot in policy reform in developing countries. Greater inte-
the arm with the successful conclusion of the Uruguay gration into the world economy raises the payoffs to
Round, its smooth progression is by no means increased competitiveness but also compounds the
assured. Protectionist pressures are never far beneath losses from failure to act. Increasingly, it is the more
the surface when the process of change involves both efficient policy regimes that will win out.
gainers and losers and exacts adjustment as the price Countries best placed to benefit from the new
for the benefits it offers, as international economic opportunities offered by globalization are those that
integration inevitably does. Such pressures from are successfully transforming their policies and struc-
industries and groups that will need to adjust to tures to support outward-oriented growth. Some of
stronger international competition will continue to the poorest countries are the least integrated interna-
test the firmness of policymakers' commitment to tionally. Finding ways to accelerate their integration
more open markets, in both developing and industrial into the international economy is a special challenge.
countries. The increasing global economic role and integra-

A prominent feature of the ongoing global economic tion of developing countries also implies growing
change is that the developing countries are active par- economic feedback from developing to industrial
ticipants, as both agents and beneficiaries of the change. countries, making the links between them increas-
The outward-oriented reforms being embraced by a ingly important in both directions. For example, about
growing number of developing countries are both con- one-fifth of industrial country exports went to devel-



oping countries in the late 1980s. Today, this share has policymakers in developing countries need to be alert
risen to about one-quarter, and it appears likely to to, in particular the risk of a slackening of macroeco-
exceed one-third by the end of the next decade. nomic discipline and structural reforms induced by

Globalization in these various dimensions is the the favorable economic conditions.
unifying theme of this report. The report reviews the
prospects of developing countries in the context of But the road ahead will not be smooti, as tihe crisis in
their increasing integration into world markets for Mexico shows.
goods, services, and capital, highlighting the new
opportunities and challenges that stem from this The increasing integration of developing countries
process of integration. It also develops the argument into the global capital market brings them important
that the integration of developing countries brings benefits, but as Mexico's experience shows, it also
them major benefits but holds important benefits for requires stricter discipline in economic management
industrial countries as well. The realization of these since it leaves them less room for policy errors.
benefits, however, will require adjustment. Mexico's is an individual country crisis, not a sys-

The report's central message: the increasing integra- temic one threatening a general reversal of private
tion of developing countries into the global economy flows to developing countries. But it serves to under-
represents a major-perhaps the most important- score the critical role of sound country policies in sus-
opportunitv for raising the welfare of both developing taining the confidence of financial markets. It also
and industrial countries over the long term. The pro- shows that when a crisis of confidence develops, its
cess of integration will not be frictionless, or without impact c,_-. be sudden and damaging and with some
bumpiness, but both groups of countries have a large spillo, er to other countries that market participants
stake in ensuring that it continues to advance. As ele- perceive as being in a similar situation. Given the
ments of this central message, the report develops five speed at which capital can move in and out of coun-
main points. tries today, policymakers need to pay particular atten-

tion to advance warning signals of looming problems.
Thle global economic environnent is brighter than it The rise in private capital flows to developing
has been for atnani years and provides a favwrable set- countries is underpinned by important ongoing struc-
thig for cottinied integration of developing countries tural shifts in the world economy. it may take some
inlto thte -world economy,. time for confidence in emerging markets to be reestab-

lished following the Mexican crisis, but in the medium
The global economic environment, invigorated by term private capital flows to developing countries are
buovant world trade that promises to grow at more expected to resume growth, albeit at a slower pace
than 6 percent a year over the next ten vears and bene- than in the early 1990s.
fiting from low inflation, is b-etter than it has been since
the 1960s. But better policies are needed to capitalize on Thie Urmguay Round advances inteniational trade
it. Important challenges remain. Industrial countries integration significantly, buhtmich remains to be done.
need to foster a sustained economic recovery. Develop-
ing countries need to take advantage of the improved The Uruguay Round's achievements in improving
external environment, including strong commodity market access and security are significant: average
prices, to further their reforms and strengthen the foun- reduction of tariffs on manufactures of over one-third;
dations for continued robust growth. A key element of major scaling back of nontariff barriers with the abo-
reform will be continued progress on opening up lition of the Multifiber Arrangement and voluntary
economies to international trade and investment. Pro- export restraints; extension of multilateral discipline
vided policies remain supportive, growth in the next to trade in agriculture and services; stronger and
ten years could approach 5 percent a year in develop- clearer rules, standards, and dispute settlement pro-
ing countries and average 2.8 percent in industrial cedures; and strengthening of the trading system
countries. through the creation of the World Trade Organization.

The aggregate growth outlook for developing But these are not grounds for complacency. A sizable
countries masks significant differences. Growth is agenda for reform remains in all the areas tackled by
expected to recover in Sub-Saharan Africa and the the Round but especially in agriculture, where the lib-
transition economies but will likelv average well eralization achieved was limited, and in the use of
below the overall growth rate for developing coun- antidumping measures, where stricter discipline is
tries. Outward-oriented structural reform will be an needed. Firm implementation of the Round and the
especiallv important challenge in countries in Sub- extension of its achievements will be necessary to
Saharan Africa and elsewhere that are at an early stage ensure that international trade remains the engine of
in this process. Also, there are risks in the outlook that growth it is today.
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Gains from improved market access under the the cost-price differences between developing and
Round will be widespread but unevenly distributed industrial countries can be more than twice as large
across regions and countries. Countries' overall gains overall as those between industrial countries. Beyond
from trade liberalization will depend more on their a more efficient use of resources, medium- to long-
own trade policy actions than on those of others. term gains through increased investment and innova-
Losses to developing countries in two areas of major tion and higher productivity growth are likely to be
concern to them during the negotiations-preference substantial. These gains arise from increased market
erosion and higher food import costs-are likely to be size, competition, and technology spillovers. Insuf-
smaller than initially feared, the latter in part because ficiently recognized in traditional analyses of trade,
the liberalization in agriculture has been more limited such dynamic gains are likely to be a multiple of the
than expected. initial efficiency gains from trade integration. Dyna-

mic gains from trade are likely to be especially impor-
Ilite itiernatioializationr of services will likely lead tile tant in the case of integration with developing
next sta,ge of econiomrric globalization. countries, which are forecast to grow about twice as

fast as industrial countries. The scope for gains from
Services are internationalizing rapidly. In both trade trade integration will expand with the increasing
and foreign direct investment, services are the fastest- tradability of services.
growing component. For developing countries, Industrial countries also stand to gain from
promising new avenues for exports are opening, such increased financial integration with developing coun-
as relatively labor-intensive long-distance services, tries. Increased foreign direct investment allows firms
which alone could potentially double developing in industrial countries to reap thc benefits of special-
countries' commercial service exports, now valued at ization in production and distribution on a global
around S180 billion. But access to efficient services is scale. In portfolio investment, emerging markets pro-
becoming increasingly important to the competitive- vide an outlet offering higher returns and risk diver-
ness of the whole economy, reflecting the rising ser- sification for the savings of the aging populations of
vice intensity of production in general. Together with industrial countries.
creating new possibilities for exports, the increasing But the process of increased integrction with devel-
tradability of services is expanding the access of firms oping countries will not be without adjustment costs.
and businesses in developing countries to efficient, Labor-intensive and low-skill industries and low-skill
state-of-the-art producer services and a widening workers in industrial countries are likely to be dis-
bodv of technical know-how through imports. In par- proportionately affected. Economywide and over
ticuiar, the declining costs of information technology time, these costs should be far outweighed by the
and telecommunications are opening up possibilities gains from integration. Trade with developing coun-
for developing countries to leapfrog stages of techno- tries will spur other industries and services in which
logical development. To maximize the benefits from industrial countries will retain comparative advan-
the internationalization of services, adopting a liberal tage. But the reallocation of resources that this struc-
trade and investment regime will be essential. tural change entails is not easily accomplished and

will inevitably generate frictions and protectionist
The increasing iittegration of developing coutntries into demands. Indeed, the possible intensification of pro-
the global econoyniy carries major benefitsfor industrial tectionist pressures poses a major risk to the realiza-
countries, bit also entails adjustment costs. Managing tion of increased, mutually beneficial integration
tile transitioni successfully will be a difficuilt but crui- between developing and industrial countries. For a
cial chiallentge. successful transition, much will depend on industrial

country policies for mitigating the social costs of
Contrary to populist rhetoric, the growth of develop- adjustment and facilitating the reallocation of
ing countries and their increasing integration into resources toward activities that will be spurred by
world trade and finance benefit rather than hurt integration. Increasing the flexibility of labor and
industrial countries. Gains to industrial countries product markets will be central to this effort.
from increased trade integration with developing Protectionist pressures to slow or reverse integration
countries are potentially larger than the gains from must be resisted, since that would make both indus-
additional integration among icdustrial countries, as trial and developing countries lose, and dearly.

3



Developing countries in an integrating world economy

The industrial countries are firmly in recovery. World The performance of the many increasingly outward-
trade is growing at rates above 7 percent. Inflation in oriented developing countries in Asia and Latin
industrial countries is below 3 percent. Commodity America will depend on the effectiveness of their poli-
prices are strong. Although interest rates have risen cies in maintaining macroeconomic stability, encour-
more than had been expected a year ago, they are no aging domestic saving and investment, and providing
higher than the average of the past eight years. Thus an incentive structure that promotes competitiveness
it is no exaggeration to say that the external environ- and attracts international business. Successful per-
ment for developing countries is better than it has formers in this group provide examples for other
been since the 1960s. Yet while many developing countries, in Africa and elsewhere, that are now
economies are booming, and there are indications of a beginning to open up their trade and investment
turnaround even in slow-growing Africa, others are regimes. Timely adjustments to changes in the exter-
mired in crisis, induding several transition economies nal environment-at present to the upward phase of
and some middle-income countries, including, most the business cycle and the accompanying commodity
recently, Mexico. price boom-will also be important. For economies

These crises stem from country-specific imbalances, that remain relatively dosed, however, the risk of
policy errors, or political difficulties. But the depth becoming marginalized is greater than ever; the
and, in some cases, the suddenness of these crises also stream of process and product innovation fed by surg-
reflect a broader underlying change. As developing ing international trade and investment will continue
countries become more closely integrated into inter- to pass them by. For all countries the current favorable
national markets, policymakers in these countries face external environment provides a window of opportu-
the increasingly demanding requirements of a new nity for accelerating structural reforms that will
discipline-the need to maintain the confidence of underpin their growth prospects in the long run.
markets. The premium on sound economic policies The baseline projections discussed below contain
has risen. In a more integrated global economy the some significant revisions to those reported in Global
rewards to such policies are large, butsoare the penal- Economic Prospects and the Developing Countries 1994.
ties for policy errors. The increased market discipline Seven points stand out:
on policies is enforced by private agents-savers, * World tradewill bea major engine of growth over
investors, firms-in both domestic and foreign mar- the next ten years. Assuming that liberalization
kets. When market confidence in policies dips, not policies continue, world merchandise trade is
only does foreign financing dry up but domestic capi- projected to grow at more than 6 percent a year,
tal tends to flee as well.' And sometimes the reaction faster than at any time since the 1960s. Trade in
of market participants may be compounded by infor- services will increase even faster, especially as
mation lags or herd instincts, causing the financial cri- advances in information and telecommunication
sis to intensify and to spill over to other countries that technology expand trade in long-distance ser-
have different attnbutes. A recurring theme of this vices (data entry, accountancy, engineering de-
report is that one effect of globalization is to expand sign, software development).
the options available to private individuals and firms * The integration of devreloping countries in
while reducing those of policymakers. world trade will proceed much more rapidly

Even with a favorable extemal environment the than was true before the start of this decade.
performance of individual developing countries will Their rate of merchandise trade integration-the
differ according to their ability to manage opportuni- excess of intemational trade over output
ties and challenges in a more globalized environment. growth-was negative in the fifteen years to
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1985. It revived in the second half of the 1980s industrial countries over the next decade. Other
and soared to almost 7 percent in 1991-94. It is developing regions, including Sub-Saharan
projected to average a little over 2 percent a year Africa, should see resumed growth in per capita
in the next decade. terms. But average real per capita GDP in 2000

* Provided policy reforms in developing coun- in Sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East and
tries stay on track, their output growth is North Africa, and in many of the countries of the
expected to accelerate from 2.2 percent in form- Soviet Union could still be below the lev-
1981-94 to 4.9 percent over the coming decade, els of '980.
partly as the transition economies swing from * Recovery in the industrial countries has been
large declines toward 4 percent growth and as faster than expected, and the prospects for sus-
growth strengthens in Sub-Saharan Africa, the taining recovery over the medium term appear
Middle East and North Africa, and Latin good, thanks to progress in reducing inflation
America, regions that experienced slow growth and the continuing anti-inflationary orientation
in the past fifteen years (table 1-1). Developing of monetary policies. Industrial country growth
countries' share in world output will rise from is expected to average 2.8 percent in 1995-2004,
21 percent in 1994 to close to 25 percent over the with inflation averaging a muted 2.7 percent
next ten years. Their exports are expected to (table 1-2). The rising importance of developing
grow l to 1.5 percentage points faster than those countries in world trade and output helped
of industrial countries. dampen the effects of the recession in industrial

* The aggregate outlook for developing countries countries and is also likely to contribute to their
masks wide differences. Past and prospective output growth during recovery.
progress on economic reforms, especially those * Capital flows to developing countries will expe-
that integrate countries more closely into the rience some volatility in the short term in the
global economy, explain a large part of these dif- wake of the crisis in Mexico but should resume
ferences. Only East and South Asia and Eastem moderate growth as confidence in emerging
Europe will exhibit real per capita income markets becomes reestablished. The share of
growth higher than the 2.3 percent projected for countries whose rising external deficits have

In lu.1tr-ild coiuilrie-.s aI-rt fizIiiii ill r'eo(eri,'. an,d any iu fiei'lopin1', couitrjl'% iier t'1enIoyinlg stflronger ,..141'Ill

Table 1-1 World growth sunuary
(percentage change per year in real GDP)

Forecasts

Region 1966-73 1974-80 1981-90 1991-93 1994a 1995-96 1995-2004

World total 5.1 3.4 32 1.2 2.8 3.2 3.3

High-income countries 4.8 3.0 3.2 1.3 3.0 3.0 2.8
OECD countries 4.8 2.9 3.1 1.2 2.9 2.9 2.8
Non-OECD countries 8.4 7.0 5.0 6.2 5.8 6.0 5.6

Developing countries 6.9 5.0 32 0.8 2.0 4.0 4.9
East Asia 7.9 6.8 7.6 8.7 9.3 8.1 7.7
South Asia 3.7 4.0 5.7 3.2 4.7 5.0 5.4
Sub-Saharan Africa 4.7 3.4 1.7 0.6 22 4.0 3.8
Latin Arrerica and the Caribbean 6.4 4.8 1.7 3.2 3.9 2.4 3.5
Europe and Central Asia 7.0 4.9 2.9 -9A -7.5 0.7 3.
Middle East and North Africa 85 4.7 0.2 3.4 0.3 2.7 3.2

Memoranduim items
Eastern Europe and former Soviet Union 7.0 5.1 2.7 -12.5 -9.1 0.1 3.5
Developing countries excluding Eastern
Europe and former Soviet Union 6.2 4.9 3.3 4.6 4.6 4.8 5.2

Not: GDP measured at market pnces and expressed in 1987 pnees and exchange rates. Growth rates over historical intervals are computed
using least squares regression.
a. Estimated.
Source OECD National Acco'ints Statistics; World Bank data and staff estimates.
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become difficult to sustain will decline. Total that squandered the proceeds of the boom suffer dis-
world demand for capital will rise as recovery proportionately as they are penalized by domestic
progresses. This demand will keep real long- and foreign investors. Recently, a combination of high
term interest rates moderately high, near current commodity prices, strong world trade growth, and
levels of 4 to 4.5 percent. The expected slower increased flows of private capital has generated siz-
growth of capital inflows and higher debt-ser- able inflows into many developing countries. These
vice charges sharpen the need for many devel- inflows need to be carefully managed if countries are
oping countries to improve domestic savings to avoid such an outcome when the world economy
and export performance. inevitably slows again.
Their recent cyclical surge notwithstanding, the Even ii industrial countries achieve a "soft land-
3ng-term outlook for commodity prices remains ing" (avoid a boom-bust cycle), there is a risk that a

unfavorable. Commodity-exporting countries loss of financial market confidence in developing
should use the present temporary boost to their countries stemming from the Mexican crisis, espe-
revenues to strengthen structural reforms, avoid- cially if combined with policy slippages, could trigger
ing mistakes of the past when similar temporary reversals of private capital flows and cascading bal-
revenue boosts led to unsustainable growth in ance of payments crises in some developing countries.
spending and a slackening of reforms. A general point about the projections summarized

There are significant risks in this broadly favorable in tables 1-1 and 1-2 that needs to be bome in mind is
baseline outlook. These include higher interest rates that these are trend projections. Cyclical fluctuations
as a result of a more pronounced cyclical recovery or are bound to occur. One challenge for policymakers is
a failure to make headway on fiscal consolidation in to adhere to policies that minimize such fluctuations,
industrial countries. And they include policy slip- avoiding the kind of boom-bust pattem analyzed in
pages in developing countries, especially in the con- the alternative scenario and enabling economies to
text of the shock to the confidence of financial markets grow along a relatively stable path.
caused by the Mexican crisis. These risks are explored
(at the end of this chapter) in an alternative scenario A favorable external environment
in which many developing countries delay reforms as
they enjoy a global boom induced by accelerating The prospects for growth in developing countries will
demand in industrial countries. A bust ensues as be influenced significantly by changes in the external
industrial countries tighten monetary policy to curb environment they face and by their policy responses
rising inflation. Interest rates rise sharply. Countries to those changes. The principal dimensions of the

l\Vord dt' iti II lo aill N. a e itci Iic (If roiwtho or Iiet' next ill,0tlt

Table 1-2 Global conditions affecting growth in developing countries
(average annual percentage ch2an,ge except for UBOR)

ForecastF

Inzdicator 1974-80 1981-1990 1991-93 1994a 1995-96 !995-2004

Real GDP in G-7 countries 2.4 2.9 1.3 2.9 2.9 2.7
Inflation in G-7 countriesb 10.0 4.6 3.2 2.1 2.6 2.7
World trade' 4.9 4.3 4.1 8.6 7.1 6.2

Nominal uLoR (six months, US$) 95 10.0 4.5 5.1 7.1 6.6

Price indices t; I5$)
G-5 export unit ,-alue of manufactures (MUV)d 11.6 3.3 1.3 3.2 1.7 2.3
Oil prices' 26.7 -6.7 -11.6 -5.0 0.9 1.3
Non-oil commodity prices' -1.5 -63 -3.2 18.8 1.0 -1.1

a. Estimated.
b. Consumer price index in local currency. aggregated using 1988-90 GDP weights.
c. Merchandise exports.
d. Data for 0-5 countries (France, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States) are weighted by their exports of manufac-
tures to developing countries.
e. Based on World Bank indices and deflated by the export pnce of manufactures.
Source: World Bank data and staff estimates.
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extcrnal environment are growth and inflation in the Inflation, a lagging indicator of activity, fell in the
industrial countries, interest rates, capital flows, United States in 1994 for the fourth consecutive year
world trade, and commodity prices. to 2.6 percent in consumer price index (CPI) terms,

while growth accelerated to about 4 percent on the
Industrial co0unitry outlook: recovery spreads, basis of robust investment and expanding export and
inflation stays low' consumer spending. But resource-use measures also

reached levels at which inflation pressures are
The recovery strengthened in 1994, spreading to most thought to start accumulating: unemployment fell
parts of the industrial world, while inflation contin- below the 6 percent mark at which wage pressure is
ued its multiyear decline, falling in twenty of twenty- estimated to build, and capacity utilization neared its
five OECD countries. Growth ranged from about peak of the late 1980s. Tightening labor markets and
4 percent or more in the United States and other early- smaller cyclical productivity gains could put pressure
recovering countries to 2 to 3 percent in Continental on unit labor costs in 1995. On the other hand, inten-
Europe and near 1 percent in Japan (figure 1-1). The sifying international competition is exercising a
continued disparity in growth rates among major dampening effect on inflation. The impact on inflation
industrial countries meant that the pickup in overall of higher primary commodity prices is expected to be
high-income OECD growth from 1 percent in 1993 to small: the 23 percent rise in prices in 1994 (in current
2.9 percent was more restrained than in previous dollar terms) is estimated to add only 0.1 percentage
cyclical recoveries. This pattern is expected to con- points to OECD inflation in each of the next four years
tinue, with growth in these countries running at (OECD 1994a). Monetary tightening into 1995 is
2.9 percent in 1995-96 as stronger growth in Europe expected to slow growth in the United States to its
and Japan is offset by slowing growth in the United potential rate of about 2.5 percent by 1996. Inflation
States. during this soft landing is expected to rise by perhaps

With the recovery shifting toward Europe in 1995, 0.5 percentage points in 1995.
exports from Eastern Europe, Africa, and the Middle The strongest rebound in activity in 1994 occurred
East will benefit proportionately more than those from in Continental Europe, where growth moved into the
regions such as Latin America that are oriented more 2 to 3 percent range, driven by exports, housing invest-
toward US. markets. Moderate aggregate growth and ment, and inventory rebuilding. The focus of recovery
significant output gaps in Europe and Japan should in industrial countries is likely to shift further to
restrain average inflation in the G-7 countries to less Europe in 1995-96 as the upturn there broadens to
than 3 percent. With a favorable inflation outlook the encompass business investment arnd consumer spend-
current recovery in industrial countries is more likely ing. Inflation is likely to stay low. Wage growth will be
to be sustainable and to contribute to a more stable moderated by an average 11.5 percent unemployment
environment for developing countries. rate, whose cyclical component is estimated at 1.5 to

2 percent. Capacity utilization, though rising, was still
5 to 10 percent below previous peaks. Growth in 1994

17W r. rl OUe1rz - was weakest in Japan, where the business sector con-
tinued to suffer the effects of the strong yen and the
overcapacity built up in the boom of the late 1980s.

Figure 1-1 G-3 real GDP growth, 1983-94 Public spending increases and stronger private con-
(pereizt) Germany sumption and residential investment induced by tax

10 Japan reductions and low interest rates allowed growth to
strengthen toward 1 percent in 1994. It is expected to

8 United States strengthen further to more than 2 percent in 1995 and

6 to more than 3 percent in 1996. Competitive pressures
from the high yen, continuing deregulation of the

4 - \/j > \ \ 1 economy, and low industrial capacity utilization levels
2 should keep inflation below 1 percent through 1996.

Long-run growth in the high-income OECD coun-
\0( 5~{ tries in 1995-2004 is projected to average 2.8 percent a

-2 year, slightly above the trend in 1974-93 and above
4 ,, I . I , 1- I ... I . I | estimates of potential output growth of 2.5 percent.

1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 Output gaps of 2 to 4 percent of GDP in Japan and
Europe should allow growth to exceed its potential

Souirce: IMF data. rate for a time without generating inflationary pres-
sures. Three key assumptions underpin the projection
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Kingdom, a number of smaller European countries,
1 Ii,l Ii,t. * /l'cn u )'ri>FIrUIr 1I iiY0O1 / 1and, to a minor extent, in Japan, but TFP growth in

, , } ,,~ l,~ /ll, t'~" l ' E~ '~~' l!l lgGermany, Italy, and France slowed further.
If such ongoing changes as the acceleration of

Figure 1-2 Total factor productivity growth world trade growth, the opening of large new markets
in OECD countries, 1960-93 in developing countries, extensive deregulation and
(percent) business restructuring, and rapid technological

advances continue, some analysts suggest that TFP
5 growth in industrial countries could rise above the

0.8 percent trend for 1980-93 used in this report's
4 baseline projections. More rapid productivity and

GDP growth in industrial countries would have
3 _ 9 9 important implications for developing countries.

2 9 9 9 These include faster export market growth, faster
2 9 9 technological catch-up possibilities, and a more stable

I * m [l 1 * _ external environment due to the dampening effect ofhigher productivity growth on inflation.4

0 C A recent analysis of TFP trends presents a plausible
high-case scenario, suggesting that productivity

-1 OECD United States Japan OECD Europe growth in industrial countries could be 0.4 to 0.6 per-
centage points higher by 2010 as a result of growing

1960-73 1974-79 19805 3 international trade openness, increased spending on[i 196073 1 1 1 1 1 _ 198693 research and development (R&D), and faster techno-

Satirce. Englander and Gurney 1994; World Bank data. logical change and increased competition in the ser-
vices sector (table 1-3). Trade openness (the ratio of
imports to GDP) in industrial countries rose through
the postwar period and is likely to rise even faster in

of sustained, low-inflation growth: continued adher- the future for reasons discussed in subsequent chapters
ence to prudent monetary policies, sustained progress of this report the Uruguay Round and other trade ib-
on fiscal consolidation, and a reduction of the struc- eralization initiatives, internationalization of services,
tural rigidities in labor and product markets that keep and more rapid growth in developing countries. By this
unemployment high and constrain productivity analysis, the contribution of trade openness to indus-
growth. Fiscal consolidation can contribute to higher trial country TFP growth could rise to 0.9 percentage
potential output growth by releasing more resources
for private investment.2 Reduction of structural
unemployment will contribute to the same objective InwrI-asin,.g tradic o; iinc1'1' M0 IcliechnolicalluI-ilrtss
by permitting higher employment growth consistent Collill I(1X).st in.ltti.ii, 'rtit in, i,,fliitriaul colintrics
with price stability. High structural unemployment in thr. ,xt dCfIlIhC
seriously affects long-term output growth and infla-
tion performance in Europe, so labor market reforms Table 1-3 Effects on total factor productivity growth
are high on the policy agenda there. A fall in Europe's in industrial countries: a high-case scenario for 2010
structural unemployment from 10 percent to 7 percent (percentage point contribution to average annual TFP growth)
over ten years could increase its annual potential out- 1960-73 1973-93 2010
put growth by 0.2 percentage points, raising that of
industrial countries as a whole by a little under International trade 05 0.7 0.9
0.1 percentage point. Research and development 05 0.6 0.7

Beyond growth in Iabor and capital inputs, the Structural change 0.5 -0.1 -0.1
pace of potential output growth will depend on the Other -0.1 -0.5 -0.5
growth of total factor productivity (TFP).3 There is Sum of explained effects 1.9 1.0 12
thus far little clear evidence of a significant or wide- Unexplained effects 0.4 -02 0.0
spread recovery from the slowdown in productivity TP growth 2.3 0.8 12
growth that became apparent after 1973 (figure 1-2). NoleContnesindudedarAustralia,BelgiumCand,Demark,
TFP growth in the business sectors of OECD coun- Finland, France, Gernany (Viesten), Italy, Japan, Netherlands,

tries rose from 0.5 percent in 1974-79 to 0.8 percent in Norway, Sweden, United Kingdom, and United States.
1980-93 (Englander and Gurney 1994). There was Somarc: Wolff 1995.
some improvement in the United States, the United
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points from 0.7 percentage points in 1973-93.5 The ratio
of R&D expenditures to GDP in industrial countries I MI rI'.t Iiit I 'II IIIa I I it' o tI ru .t1.i afit,IIz L I',, I *
also rose through the postwar period, accelerating in in 11d41llriaii I,'u#ihtrii
the 1980s. With more competition from developing
countries in low-end manufactures and between Figure 1-3 Ten-year government bond yields
industrial countries in high-tech manufactures and ser- in G-3 countries, January 1989 to January 1995
vices, spending on R&D (relative to GDP) is likely to (percent)

continue increasing at an accelerated pace. If so, its con-
tribution to TFP growth could rise from 0.6 percentage 10
points in 1973-93 to 0.7 percentage points in the next
decade. Finally, productivity growth in services may 8
improve because of investment in new technology
(notably computers and communications), competi- 6
tion due to deregulation, and increased outsourcing
and tradability of services.6 These services-related 4 - Genmany
effects, not shown in table 1-3, could add another 0.2 Japan
percentage points to TFP growth in the long term, lift- 2 United States
ing it to 1.A percent. Long-term growth in industrial
countries could then rise to about 3 percent a year, cre- 0 I E l E

ating conditions for stronger growth in developing Jan Jan Jan Jan Jan Jan Jan
countries than shown in the baseline. 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

Initerest rates: world capital markets tighten Source. IMF data.

Rapid and sizable increases in long-term interest rates
in 1994 provoked concem that rising demand for cap- tries in 1994. Interest rate increases arising from such
ital during the recovery could run up against limited demand increases are not in principle a policy con-
supply (in part a result of large OECD fiscal deficits), cern, since they reflect higher global capital produc-
pushing rates up to levels that could choke off invest- tivity, though they will price less efficient firms and
ment demand and bring the recovery to an early end countries out of the market and increase pressure on
(figure 1-3). That outcome is not expected in the base- them to improve performance.
line outlook (box 1-1). But the rise in rates does Pressures on interest rates arising from high fiscal
sharpen the need for fiscal consolidation in industrial deficits in OECD countries are, however, a cause for
countries and for adjustment in developing countries concem. Fiscal deficits in OECD countries increased
to achieve the improvements in productivity, savings, by 3 percent of GDP between 1989 and 1993, with a lit-
and export performance demanded by higher financ- tle under half the increase being structural (OECD
ing costs and debt-service burdens. 1994a). The OECD-wide structural deficit is estimated

By the fourth quarter of 1994 real long rates had to have fallen by 0.3 percentage points of GDP in 1994
returned to 4 to 5 percent in the United States and as a result of fiscal consolidation in the United States,
Germany and close to 4 percent in Japan, near the Germany, and the United Kingdom. Given current fis-
average levels of the second half of the 1980s. Both cal reform plans, the bulk of future fiscal consolida-
cvclical and longer-tern structural causes seem to be tion will be in the EU, where the Maastricht
behind the rise. Investment spending in OECD coun- deficit-reduction targets for 1997 are expected to be
tries in 1995-97 is expected to be about 1 percent of substantially, though not fully, met. OECD structural
GDP higher than in 1991-94, implying increased deficits are expected to fall by another 0.5 percent of
demand for credit. In a longer-term perspective GDP on average over the next two years, suggesting
higher long rates also appear to have been associated room for long-term interest rates to ease from their
with a rise in returns to capital in the OECD business current heights. McKibbin (1994) suggests that a cred-
sector. Retums to nonresidential gross fixed capital ible 1 percent of GDP reduction in OECD structural
stock are estimated to have increased from 13.3 per- deficits could lead to a 0.5 to 1 percentage point fall in
cent in 1978-85 to 15 percent in 1986-93 and are long-term bond yields.
expected to rise to more than 16 percent in 1994-96 The rise in long-term rates also appears to reflect
(OECD 1994a). At the same time policy reforms and somewhat higher inflation expectations. The gap
improved growth prospects in developing countries between yields on ordinary and inflation-indexed
have attracted increased private capital flows, in net bonds, sometimes identified with inflation expecta-
terns worth about 0.8 percent of GDP in OECD coun- tions, increased over the first three quarters of 1994 in
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Canada, the United Kingdom, and Australia by an tioninvestorsareunlikelytooverlookcountries'long-
average of 150 basis points, more than consensus fore- term inflation track records, especially during recov-
casts of future inflation increases. Increases in nonin- ery. The positive implication is that long-term interest
dexed yields in 1994 were strongly correlated with rates could come down if governments are able to
countries' historical inflation trends and levels of net enhance credibility by averting a significant rise in
public debt, suggesting that despite recent low infla- actual inflation.

Box 1-1 A global -capital shortage"?

A concem has emerged recently that the combination of trialcoutriestoriseinrealtermsoveraten-yearperiodby
strong demand for capital from devoping countries and about $5 trilion on top of a trend increase of about $7 tri-
recovering investment in industrial countries would col- lion, yielding a total of $12 trillion QMcKisey 1994a).
lide with a supply of capital that is limited by faliEng pri- Whether this boost to capital supply will be adequate
vate saving rates in the industrial countries and a rising will depend crucially on fiscal outcomes m industrial
drainonthosesavingsfromgovernmentdeficits,causing counties. It is estimated that net private investnent in
crowding-out on a global scal Interest rates would rise these countries financed through capital markets could
sharply and capital flows to developing countries would acmunt for up to $5 triDion of the incease m net house-
phlummeL Analysis suggests that such an outcome is holdfinancalsavnmgsoveraten-yearperiod.Thatwould
unlikly, leave roughly an equivalent amowut of net household

The demand for capital in developing countries is financal savin available for financing govemet
Ikeytorise more rapidly than in the pasL CurrentWorld deficits, after aLowing for net capital flow to developing
Bankprojections arefor6 percentaverageannua; growth countries of $1.5 to $20 trillion. On curent policies aggTe-
in real gross domestic investment im developig coun- gate bormwing requiements of goverme in indus-
tries in 1995-2004. But, as in the past, most of the trial countries could appreciably exceed $5 trilion over a
inceased capital demand is lly to be financed by ten-year period. But govenments in these countries are
higher domestic savings. In East Asia, for example, reponding to the fisc challenges they face, making it
investnent will be high, but the resulting high growth likely that their aggegate borrowing needs could be kept
and falling dependency ratios should support continued well below the levels implied by current policies, thereby
high saving rates (over 30 percet of GDP on average), helping to avoid a crowding-out scenio. Amajorarea of
enabling most investment to be financed domestically. reform wi be soCIal security: the presenit value of
Barnk projections show the aggregate curTent account unfumded public pension liabilties in several major
deficit of developing countries averaging aroud 1.8per- industrial counties already exceeds 150 percent of GDP.
cent of GDP over the next ten years. Allowing for That means that the impliit social security debt is a mul-
increases in reserves to maintain adequate import cover, tiple of an already large explict public debt-in grss
this translates into a total net capital flow to these coDn- terms, the latter now averages about 70 percent of GDPin
tries of close to $1.5 to $2.0 trillion over this period. The industrial countries, having jumped from about 40 per-
netcapitalflowtodevelopnmgcountrieswiremainasmall cent only fifteen years ago (World Bank 1994b).
relative to prospective industrial country savings and The boost to saving rates in industi countries frm a
GDP-about 2.7 percent and 0.6 percent, respectvely. rising proportion of middle-aged savers would be tem-

Saving rates in indusil countries have been on a porary. Around 2010 the share in industrial cuntry pop-
dedining trend. The average gross national saving rate in ulation of those over 65 years will start to nse rapidly
OECDcountieshasdedinedbyabout4pcntage points while the share of those aged 40-64 years will fall, tend-
of GDP since tle late 1970s, wit the declie split about ingtodepressprivatesavingratesonceagain Atthesame
equally between private and public savings. But ere are time, the nsing pmportion of retrees in the work force
resons to think that this trend could be revesed, at least will add to public pension liabflities, whih at that point
fora time. Savmpgsinindustral couries over the next ten could start to rise exponentially unless the pension sys-
to fifteen years are likely to be temporarily boosted as the tems were reformed. This undercres the importance of
baby boom generation enters its prime saving yeas The investing the temporary increment in savings over the
proportioroftheimdustrialcolmtrypopulationaged40-64 next decade or so as profitably as possible (including in
years-typically net savers-is expected to rise from deveopingcountries),togeneratenmaximumreturnsthat
40 percent today to45 percentby 2010, with the proportion wil support the risingrnks of future pensioners, and ini-
of the population aged 20-39 yea-piay net borrow- tiatng timely actions to reform socal secunity systems to
ers-e gfrom42prentto34percnItisesinmated place them on a sustainable footing.
that this demographic shift would more than offset the On balance, the outlook forglobal capal demand and
negative effect on savings of a contuing rise in the share supply suggests that while international capital markets
in populain of those over 65-who typally dissave- wSlbetigltintheyearsahead,theyareunlkdytobeoome
from 18 perent to 21 percent over the same period This much tighter than today, provided there is continued
culd cause total nethousehold financial savings in indus progress on fiscal consolidation in industrial countries.
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Fiscal consolidation and firm monetary policies The crisis in Mexico is a result of problems that are
should allow real long rates to move to the 4 to 4.5 per- largely specific to that country, as are recent balance of
cent range (rather than the 5 percent G-7 average at payments crises in Venezuela and Turkey. While in the
the end of 1994), implying, together with higher short- latter two countries the underlying cause was serious
term rates, a flattening of yield curves. Real rates at fiscal imbalance, in the case of Mexico the main prob-
this level implv that capital markets will remain tight. lem was the unsustainability of large and growing
Additional fiscal consolidation could achieve larger current account deficits. These resulted primarily
reductions in long-term rates in the medium term, from domestic rather than external factors. Significant
with beneficial implications for developing countries. domestic factors contributing to higher current
It is estimated that a 1 percentage point reduction in account deficits included a fall in domestic saving
interest rates sustained for five years could add 0.3 rates and an appreciation of the real exchange rate
percentage points to developing countries' annual (which was not sufficiently offset by higher produc-
growth over that period, with growth effects as high tivity) in the wake of the surge in capital flows. In the
as 0.5 percentage points a year in more indebted areas, past year concerns about political stability, loose mon-
such as Udtir. America and parts of Sub-Saharan etarv policy, an associated rise in off-budget spending
Afiica (Pete-sen and Srinivasan 1994). through development bank lending, and the rise in

US. interest rates helped trigger the crisis. Once con-
Private capitalfio.-ws: growrth moderates fidence began to deteriorate, excessive reliance on

short-term borrowing aggravated the looming liquid-
Growth in private capital flows to developing coun- ity problem.
tries decelerated markedly in 1994, after having While it is too early to draw general conclusions
almost quadrupled in net terms in 1990-93 (figure from the Mexican crisis, our analysis suggests that this
1-4). Flows to some countries in Latin America fell is not 1982: a generalized reversal of private capital
during the year. In Mexico the culmination was a bal- flows, as happened in 1982, is unlikely, the Mexican
ance of payments crisis that has, in turn, resulted in crisis notwithstanding. But major uncertainties con-
contagion effects on several Latin American stock tinue to attach to the impact of the crisis on the state
markets and a correction in emerging markets in gen- of financial market confidence and to the outlook for
eral. The Mexican crisis has renewed questions about portfolio flows (on which Mexico was disproportion-
the sustainability of capital flows to developing coun- ately dependent). In fact, Mexico alone accounted for
tries and the appropriateness of policies in dealing about one-quarter of all portfolio flows to developing
with them. countries in 1993.

Prit lt- . t1 . !' d ICt-0h''t;'in; co'lI111f1r 'ii' .cdt4t1ip?-plY in 1994. ktlIloa'ihi rapid roizrItlt in 199) l -Q

Figure 1-4 Annual average net private capital flows to developing countries
(billions of dollars)

200
-M- FDI Flo-ws 19717-82 1983-90 1991-3 1993 1994

1501 i Portfolio equitv FDI 8.5 16.0 50.2 66.6 77.9
Bonds and loans Portfolio

equitv flows 0.0 1.3 22.9 46.9 395

1001 Debt 42.9 17.7 35.2 45.7 555
Bonds 2.6 2.6 22.5 42.1 -

Loans 40.3 15.1 12.7 3.6 -

50 i d~ Total 51.4 34.9 108.3 159.1 172.9

Memoamndum items
~ Percent of GNP 2A 1.0 2.4 3.5 3.6

0 Percent
1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 of exports 8.6 4.7 10.6 15.1 14.9

- Not available.
Souirce: World Bank data and staff estimates.
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While the rise in flows in 1991-93 was supported in of further intemational integration, FDI to developing
part by cyclical developments in industrial countries countries would rise by 10 to 15 percent a year, or 7 to
(low interest rates, weak economic activity), it was 12 percent in real terms, compared with average
also underpinned bv improved economic policies and annual real increases of 39 percent in 1991-94 and
prospects in most recipient countries. The importance 11 percent in 1981-90.
of recipient country policies is reflected in the uneven Portfolio flows will no doubt go through a period
distribution of private flows; in general, countries of stagnation after the Mexico crisis. However, once
achieving greater progress in economic reforms have confidence is reestablished, growth in portfolio flows
tended to attract more capital. The continuation and to developing countries is likely to be supported by
strengthening of reform policies in recipient countries growth in global financial assets, growth in develop-
should help sustain the flows. The higher retums on ing countries' exports and capacity to service foreign
investment in developing countries, which attract for- liabilities, continued development of capital markets
eign capital, are fundamentally supported by the in developing countries, and increased diversification
stronger economic growth prospects of these coun- of investor portfolios. Global equity market capital-
tries. On the supply side, demographic shifts in indus- ization increased fivefold between 1984 and 1994 to
trial countries are likely to increase the pool of $17.8 trillion, with the share of emerging markets ris-
financial savings available for investment worldwide ing from about 4 percent to 10 percent. A conservative
(see box 1-1). projection would be for global equity market capital-

The composition of private flows to developing ization to at least double by 2004, with the share of
countries has also become more diversified. Foreign emerging markets rising to more than 20 percent.7 At
direct investment (FDI), which is driven primarily by the same time, the share of developing countries in
longer-term or structural factors, rose 17 percent in investor portfolios in industrial countries can be
1994, even as portfolio flows fell, and at more than expected to increase from its still very low level (about
two-fifths of private flows now accounts for the 1 to 2 percent of U.S. pension fund financial assets are
largest share. The increase in the share of non-debt- currently invested in emerging markets). Assuming
creating finance in total inflows provides a more an increase in this share, on average, to 5 percent
favorable sharing of risk between recipients and (much less than the 20 percent or so typically sug-
investors than in the past. A further sharp rise in inmer- gested by optimal risk-retum calculations), the stock
national interest rates on top of the 1994 increases of developing-country equity held by foreigners
would surely have a serious effect on private flows, could increase fivefold over the next decade, with
but as noted in the preceding section, such an increase gross flows again rising on average by 10 to 15 percent
seems unlikely. Overall, private capital flows to devel- annually in nominal terms.
oping countries are likely to continue to increase in the Net private capital inflows are expected to grow
medium term, though at a much slower pace than in less rapidly than gross flows, depending on the cur-
the early 1990s. rent account paths of different developing countries

FDIl flows should continue to rise with the further and regions. Many countries are at the limit of pru-
globalization of corporate production and distribu- dent borrowing, so at most their net liabilities can rise
tion strategies induced by trade liberalization, tech- in line with exports. Current account deficits in Latin
nological change, and deeper reforms in an increasing America, Sub-Saharan Africa, and the Middle East
number of host countries. In addition to finance, these and North Africa, in particular, are expected to be
flows bring important supplementary benefits in reduced to more sustainable levels. Given projected
technology and export market development. Higher trends for current account deficits, official financing,
projected growth in developing regions such as Africa and reserve accumulation, net private capital flows
and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union are expected to grow on the order of 7 to 10 percent a
should encourage more flows to countries there than year over the next decade. Within this overall trend
in the past, reducing the current concentration of pri- Asia and several transition economies are likely to see
vate flows in a few countries. A recent study (Bhasin, the largest increases, while private capital flows to
Jun, and Economu 1994) finds host country growth Latin America are likely to grow at a slower pace as a
the single most important determinant of FDI inflows: result of current account adjustments in the wake of
a 1 percentage point increase in the average GDP the Mexican crisis.
growth rate of developing countries is found to raise Although a generalized reversal of the increased
FDI inflows, at current levels, by about $10 billion. private capital flows to developing countries appears
Gross FDI flows have risen as a share of developing- unlikely, individual countries may be vulnerable to
country exports and domestic investment by 4 to volatility in flows, depending on their circumstances.
5 percentage points since 1988. If these ratios rise by, The risk of volatility has been heightened by the
say, 2.5 percentage points in the next decade as a result Mexican crisis. Maintaining strong economic funda-
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mentals is the kev to ensuring stability and steady est in Latin America (box 1-2). This need has been
growth in private capital inflows. When a reversal of underscored by the Mexican crisis.
inflows occurs, as recentlv in Mexico, it may appear The mix of policies appropriate for fostering sus-
to be sudden, but its causes can be traced to slippages tained private capital inflows depends on a country's
in economic policy and performance. Despite the circumstances. The intensity of the undesirable macro-
extreme reaction of financial markets to the devalua- economic side effects of inflows, such as overheating
tion of the Mexican peso, the unsustainability of and real exchange rate appreciation, varies with the
Mexico's current account deficit and the need for behavior of private savings, growth in productivity,
adjustment had been widely recognized.' A number and other factors. But cross-country experience offers
of early warning signs had signaled impending trou- some general policy lessons. These point to the impor-
ble. A lesson from the Mexican crisis is for policy- tance of fiscal restraint, structural reforms that guide
makers to pay particular attention to such advance resources toward investment and exports rather than
warnings of looming problems. consumption, and a sound institutional and regula-

One important indicator of an emerging crisis in tory framework for the banking system and capital
capital flows is a large appreciation of the real markets.
exchange rate. The appreciation often arises from per-
sisting too long with a fixed nominal exchange rate World trade: de-eloping countries lead a marked
introduced as part of a stabilization program and is acceleratiorn
aggravated by large capital inflows attracted by the
high interest rates needed to support the exchange World merchandise trade (exports plus imports)
rate. Other signals to watch for, and often associated surged by an estimated 8 to 9 percent in 1994, up from
with a substantial real exchange rate appreciation in about 4 percent in the 1991-93 recession. Trade growth
the capital-recipient country, include a declining is expected to continue at a brisk pace through 1996.
domestic saving rate (indicating that the inflows are Trade in services should grow even faster, partly
going into consumption rather than investment), because of higher flows of foreign direct investment,
inadequate investment in the tradables sector, weak increasingly directed at the services sector, and
export growth, and a rise in current account deficits to growth of long-distance services (see chapter 3). In the
levels that are inconsistent with prudent targets for longer run (1997-2004) merchandise trade growth is
foreign liabilities (given such factors as initial debt projected at about 6 percent, roughly the same as in
levels, expected interest rates, and the size, growth 1986-90. Supported by a shift toward outwardori-
rate, and volatilitv of exports). Another warning indi- ented policies that are increasing their integration in
cator is a growing reliance on short-tern capital the world economy, trade growth in developing coun-
inflows. Though country cases differ and no one indi- tries is expected to exceed that of industrial countries
cator is infatlible, monitoring a combination of these by 1 to 1.5 percentage points.
indicators can help in detecting an emerging balance This forecast represents a continued trend toward
of payments crisis and in initiating timely adjust- more rapid global trade integration that took hold in
ments. Given the speed at which capital can move in the mid-1980s (table 14).' This, in tum, may repre-
and out of countries today, there is an increased pre- sent a resumption of the trend of the 1950s and 1960s
mium on sounder, more agie economic management. before the macroeconomic instabilities of the 1970s

The current international economic environment and early 1980s-the twin oil shocks and the debt cri-
provides a favorable setting for capital-recipient coun- sis. Six factors underpin the expected strength of
tries to reduce their vulnerability to volatility in private world trade growth: in the nearer term (1995-96) the
flows by strengthening their economic fundamentals. cyclical recoverv in industnal countries, yen appre-
Adjustment is necessary in countries where the rise in ciation and market opening in Japan, and the
inflows has been associated with unsustainable increased purchasing power of primary exporters
increases in current account deficits. Boosting export from higher commodity prices; in the longer term
growth is central to achieving a soft landing for exter- faster growth in developing countries, integration of
nal deficits. Failure to adjust carries the risk of under- world capital markets (reflected in the rise of private
mining market confidence and triggering an abrupt capital flows to developing countries), and acceler-
reversal of inflows that would force a hard landing. In ated trade liberalization, including the extension of
assessing capacity to service rising external liabilities, regional trading arrangements to encompass some
countries need to allow for both debt and nondebt developing countries.
external obligations: FDI and other equity inflows In a remarkable departure from historical relation-
bring important benefits but also tend to require higher ships, world trade continued to grow by about 4 per-
retums. Among major recipients the need to adjust to a cent in 1991-93, despite the recession in industrial
slower growth in external liabilities is in general great- countries. This contrasts with previous recessions in
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Table 1-4 Trends in world trade integration

Infdicator/rli.ion 1971-85 1986-90 1991-93 1994-96 1997-2004

World trade growtha 3.7 6.1 3.9 7.7 6.0
World output growth 3.2 3.3 1.1 3.0 3.3
Speed of integration" 0.5 2.8 2.9 4.7 2.7

High-income OECD 0.8 3.2 0.8 4.2 2.7
Developing countries -0.6 0.6 6.7 5.0 1.9

Sub-Saharan Africa -1.5 -0.7 0.4 1.4 0.4
East Asia 1.0 1.4 5.8 5.1 1.7
South Asia -0.4 -0.2 4.1 3.2 1.5
Europe and Central Asia 0.0 -2.1 7.3 8.3 1A
Middle East and North Africa -1.5 3.1 0.3 0.9 1.3
Latin America and the Caribbean -1.6 2.0 9.6 2.8 2.2

a. Growth rate of the sum of merchandise export and import volumes.
b. Growth rate of trade minus growth rate of output.
Source: World Bank data and staff projections.

1974 and 1981, when it declined. Three factors con- financing through export revenues and capital
tributed to this outcome: asynchrony in growth in inflows, import growth of developing countries
industrial countries, the resumption of positive net (excluding transition economies) soared to more than
private flows to developing countries as the debt cri- 10.5 percent in 1991-93 from 2.2 percent in the pre-
sis receded, and the emergence of some developing ceding decade. Exports to developing countries
regions as new growth poles, notably East Asia and accounted for 2.8 percentage points of the nominal
Latin America. 3 percent increase in world export values in 1991-93.

The asynchrony in industrial country business (Ihis figure might fall slightly with an expected
cycles in 1991-93 allowed their aggregate imports to upward revision of intra-EU trade for 1993.)
grow by about 1.5 percent a year in 1991-93, com-
pared with declines of 11 percent and 3 percent in the
recession years of 1975 and 1981-82. Europe provided
a floor for trade in 1990-1991, the United States from D)tvi'hlouing eiiiuntries halvL'e lIeni iPt rC imlIportaiit

1992, and Japan from late 1993 as a result of yen appre- in worId trade- rowh sif iiti,e tilt , id- i 9S(ks
ciation and market deregulation. The OECD business
cycle will likely remain out of phase in a more atten- Figure 1-5 Contributions to world import growth
uated way in 1994-96, but with demand ini all three (percent)
areas expanding together, the high-income OECD
contribution to world import growth is expected to 10
rise to more than 60 percent from 26 percent in
1991-93. This will be an important factor in world 5
trade growth in 1994-96 (figure 1-5).

Domestic demand growth in developing countries
(excluding the transition economies) was buoyed in 0
1991-93 by successful adjustment policies and by ris- Developing countriesa
ing private capital inflows. Export growth also accel- - OECD
erated to more than 8.5 percent from 3.7 percent in the W5 OECD
preceding decade. Exports to industrial countries, at World import volume
about 60 percent of the total, grew by 5 to 6 percent a -10 l l 
year in nominal dollar terms, while those to other 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995
developing countries grew at twice that rate. The
share of intra-developing country trade in world a. Excluding Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union.
trade rose from 10 percent in 1990 to 12.5 percent in Source: World Bank data and staff projections.
1993. With strong domestic demand and improved
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Box 1-2 Contrasts in managing capital inflows: a tale of two regions

The recent surge in private capital flows has been con- East Asia and 45 percent in Latin America. Most FDI in
centrated in East Asia and Latin America, but there are East Asia has been in new investments-greenfield oper-
several differences between the two regions in the com- ations and joint ventures. In Latin America FDI has been
position and management of the flows. These differences, associated largely with privatization of enterprises,
brought into sharper relief by recent developn.ents in which raised almost $17 bilion in foreign exchange
Mexico, have important implications for future flows to between 1988 to 1993 (only $5 billion in East Asia), and
these regions and for policies for managing the flows. debt-equity swaps. The higher inflow of FDI into East

While regionwide macroeconomic indicators mask Asia has been supported by higher returns. Estimated
appreciable variations among countries (with Chile's per- average returns on US. FDI in East Asia in 1990-93 were
formance, for example, resembling that of successful East more than twice the average worldwide return on US.
Asian countries), they nevertheless reveal some important FDI, while returns in Latin America were only slightly
differences between the two regions (inset table). East higher.
Asia has underpinned larger inflows with a rnore sLable Given East Asia's stronger economic fundamentals and
macroeconomic environment that is more favorable to sounder macroeconomic responses to large capital
sustained high growth. East Asia has maintained high inflows, the likelihood of capital flows being sustained is
national saving and investment rates, exceeding those in higher for countries in this region than in Latin America.
Latin America on average by as much as 13 percent of Latin American countries, such as Mexico, experiencing
GDP. Higher investment and GDP growth in East Asia large increases in current account deficits need to adjust
(where growth averaged 7 percent in 1990-93, compared to lower capital inflows. East Asia's greater success in
with 2.4 percent in Latin America) has been primarily attracting non-debt-creating and longer-term flows also
domestically financed. Complementing domestic sav- makes it less vulnerable to volatility inflows. Evidence of
ings, inflows into East Asia have tended to increase invest- the greater resilience of East Asian inflows to external
ment rather than consumption, while in some countries in shocks is provided by the behavior of portfolio flows in
Latin America the inflows have fed a consumption boom 1994. Despite rising international interest rates and diffi-
(inset figure). The average national saving rate in Latin cult bond and equity market conditions, East Asian coun-
America fell in the 1990s, the period of high capital tries were able to increase their intemational equity and
inflows, but rose in East Asia. bond and debt issues by more than $13 billion, compaxed

East Asian export growth has been stronger, and with a drop of $8 billion for Latin American countries.
exports represent a much larger share of GDP, signaling
a better future capacity to service foreign liabilities.
Foreign liability to export ratios in Latin America sub-
stantially exceed those in East Asia and have risen as the East Asia has underpinned larger capital inflows...
increase in inflows outstripped the growth in exports.
East Asia has continued to provide investors and Total private capital inflows
exporters with a more stable financial environment, (annual average post-cutoff date)
reflected in both lower inflation and a lower variability Region/ Cutoff Amount Percent of
of inflation and real exchange rates than in Latin f
America. East Asian countries (except the Philippines country date (S bilions) 1992 GNP
and Thaland) have also avoided significant appreciation Latin Anerica
of real exchange rates, thereby protecting external com- Brazil 1991 5.8 1.5
petitiveness, despite larger capital inflows. Real Argentina 1991 5.4 2.4
exchange rates appreciated significantly in several Latin Colombia 1993 1.3 2.7
American countries, despite efforts to mitigate the Venezuela 1991 1.8 3.0
impactof capital inflowsthroughsterilizationor,insorne Costa Rica 1991 02 3.1
cases, capital controls. The erosion of competitiveness Mexico 1990 11.8 3.7
was in turn associated with rapidly widening current Chile 1990 1.6 4.2
account deficits. In East Asia's comparative success in Average 4.0 2.9
avoiding real currency appreciation, the higher propor- East As
tion of FDI in total inflows and the channeling of more KA
inflows to investment have been contnbutory factors. In Poilippines 1992 6.6 6
general, East Asian countnes have aLso made greater use Indonesia 1990 3.7 3.0
of fiscal restraint in coping with inflows (Corbo and Thailand 1988 4.5 42
Hernandez 1994). Cia19 766

East Asia has also attracted a more favorable nix of China 1992 27.6 6.4
flows. In 1990-93 FDI constituted about 55 percent of net Avenge 8D 4.3
private flows to East Asia, compared with about 40 per-
cent for Latin America. Within portfolio investment, Source World Bank and M data.
equity flows accounted for about 55 percent of the total in
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. . t. witri n sllger econzol1ic fit nruallnwlatalls

Macroeconomic indicators: Latin American and East Asian countries
(annual meansfor individual countries)

Gross Gross
nationtal doaestic Govern- Total Annual External Monthly Monthly REERa

GDP savings inDvest- ment con- exports export debtl inflation REER' Monthly appre-
Regionil growth (% merit (ie sumption (% grrowth exports variance variance inflation ciation
country (%) GNP) GNP) (% GNP) GNP) t%) (%) (%) (Y) M.) (%)

Latin America
Brazil 0.7 21.7 215 14.1 11.8 43 303.7 - - 26.0 -5.9
Argentina 3.5 173 19.3 8.4 10.9 4.1 4783 - - 16.4 151.8
Colombia 3.6 22.5 19.6 12.1 19.3 6.6 167.2 0.7 3.1 1.9 14.6
Venezuela 2.7 20.0 16.5 9.2 25A 6.0 181.8 7.7 19.4 3.1 3.8
Costa Rica 5.1 20.1 29.2 17.6 40.2 10.7 208.8 05 1.4 1.4 -10.2
Mexico 2.6 17.6 22.8 9.3 203 3.1 223.9 3.5 8.0 1.7 40.7
Chile 7.1 25.2 28.1 10.4 35.4 11.1 207.4 0.7 2.4 1.3 9.5
Average 3.6 20.6 22.4 11.6 233 6.6 253.0 2.6 6.9 7.4 8.7b

East Asia
Korea, Rep. of 7.1 36.4 37.6 7.1 31.1 9.5 44.8 02 6.0 0.5 -10.0
Philippines 1.0 20.6 22.6 9.5 32.0 62 226.0 OA 15.8 0.9 6.9
Indonesia 6.6 333 35.6 6.6 24.1 6.1 221.7 0.7 1A 0.7 -4.1
Thailand 9.5 32.1 37.6 9.' 34.3 17.3 140.7 0.4 1.6 0.3 7.1
China 8.9 46.5 44.9 9.7 19.4 14.6 862 0.1 23 0.8 -12.6
Malaysia 8.8 31.8 32.2 14.3 73.7 13.1 66.2 0.1 3.4 0.3 -12.5
Average 7.0 33.5 35.1 9A 35.8 11.1 130.9 03 5.1 0.6 -6.6

-Not available.
Note: Esfimated over a period staring two years before significant inflows began (the cutoff date) and ending tn 1993.
a. Real effective exchange rate.
b. Excludes Argentina.
Source: World Bank and IMF data.

Inflo-us into East Asia have tenided to inicrease investmtienrt rather than consitimption

Change in consumption and investment between 1985-87 and 1991-93
(percent of GNP)

15 Latin America East Asia
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Note: The years 1985-87 represent the period before the inflow and 1991-93 the period after the inflow began. For Korea, the average
for the second period incudes only 1991-92.
Soure= World Bank staff estimates.
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Output growth in developing countries is expected Trade integration is likely to be reinforced by new
to strengthen to about 5 percent in 1995-2004, with initiatives. Recent studies suggest that the Uruguay
wider adoption and deepening of reform policies and Round could add 0.5 to 1.4 percentage points a year to
the expected return to growth of transition economies the growth of world trade in the period to 2005
supporting growth in developing countries' trade of (Francois, McDonald, and Nordstrom 1995). Addi-
about 7.3 percent a vear. Private flows to developing tional contributions will come from NAFTA, the
countries may retreat in the near term, given higher recently agreed expansion of free trade to the whole of
interest rates and the crisis in Mexico, but can be theAmericasbv 2005, the equivalent Asia-Pacific trade
expected to grow moderately in the medium term, initiative agreed by the Asia-Pacific Economic Coop-
providing further support for the projected growth in eration (APEC), the inclusion of some Scandinavian
trade. countries and Austria in the EU, EU Association agree-

World trade integration, measured as the ratio of ments with Eastem European nations, and the creation
trade to GDP, has accelerated since the mid-1980s, or expansion of subregional trade initiatives, such as
supported by the surge of Japanese overseas invest- Mercosur in Latin America.
ment after the 1985 Plaza Accord and by trade Will these regional trade arrangements have a big
arrangements such as expansion of the EU, and the impact on world trade growth? The evidence is
U.S.-Canada free trade agreement (table 14, figure sparse, but probably yes. After Spain and Portugal
1-6). Among developing countries trade integration entered the EU in 1986, the speed of their trade inte-
trends have varied widely. Trade integration was most gration (the difference between trade and GDP
rapid and sustained in East Asia. Until 1985 trade inte- growth rates) increased by 5.5 and 6.8 percentage
gration fell or was flat in all other developing-country points, respectively, averaging over complete busi-
regions, reflecting predominantly inward-oriented ness cycles before and after entry. If the EU expands
policies and the debt crisis. The trend toward greater to include non-EU OECD Europe and Eastern Europe,
integration among developing countries became more an increase of 5 percentage points in the speed of inte-
widespread and stronger after 1985, especially in the gration over the rate in 1986-90 would raise world
early 1990s. Trade integration strengthened in Latin trade growth by 0.4 percentage points a year in
America, South Asia, and Eastern Europe, spurred by 1997-2004. Even rougher calculations suggest that an
the revival of private inflows and outward-oriented expansion of NAFrA to the whole of the Americas
policy reforms. In Sub-Saharan Africa and the Middle might raise world trade growth by 0.2 percentage
East and North Africa, however, ratios of trade to GDP points and APEC free trade by 0.5 percentage points
are still substantiallv lower than thev were thirty years (box 1-3).
ago (Otsubo 1995).

Comnmodity prices: temporary recouery,
temporary windfall

Tdcin'.1lc%rJin il-,lltia III 1henl rI'inSII, p1ic[kIY
liaaS' itt'FthU u~Ii'i-'1ii ri%iig~ qThe surge in non-oil commodity prices in 1994 and

expected increases in 1995 will generate large wind-

Figure 1-6 Trade integration, 19772-2004 fall gains for many low-income, primary-producing
Figuore plus Tporad megrdatdieoun,e 1a-2004 sareofGDP.countries: terms of trade gains in 1994-95 are expected
percenpt to average about 4 percent of GDP among the twenty

largest gainers (table 1-5). The rise in prices is
50 expected to be temporary, however, the result of tran-

sitory supply shocks and normal cvclical forces whose
40' Developing counaies influence is expected to fade over the next one to two

years. The longer-run trend remains one of gradually
declining real prices. Prudent management of near-
term windfall gains to strengthen stabilization and

20 High-income OECD structural reform policies will be crucial if they are to
20'| High-income OECD contribute to higher long-term growth in primary-

10 exporting countries. But if, as in the 1970s, temporary
|0 price increases are mistaken for permanent ones and

Ili I I | i r I lead to weaker commitment to reform and large

1970 1974 1978 1982 1986 1990 1994 1998 2002 increases in inefficient public spending and extemal
borrowing, the commodity price boom could lead to

Soumr: World Bank data and staff prjections. even worse long-term growth performance than if it
had not happened.
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sensitive to economic activity. Copper, aluminum,
f- r - ai f1 lhql I i(i'innllodifilei,-Ii.le and nickel prices rose 50 to 60 percent in 1994, but

hdiit t, I'c 'iz.l 1 l I lN 1 because many price rises were only making up for
steep falls in 1993, the overall metals index averaged

Table 1-5 Largest net terms of trade gains only 10 percent higher in 1994 than in 1993. Metals
in 1994-95 relative to 1993 prices are projected to rise another 13 percent or so in
(averagefor 1994 and 1995 as percentage of GDP) 1995 with the strengthening recovery, but the pres-
Counortry Gaiii ence of substantial excess production capacity is

- expected to restrain further increases. Higher interest
1 C6te d'lvoire 12.0 rates will also tend to dampen prices by depressing
2 Uganda 6.9 inventory accumulation and speculative purchases.
3 Ghana 6.8 The longer-run outlook for non-oil commodity
4 Papua New Guinea 6.6 prices is not particularly favorable. In real terms the
5 Suriname 5 non-oil index is projected to decline on average by
6 Chad 5.1
7 Cameroon 4.8 about 2 percent a year in 1996-2004, metals and min-
8 Zaire 3.8 erals by about 1 percent, agricultural commodities by
9 Togo 3.4 about 2.5 percent, and beverages by 5 to 6 percent.
10 Mali 3.1 Indeed, only one commodity group, timber, is
11 Fiji 2.8 expected to see any real price appreciation in 1996-
12 Costa Rica 2.6 2004, about 2 percent a year. The income elasticity of
13 Colombia 2.6 demand for food is generally low: for a staple like rice
14 Benin 2.4 it ranges from 0.01 to 0.30 in developing countries, in
15 Guyana 2.2 contrast to elasticities for manufactured goods rang-
16 Burundi 2.1 ing from 0.74 to 3.38 (World Bank 1994). Demand for

18 Liberia 2.1 intermediates such as metals or agricultural raw
19 Honduras 2.1 materials is affected significantly by efficiency
20 Malawi 2.0 improvements, technological substitution, and a
21 Burkina Faso 1.8 declining materials intensity of production. The mate-
22 Tanzania 1.7 rials intensity of industrial production in OECD coun-
23 Madagascar 1.6 tries has fallen since the 1960s, declining by an
24 Namibia 1.6 average of 0.6 percent a year in the 1980s. On the sup-
25 Guatemala 1.5 ply side, studies have shown that total factor produc-
26 Zimbabwe 1.5 tivity growth in agriculture in many OECD and
27 Kenya 1.5

Sourre: World Bank data.

Real cosi:intoitz/ priaes alrl expected to liti lnA1lcer

in 20074 tiuaii in 1990

The Bank's index of non-oil commodity prices rose Figue 1-7 Non-oil commodity prices, 1948 2004
by about 19 percent in real terms in 1994 and is pro- (deflated -y N ime MUp index, 1990=1l 00)
jected to rise by 7 percent in 1995 (figure 1-7). But (aticelneral
analysis of the forces underlying the boom suggests 350
that it will be temporary. Adverse weather and pest Minerals
damage were a prime factor in price increases in cof- 300 and metals
fee, cotton, rice, coarse grain, and other agricultural I Nno
products. Low investment and deteriorating produc- 2
tion capacity, a result of weak prices in the 1980s, have 200
exacerbated shortages for plantation and tree crops
with long lags between investment and production. 15(
For example, new coffee plantings take three years
before they can be harvested and eight to reach max- 100
imum yield. Thus, prices are expected to stay high 50 1 ' ......
until about 1996-97, followed by sharp declines there- 1948 1958 1968 1978 1988 1998
after. In most cases such price cycles based on supply
lags are expected to be shorter, lasting from one to Soure: World Bank data and staff projections.
three years. Prices of metals and minerals are more
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Box 1-3 Will the new regional trade angemento succeed?

The past year has seen the greatest surge in regional trade time they were formed (tinset table). Index values for the
arrangements involving developing countries. This has EEC Six averaged 0.53, while an even higher degree of
increased developing countries' interest in sinilar complementarity existed between the trade of the United
arrangements to accelerate industrialization and growth. States and Canada. In contrast, the index for the unsuc-
This interest lb based on expectations of benefits such as cessful LAFTA was less than 40 percent of the EEC/U.S.-
scale economies or increased export and employment Canada average. The Andean Pact index (0.07) shows
opportunities that may result from preferential access to that the export structures of Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador,
regional markets. Past experience with regional trade Peru, and Venezuela were almost completely dissimilar
arrangements has been mixed, however. Many have from those of their imports at the time this arrangement
failed, in part because of low complementarity in mem- was initiated. Among recent arrangements, complemen-
ber countries' trade (when countries' production struc- tarity among NAFrA members is as high as among the
tuwes are similar and their exports match the imports of early EEC members In Mercosur (Argentina, Brazil,
their trading partnes only poorly). In such a seting coun- Paraguay, Uruguay) the average complementarity index
tries have little to gain from regional arrangements and of 0.29 is about half that of the most successful prece-
should focus rainly on unilateral or multilateral trade dents, though the index is doser to 035 between the two
lilxralization central partners, Argentina and Brazil This suggests that

A trade complementarity index can be used to provide while the arrangement has a reasonable chance of pro-
some indication of the likeihood of successful irtegration motig trade among members, countries must avoid an
in possible new regional trade arrangements, such as the inward-looking "regional bloc" approach that deempha-
extension of NAFTA to the rest of Latin America sizes continued multilateral or unilateral trade hlberal-
(Americas "AFIA), Asia-Pacific free trade under APEC, ization, as has sometimes happened in regional
or trade arrangements among countries in Sub-Saharan arnents with high trade complementarity. Much
Africa. The index is zero when no good exported by one the same could be said for two prospective regional trade
counttryisimportedby the other, and one when the shares arrangements, the expansion of NAFIA to the rest of
of one county's imports correspond exacly to those of Latin America and APEC in the Asia-Pacific; their com-
the other's exports. Michaely (1994) suggests that the plementanty indices are around 50 to 60 percent of the
higher the index the more likely is a proposed regional EEC/US.-Canada average.
trade arrangement to succeed in stimulating trade Sub-Saharan Afican countries have low trade comple-
between its membersl mentarity. The index for twenty comntnes averages only

Thereisa wide rangebetween the index values for pre- 0.09. This strongly sugests that the structure of African
vious succsful and unsucessful arrangements at the counres exports and imports difes so widely that

developing countries has been equal to or higher than likely to hold a high share of their net worth in domes-
that in manufacturing. tic assets, this strategy also helps diversify their hold-

The significant (but most likely temporary) wind- ings and reduces exposure to risks specific to the
fall gains generated by the non-oil commodity price economy, such as a fall in export prices. The foreign
boom pose difficult policy choices for the countries assets of Tanzanians may be drawn down over time,
enjoying them. First, what proportion of the windfall or foreign debt increased, as the domestic economy
should be consumed? The rational response is to con- generates investments with a higher return than that
sume only that part that is permanent. For example, on the world portfolio. If a country is credit con-
the positive terms of trade shock for Tanzania is pro- strained because international investors perceive a
jected at 3A percent of GDP in the next two years, after high level of sovereign risk, there may be a case for
which it is likely to disappear. On the assumption of a investing a higher share of the windfall domestically,
6 percent real rate of return on assets, Tanzania's per- but the supply of viable projects is likely to be limited
manent income would increase by 0.2 percent of GDP, in the short run. The number of worthwhile projects
so consumption should increase by only that amount may increase in the medium term to the extent that the
and the rest should be invested."0 country takes advantage of a favorable external envi-

Second, should the remainder be used to reduce romnent to accelerate reforms that raise the effidency
foreign debt or invested at home? Unless the return to of capital.
capital in Tanzania has increased considerably Third, what role should the government play in
(unlikely in view of the temporary nature of the these decisions? Some economists believe govern-
shock), it may be better to use the bulk of the windfall ments need to worry only about their own accounts,
to cut foreign debt or to invest in a world portfolio, at usingtheirtemporarilyhigherrevenuestoreducegov-
least ntially. Tanzanian assets represent only a tiny errtment debt rather than increase current spending,
fraction of the world portfolio. Since residents are and increasing public investment only so far as social
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regional trade integration efforts hold little promise for erl lberalization, so that the arrangements develop as
accelerating industrialization and growth (regional coop- building blocks to such liberalization.
eratlon can, of course, be benefidal in othe areas, such as
joint border projects and consolidation of peace). LDberali- 1. Michaey (1994). The index (Cp) Is defined as:
zation of trade barriers in the region either unilateraly or Cji a1 -(I m,*-xh ) + 2
within a multilateral framework appears to be a far more wherexr is the sham of good f in totla eports of contryj and m,
promising option. is the share of good f in totl Irnports of country k A number of

More broadly, as regionalism emerges as an integrl quaHfcsttofls must be added. I is asumed that the stuctur of
part of the world trading environment, it should not be Otherisethvinde maysnot beya reliabeindiator of the poten-
allowed to divert attention from the fact that the first-best tisu cn m of an agreemnmL Second,i fa small contrywith a lim-
policy remains most-favored-nation liberalization and ited range of traded products can dispose of allits exports (under
the ultimate goal, multilateral free trade Regional more favorable terms) in the larger patu country, a free trade
arrangements should be implemented in a manner that area may still beattraive even though the stucture of its exps
harnesses them securely to the long-run goal of multilat- does not match that of its partne imports welL

Regional trade arrangements vary widely in corn plementarity of members' trade

bade complementaity indices for selected trade arangements

Tading arrngement Index Trading arrangement Inder

Succoful arrgements Rent arrangemets
EEC (6) 053 NAFrA 0.56
Canada-US. FrA 0.64 Mercosur 0.29

Unsuccessful arrangements Potential arrngements
LAFrA 0.22 Americs AFrA (NAFrA+5)a 031
Andean Pact 0.07 Asia-Pacific NAPECw (17) 035

Sub-Saharan Africa (20) 0.09

a.TheAn sfee s adeear is prcedbyNAFrplusthenex fivebiggestgeconmes,Argin raicile, Colomband Venezuea
SowrcOICO RADE, Mihady 1994.

returns exceed world returns. In this view the govern- return. In oil-exporting countries investment rose
ment's only role with respect to the private sector is to from 15 percent of GDP in 1965-73 to 25 percent in
inform, since individuals and firms can be relied on to the mid- to late 1970s, while incremental capital out-
act rationally. This view underplays the risk of specu- put ratios deteriorated from 4 in 1965-73 to more
lative bubbles induced by the price boom and ignores than 10 after the oil shocks. Countries that consume
the distorting effect that government policies can have rather than save windfalls and that invest the wind-
on private behavior, for example, by letting the fall disproportionately at home rather than reduce
exchange rate appreciate. Restrained macroeconomic foreign debt or invest abroad can penalize them-
policies are needed to keep large windfalls into the pri- selves in three ways. They adopt an unsustainable
vate economy from causing overheating, while accel- pattern of consumption. They obtain low returns on
erating structural reforms to expand the economy's investment and fail to diversify their assets. And they
capacity to absorb larger inflows productively, tend to suffer from "Dutch disease," where the real
Depending on the circumstances, taxing the windfall exchange rate appreciates and the growth of trad-
may also be considered, provided the proceeds are ables is stunted, compromising the role international
used to reduce budget deficits rather than to increase trade can play as an engine of growth and innovation
spending. for the whole economy. In fact, the appropriateness

More often than not, countries have failed to fol- of the response to favorable shocks goes some way
low the rational course. In earlier price booms (C6te toward explaining the growth performance of devel-
d'Ivoire in the 1976 coffee boom, Mexico and Nigeria oping countries."' In 1973-92 East Asian countries
after the second oil-price increase), beneficiaries have saved (improved current account balances) on aver-
tended to consume much of the windfall and to age around 70 percent of favorable shocks, compared
increase investment predominantly at home, most with only 30 percent for countries in Africa and Latin
often in large public sector projects with low rates of America.
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In real terms oil prices in 1994 were about as low as transition economies, the regions with the weakest
at any time since the 1973 oil shock. They are expected growth performance-the Middle East and Africa-in
to increase very little in real terms in 1995-96, the general had the slowest rates of export growth, the
result of global demand increases of around 1 million largest budget deficits, the largest current account
barrels a day being offset by the presence of spare deficits, the smallest private capital inflows, and
capacity of roughly 3 million barrels a day in OPEC among the highest government consumption and low-
producers (excluding Iraq). The potential return to the est national saving rates. Fiscal deficits also have been
market of Iraq, which had a prewar production of 3 of significant concern in the Europe and Central Asia
million barrels a day, will also weigh on the market, and South Asia regions. Structural reforms, such as lib-
given the risk that other OPEC producers will have eralizationoftradeand investment regimes, havebeen
difficulty accommodating Iraq's return by cutting initiated in a broad range of developing countries, but,
production. By the end of the decade real oil prices again, progress has been less in countries experiencing
may show slight recovery as world demand increases slower growth. A clear implication of this experience
of about 2 percent a year (3.5 to 4 percent a year is that better policies will be needed to improve per-
growth in developing countries, a little below 1 per- formance and to capture the new opportunities offered
cent in industrial countries) reduce surplus capacity by a fast-integrating world economy.
and as more moderate growth in non-OPEC produc- In many countries macroeconomic stabilization
tion improves OPEC's market position. But there is and fiscal consolidation are needed to reduce pres-
much uncertainty, both on the demand side (suchi as sures on prices, real exchange rates, and the balance
the prospects for higher energy conservation) and on of payments while increasing domestic savings for
the supply side (possible advances in exploration and more investment. Governments also need to press
production technology, improved incentives for ahead with outward-oriented structural reforms that
exploration, and recovery in production in countries maximize competition in goods and labor markets,
oi the former Soviet Union). expand the opportunities for private enterprise,

improve efficiency, and raise productivity growth. In
Prospects for developing countries: better policies this regard rationalization of large public sectors,
to capitalize on the better environment trade liberalization, deregulation of investment, and

reforms to create more flexible labor markets are all
The favorable global economic environment (re- important.
viewed in the preceding sections) provides develop- With progress on reform, the more favorable global
ing countries with a more propitious setting in which environment projected in this report is expected to
to deepen and extend reforms that will assist them in allow average per capita GDP growth in developing
better exploiting new opportunities in the world econ- countries to rise to a little over 3 percent a year in the
omy-the Uruguay Round trade liberalization, grow- next decade from virtual stagnation in the last. The
ing internationalization of services, increased access baseline projection sees GDP growth in developing
to private capital markets-and enhancing their countries accelerating from an average of 2.2 percent
prospects for sustained growth. At the same time, fur- since 1980 to 4.9 percent over the coming decade (table
thering reforms will better position these countries to 1-6). Part of this sizable improvement is expected to
withstand possible adverse developments in the result from a swing in the transition economies as they
external enviromnent down the road (some risks in move from large output declines in the first half of the
the outlook are analyzed in the next section). 1990s toward 4 percent growth. Excluding the transi-

The need to bolster adjustment and reform has tion economies, developing-country growth is ex-
been intensified by the rise in interest rates and the pected to accelerate from 3.6 percent in 1981-94 to
slowing of capital flows to developing countries in the 5.2 percent in 1995-2004. Though some convergence
wake of the Mexican crisis. Growth opportunities for in growth rates is expected, notably an acceleration in
developing countries are increasing, but so too is the slow-growing regions including Sub-Saharan Africa
price of access to them, requiring improvements in and the Middle East and North Africa, wide differ-
productivity, domestic savings, and export growth ences in growth are expected to persist. As in the past
consistent with more competitive global trade and decade, only a few regions-East and South Asia and
capital markets. Eastern Europe-are expected to see real per capita

In the past decade only East and South Asia among income growth in excess of that in industrial coun-
developing-country regions achieved per capita GDP tries. But unlike in the past decade, all other regions,
growth higher than the 2 percent achieved by high- including Sub-Saharan Africa, should see positive per
income countries. Per capita income growth was less capita income growth.
than 1 percent in Latin America and negative in the Of all developing regions East Asia is likely tobe the
other developing-country regions. Leaving aside the one that continues to exploit rapidly expanding global
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Table 1-6 Growth of real GDP in developing regions
(percentag,e cIunuge Ivr year)

Forecasts

Resgion 1974-90 1992 1993 1994- 1995-96 1995-2004

All developing countries 3.5 0.2 1.7 2.0 4.0 4.9
Sub-Saharan Africa 2.2 0.3 0.8 2.2 4.0 3.8
Middle East and North Africa 0.7 3.5 1.8 0.3 2.7 3.2
Europe and Central Asia 3.6 -12.3 -7.5 -7.5 0.7 3.4
South Asia 4.9 4.9 2.9 4.7 5.0 5.4
East Asia 7.1 9.2 9.4 9.3 8.1 7.7
Latin America and the Caribbean 2.7 2.7 3.8 3.9 2.4 3.5

Menoratndum items
Eastern Europe and former Soviet Union 3.6 -16.0 -9.5 -9.1 0.1 35

Eastern and Central Europe 2.4 -11.6 -2.4 1.8 3.5 3.9
Fornmer Soviet Union 3.6 -19.7 -13.0 -13.1 -1.3 3.3

Developing countries excluding Eastern
Europe and former Soviet Union 3.5 4.8 4.9 4.6 4.8 5.2

a. Estimated.
Sourre: World Bank data and staff projections.

trade and investment opportunities to the fullest. growth in world trade, and expanding economic ties
Besides economies with an established record of to the fast-growing East Asian region. Private capital
strong growth (China, Indonesia, Republic of Korea, flows to the region surged to $10.4 billion in 1994 from
Malaysia, and Thailand), the Philippines appears to $5.7billion in 1993. Risks include difficulties in cutting
be getting back on track with renewed growth. Also, fiscal deficits and the still large size of the state sector,
Indochina is starting well on its transition toward obstacles to labor market reform, and upward pres-
market economy. Average economic growth in East sures on real exchange rates arising from capital
Asia rose to 9 percent in 1991-94 from 7.4 percent in inflows. South Asian output growth is forecast to
the preceding decade, supported by large private cap- average 5.4 percent a year in 1995-2004, much better
ital inflows and buoyant export growth responding to than in the early 1990s.
outward-oriented policies. Regional growth is ex- In Latin America and the Caribbean, the rise in US.
pected to ease to a still remarkable 7.7 percent in interest rates and the downturn in private flows to the
1995-2004, in part as growth in the overheating region in 1994 exposed weaknesses and vulnerability
Chinese economy cools to about 9 percent from about in some countries. Witness Mexico, where real
12 percent in 1991-93, and, more generally, as capital exchange rate appreciation, decining domestic sav-
inflows slow to a more sustainable pace and infra- ing rates, and mounting current account deficits and
structure comes under increasing pressure from foreign liability accumulation culminated in last
rapidly rising demand. Among risks, "on-off" appli- December's collapse of the currency. Current account
cation of monetary and fiscal restraint and continued adjustment in large-deficit countries, such as
high inflation raise the possibility that China may Argentina, Mexico, and Peru, will slow growth in
repeat its cyclical growth pattern of the past fifteen 1995-97. Brazil also faces important stabilization chal-
years (see the annex on regional economic prospects lenges in cutting fiscal deficits, maintaining a com-
for more details on the outlook for major developing- petitive exchange rate, and consolidating recent
country regions). progress on inflation. On the other hand, Chile pro-

South Asia is kliely to see an improvement in eco- vides an example of countries in the region that are
nomic performance if reforms to enhance outward better placed to take advantage of growth opportuni-
orientation and the role of the private sector quicken ties. If countries stay the course with adjustment and
and if emerging global opportunities are seized. These reform so as to build on recent progress on inflation,
opportunities stem from favorable evaluation of the fiscal consolidation, and trade and investment liber-
regional reforms in intemational capital markets and alization, regional growth in the longer run could rise
increased access to private capital flows, strong by 0.5 to 1.0 percentage points above the 3.5 percent
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average projected for 1995-2004. But the risks are Growth in Sub-Satara,i Africa (including South
high, especially in the near term. Higher interest rates, Africa) is estimated to have recovered to a little over
loss of investor confidence, and capital outflows could 2 percent in 1994 from under 0.5 percent in 1993. It is
threaten other stabilization programs based on fixed projected to strengthen to 3.8 percent a year in
nominal exchange rates, risking both recession and 1995-2004 from 1.7 percent in the preceding decade,
higher inflation. Besides skillful macroeconomic man- implying per capita income growth of a little under
agement, placing currently overextended financial 1 percent a year, after a cumulative 15 percent fall in
systems on sounder footing will be a challenge in the previous twenty years. This turnaround could
some countries. Successful reform of the social secu- happen if the current more favorable external envi-
rity system in Chile, which contributed to a large rise ronment, including higher commodity prices, is used
in the saving rate, provides an example to several to strengthen economic and political reforms and to
countries in the region where the development of build on positive regional developments, such as the
financially sustainable social safetv nets is becoming end of apartheid in South Africa, strengthened
an important issue. adjustment in the CFA zone, the ending of some pro-

Economic performance in Europe and Central Asia longed civil wars, and steps toward political liberal-
became more differentiated in 1994. Early-reforming ization in some countries. Recent studies show that
countries in Eastern and Central Europe achieved countries that have gone furthest with macroeco-
positive growth because of rising private sector activ- nomic and structural adjustment have improved eco-
ity and private capital inflows, better policy imple- nomic performance to well above the low regional
mentation, and recovery in Western Europe. Officially averages (World Bank 1994a). But much remains to
recorded growth ranged from 3 percent in the Czech be done, in particular in reducing fiscal deficits (9 to
Republic to 5 percent or more in Poland and the 10 percent of regional GDP in 1993) and encouraging
Baltics. But measured output continued to dive in competition and efficiency through deregulation,
most countries of the former Soviet Union. In Russia privatization, and trade liberalization. Risks are
macroeconomic stabilization was again delayed as plentiful, including that of the better external condi-
budget targets were overshot, inflation rose, and the tions prompting a relaxation rather than a strength-
ruble fell sharply. Under favorable conditions policies ening of reform efforts, a su'stantially weaker
and performance could converge more dosely in the outlook for commodity prices, significant reductions
second half of the 1990s, and long-run potential in OECD foreign aid budgets, and new civil wars or
growth could move toward 5 percent a year. But there internal strife.
are big challenges, including major difficulties in
achieving macroeconomic stabilization in most coun- Risks in the outlook
tries of the former Soviet Union and severe internal
political conflict in many, a large unfinished agenda The baseline scenario sketches a favorable outlook for
for structural overhaul, the potential for sharp the global economy, but stresses the importance of
increases in unemployment, and rising requirements improved economic policies that will be needed to
for foreign finance. make it happen. Downside risks in this outlook are

Over the past decade growth in the Middle East and several.
North Africa averaged only 0.9 percent a year. Real per An alternative scenario (mismanaging the boom)
capita GDP fell by 2 percent a year, the largest such discussed in this section explores the risk of a possible
decline in any developing region with the exception of boom-bust outcome in which higher-than-anticipated
the transition economies. The major reasons include growth in 1995-96 in the United States and Europe
adverse exogenous factors-falling oil prices, war, generates a global boom that reduces incentives to
internal strife-but also slow progress in reforming adjust and induces policy slippages in both industrial
public sectors and promoting private sector-led diver- and developing countries, leading to a bust. Growing
sification. Average regional growth may improve to inflationary pressures fed by lax macroeconomic poli-
more than 3 percent in 1995-2004 if efforts at stabiliza- cies induce a "monetary crunch,' sharply higher inter-
tion and structural adjustment are strengthened, more est rates in industrial countries, and a pronounced
peaceful regional political conditions are achieved, downturn in economic activity in 1997-98. The effect
and oil prices improve in the long term. For major oil on developing countries is aggravated by a sharp drop
exporters the key challenge is the promotion of viable in private capital flows to countries with weak policy
nonoilactivitiesthatwillhelpdiversifytheireconomies. performance and heavy debt. Long-term growth is
Provided reforms are sustained, the region's more further lowered by forgone reforms and deterioration
diversified economies, such as Morocco and Tunisia, in productivity spawned by even more overextended
should be well placed to benefit from a favorable global public sectors. By 2000 developing countries' GDP
economic environment, could be 3.5 percent below baseline, with the effect on
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individual developing regions varying widely accord- Reserve to forgo further tightening. But growth reac-
ing to the quality of policies pursued. celerates in 1996. FLscal consolidation wavers as

In addition to mismanaging the boom, another, Congress and the administration cannot agree on
nearer-term risk analyzed in this section is that of a budget cuts. A continued soft dollar supports exports,
"mini-debt crisis" developing as a result of an accel- and pent-up demand rekindles private spending. The
erated loss of confidence in financial markets in the Federal Reserve's response is hampered by the
wake of the crisis in Mexico, especiaUy if there are pol- approach of national elections. In Germany and in
icy slippages in other major recipients of private cap- Europe overall, the 1995-96 expansion is also more
ital flows. The Mexican crisis sends an important rapid than expected. Private consumption and invest-
message. The extemal economic environment for ment, particularly in Eastem Germany, are strong.
developing countries may be favorable, but they will Cyclical increases in govemment revenues and wor-
not automatically benefit from it; sustained pursuit of ries about unemployment encourage relaxation of fis-
policies of macroeconomic stability and structural cal consolidation efforts. Unemployment and still-low
reform will be needed. inflation lead to underestimation of the need for mon-

Buoyant world trade is a central element of the etary tightening. In Japan the recovery receives sup-
favorable baseline economic outlook. International port from additional growth in exports, helping to
trade can play the role of an engine of growth, but only restore fragile consumer and business confidence.
if the implied reaRocation of labor and other resources Higher growth in industrial countries fuels higher
in line with countries' different and evolving compar- commodity prices, with real oil and non-oil commod-
ative advantage is allowed to occur. Such resource ity prices outpacing baseline growth in 1995-96 by
shifts inevitably generate protectionist pressures, and about 6 and 2 percentage points a year, respectively
these may increase when competition intensifies as a (table 1-7). Inflationary pressures and expectations in
result of increasing international trade integration. industrial countries increase, pushing U.S. inflation to
These pressures will need to be firmly resisted, in both near 5 percent. After the elections the Federal Reserve
developing and industrial countries (see chapter 4), if tightens decisively, and interest rates jump to the 8 to
current projections of world productivity and output 10 percent range by early 1997. In Europe central
growth are to be realized banks hike interest rates in response to higher U.S.

rates and the perception of fast-closing output gaps.
Mismanaging the boom The United States falls into recession in 1997 as inter-

est-rate-sensitive sectors contract against the back-
In this scenario U.S. growth slows in 1995 as a result ground of a more restrictive federal budget. Lower
of earlier interest rate increases, leading the Federal US. import growth exerts additional drag in Europe,

Misnui,agi¶ng Ohc boonumi carris'S ligih risk-s for lotii inidustriili and dev'eopingl:. cofuntries

Table 1-7 Global conditions in the baseline and alternative scenarios
(average annual percentage change for baseline, except for uBoR; percentage point difference frvm baseline for alterizative scenario)

Boom 1995-96 Bust 1997-2000

Indicator Baseline Alternative scenario Baseline Alternative scenario

Real GDP in G-7 countries 2.9 1.3 2.8 -1.6
Inflation in G-7 countriesa 2.6 0.8 2.7 1.5
Imports in G-7 countries (volume) 6.6 2.9 4.9 -3.5
World merchandise exports 7.1 2.4 6.1 -2.5

Nominal LIBOR (six months, US$) 7.1 0.3 6.5 2.4

Price indices (USS)
G-5 export unit value of manufactures (MUV)b 1.7 0.5 2.6 IA
Oil pricesc 0.9 5.8 1.9 -5.1
Non-oil commodity prices' 1.0 1.7 -2.9 -1.6

a. Consumer price index in iocal currency, aggregated using 1988-90 GDP weights.
b. Unit value index of manufactures exports from G-5 countries Lo dcveidoing countries, exprssed in doUars.
c. Deflated by the manufactures unit value index.
Source: World Bank data and staff projections.
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where higher interest rates also slow domestic social pressures, a range of countries in the Middle
demand. Japan's recovery is sidetracked by contract- East, Africa, and (to a lesser extent) Latin America and
ing trade, deteriorating consumer sentiment, and Europe and Central Asia succumb to the temptation
renewed fears of financial difficulties. G-7 output and of the foreign exchange windfall. Public consumption,
import growth in 1997-2000 fall 1.6 percentage points transfers, and subsidies rise and, as in the 1970s, take
and 3.5 percentage points a year below baseline, on their own dynamic, increasing current account
respectively. Recession and higher real interest rates deficits and continuing to grow into 1997, when the
depress oil and non-oil commodity price gains. original external stimulus disappears. As a result

The extemal environment for developing countries growth in developing countries rises 1.3 percentage
in this scenario is markedly more cyclical. During the points above baseline in 1995-96.
booin export growth in developing countries rises The ensuing bust is a difficult period for develop-
2.7 percentage points above baseline, with Latin ing countries, especially those that squandered the
America seeing a slightly stronger impact because of gains of the boom. Their export growth slumps, while
a stronger orientation toward the buoyant North their terms of trade decline by 1.2 percent a year in the
American market (table 1-8). Developing-ountry face of weak demand for oil and non-oil commodities,
terms of trade rise by 1 percentage point, with oil instead of rising 0.1 percent a year as in the baseline.
exporters in the Middle East and North Africa and The sharp 240 basis point rise in nominal interest rates
non-oil commodity exporters in Sub-Saharan Africa and the higher foreign liability stocks carried over
expenencing particularly large gains. After long, dif- from the boom increase developing-country interest
ficult years of adjustment, and subject to growing service by some $17 billior. a year. Creditworthiness

lJci'elopnilng couniitries tlhat squanldlr tJt-' siii ils It- 1voin ivould le hrit lmarde-t lt i a bIust

Table 1-8 Developing countries in the alternative scenario of boom and bust
(average annzual percentage changefor baseline; percentage point differencefrom baselinefor alternative scenario)

Boom 1995-96 Bust 1997-2000

Indicator Baseline Alternative scenario Baseline Alternative sceario

Output
Developing countries 4.0 1.3 5.0 -1.5
Sub-Saharan Africa 4.0 2.1 3.7 -2.1
LatinAAmericaandtheCaribbean 2.4 1.3 3.7 -15
Middle East and North Africa 2.7 2.0 33 -3.1
East Asia 8.1 1.0 7.5 -1.0
Europe and Central Asia 0.7 1.3 3.9 -1.4
South Asia 5.0 0.6 5.3 -0.8

Exports
Developing countries 8.3 2.7 6.7 -2.1
Sub-Saharan Africa 5.2 2.7 3.4 -2.8
Latin America and the Caribbean 7.6 2.9 6.1 -2.7
Middle East and North Africa 4.2 2.5 4.2 -2.5
East Asia 11.3 2.8 9.0 -1.9
Europe and Central Asia 7.0 2.1 4.9 -1.6
South Asia 8.2 2.7 6.7 -2.0

Terms of trade
Developing countries 1.0 1.0 0.1 -1.3
Sub-Saharan Africa 1.1 2.1 -0.4 -1.6
Latin America and the Caribbean 0.6 1.1 -0.2 -1A
Middle East and North Africa 2.7 4.7 1.9 -3.7
East Asia 0.2 -0.1 -0.3 -0.8
Europe and Central Asia 1.5 0.6 0.5 -0.8
South Asia 0.9 -0.6 -0.4 0.0

Source: World Bank data and staff projections.
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indicators deteriorate markedly. Reduced foreign A "mini-delt crisis"
financing for countries with poor policies forces them
to compress demand and imports. Deterioration in Even if industrial countries avoid a boom-bust cycle
resource allocation efficiency, incentive structures, and achieve a soft landing, a downside scenario in
and productivity growth caused by the expansion of which policy slippages in developing countries com-
the state sector further sap growth. Output growth in bine with an accelerated loss of confidence and herd
developing countries in 1997-2000 falls 1.5 percentage effects in financial markets in the wake of the Mexico
points a year below baseline. crisis could result in a significant deterioration in the

The Middle East and North Africa and Sub-Saharan developing-country outlook relative to the baseline.
Africa are hit hardest by the worsened extemal cli- Such an outcome would undoubtedly have a major
mate, including lower oil and non-oil commodity effect on countries that have sharply increased their
prices, higher debt burdens, binding credit constraints, dependence on private portfolio inflows in the last
and supply-side deterioration, associated in part with several years and are already characterized by fun-
expanded public sectors. Per capita incomes in these damental weaknesses, such as low or declining
regions resume their decline of the past decade. In domestic saving rates, overvalued exchange rates,
Latin America, the third most seriously affected weak productivity and export growth, and (as a
region, the dependence on North American markets, result) large increases in current account deficits. It
which contract sharply in recession, and the rise in would also affect countries where such weaknesses
interest rates make external constraints more binding, develop because of fresh policy slippages. Countries
forcing a fall in output growth of 1.5 percentage points. that are expected to receive increased private capital
Europe and Central Asia also suffer a 1.4 percentage inflows (for example, in Europe and Central Asia or
point decline in output growth, the adverse effects in South Asia) would be shut out following policy
being slightly mitigated by lower export dependence deterioration.
on US. markets and smaller terms of trade losses. The possibility of such an outcome points to the
Opportunity costs and political risks, however, are even greater importance of an appropriate domestic
more significant, as global recession at a critical junc- policy stance in developing countries in the wake of
hure in the transition process could serve to undermine the Mexican crisis. If policy slippages are avoided, the
continuing efforts at reform. impact of a temporary loss of confidence in financial

East and South Asia show the most resilience dur- markets would be considerably lighter than other-
ing the bust. In East Asia the low reliance on primary wise, in both intensitv and the number of countries
commodities, competitive positioning of manufac- affected. Countries that are both heavily dependent
iured exports, the growing importance of intrare- on private inflows and in a weak macroeconomic

gional trade, policy choices in the boom to save more position are small in number. Many develophLg coun-
of the windfall gains, lower debt, and continued tries did not receive significant private flows in
access to external financing all cushion the impact of 1991-94 and are not expected to do so in the next sev-
the bust, with growth slipping by only 1 percentage eral years. Among countries that have received large
point. South Asia gains the least in the boom and also private inflows, few have such large imbalances as
suffers the least in the bust, partly because of itc lower developed in Mexico. In East Asia current account
dependence on exports, more diversified commodity deficits and indebtedness are much lower, saving and
and market structure of exports, and lower interest- export growth rates are much higher, and a consider-
sensitivity of debt, but also because of the more pru- able portion of regional net inflows has been used to
dent policy choices assumed in the boom phase. build up foreign reserves and other external assets, so

This alternative scenario underlines a central mes- that adjustment to a contraction in private flows
sage for developing countries. They should use the would be more muted than in the highly exposed
current favorable external environment to accelerate countries. Indeed, in some cases (as in South Asia)
reforms that would strengthen economic fundamen- temporarily lower inflows would ease macroeco-
tals, better positioning them to take advantage of the nomic management problems generated by the sharp
new opportunities arising from a rap:dly integrating rise in inflows.
world economy and making them more resilient to These considerations suggest that a pullback in pri-
possible adverse shocks. The need to reduce vulnera- vate flows to developing countries due to a loss of con-
bility to shocks is especially acute for countries that fidence in financial markets and contagion effects is
are now enjoying windfall commodity revenues (as in unlikely to become a self-fulfilling prophecy in which
Africa) and for countries that are overexposed lower flows lead to a widespread deterioration of eco-
because of the large external liabilities they are carry- nomic performance and then to further declines in
ing (as in Latin America). flows. Absent such a vicious circle, herd effects in
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financial markets are likely to be temporary, with 6. Studies finding produciivity gains from computeriza-
financial managers and investors returning over time tion include Lichtenberg (1993), Brynjolfsson and Hitt
to a clearer evaluation of developing countries' eco- (1993), and Hendel (1994). Studies of deregulation include
nomic fundamentals. Berndt and others (1991), Lichtenberg and Kim (1989), Oniki

and others (1994), and Olley and Pakes (1994).
Notes 7. This calculation presumes no further increase in price-

earnings ratios. In industrial countries the ratio of market
1. In 1990 the stock of flight capital from developing capitalization toGDPisassumed to remain constant atabout

countries was an estimated 5700 billion, more than these 80 percent (its 1994 level), while in developing countries
countries' long-term foreign debt from private sources (excluding transition economies) it is assumed to rise from
(World Bank 1993). about 41 percent in 1994 to 54 percent by 2004 (closing

2. McKibbin (1994) estimates that a permanent cut in the roughly one-third of the current gap in market capitalization
U.S. fiscal deficit of 1.6 percent of GDP would lower long- to GDP ratios between industrial and developing countries)
term interest rates by 1.A percentage points anu raise the as part of the process of deepening capital markets. In tran-
level of output in the long run by 0.3 percentage points. sition economies the market capitalization to GDP ratio is

3. Total factor productivity (TFP) growth is the portion of assumed to rise from negligible levels to 20 percent by 2004.
real output growth not accounted for by increases in inputs 8. For example, Dornbusch and Werner (1994) and
of labor and capital. In this discussion capital and labor DRI/McGraw Hill (1994).
inputs are measured without adjustment for quality changes 9. Trade integration is here defined as the ratio of total
such as education for labor and vintage effects for capital. trade (exports plus imports) to GDP. The speed of integra-
TFP is therefore measured inclusive of these influences. tion is defined as the difference between the growth rates of

4. About 60 percent of developing-country exports go to trade and of GDP.
industrial countries. Wolff (1995) estimates that a 0.6 per- 10. Of course, if a favorable shock is likely tobe more than
centage point faster TFP growth in industrial countries reversed later by a negative shock, permanent income may
could stimulate a 0.2 percentage point faster labor produc- not rise at all, implying that the whole of the current wind-
tivity growth in developing countries. fall ought to be saved.

5. Other studies identifying a link between trade open- 11. 'Among the factors which may account for varying
ness and productivity growth in developing and industrial country perfornance over the last two decades, the single
countries include World Bank (1991), Harrison (1991), most important one may be the differential domestic
Maddison (1991), and Helliwell and Chung (1990). response to external shocks" (Bruno 1994).
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Wider markets for trade: the Uruguay Round

Buoyant world trade is a central factor underpinning * Gains from improved market access will be
the favorable global economic environment reviewed widespread but unevenly distributed across
in the preceding chapter. An important source of the regions and countries. Countries' overall gains
new dynamism in trade is the shot in the arm it has from liberalization will depend more on their
received from the successful conclusion of the own trade policy actions than on those of others.
Uruguay Round. This trade agreement is the most * Though difficult to quantify, gains from
extensive ever signed, and its effective implementa- improved security of market access-increased
tion wiU have a significant bearing on the economic coverage of bindings, strengthened dispute set-
prospects of developing and industrial countries alike tlement procedures under the new World Trade
over the next decade. The new round of trade liberal- Organization (WTO), clearer rules and stan-
ization initiated by the agreement is a major dimen- dards are an important benefit of the Round.
sion of this report's theme of increasing economic Progress in disciplining the use of antidumping
globalization. In this context, this chapter assesses the measures appears less tangible. The strengthen-
likely impact of the Uruguay Round agreement, espe- ing of the trading system through the creation of
cially from the perspective of developing countries. the WTO is crucial to the delivery of the Round's
T'he chapter focuses on merchandise trade; the next benefits, to completing the remaining negatia-
chapter examines trade in services. tions, and to building on its foundations.

As significant as the achievements of the Round * Two areas of major concern to least-developed
are, they are far from a reason for complacency. The countries during the negotiations-preference
analysis in this chapter makes the following points: erosion and higher food import costs-are

o Trade in manufactures wiU benefit from the sub- unlikely to cause significant adjustment strains.
stantial tariff reductions under the Uruguay The losses are likely to be smal and easily out-
Round-which are as extensive as those under weighed by improvements in domestic effi-
the Kennedy and Tokyo Rounds-and from the ciency and gains from other aspects of the
abolition of the Multifiber Arrangement and vol- Round.
untary export restraints. In industrial countries * Important future challenges indude further lib-
average tariffs will be reduced by 40 percent, eralizing trade in agriculture, services, and some
and the coverage of nontariff barriers against manufacturing industries in which protection
developing-country exports will decline from remains high (such as textiles and dothing); bet-
18 percent to about 5 percent. In developing ter disciplining the use of antidumping mea-
countries the agreed maximum tariffs will fal by sures; and dealing responsibly with new issues,
28 percent. such as interactions between trade and the envi-

* Bringing agricultural trade under multilateral ronment and labor standards.
discipline and converting nontariff barriers to tar- A notable feature of the Uruguay Round was the
iffs are important accomplishments of the Round, prominent role played by developing countries. For
but the actual liberalization achieved is limited the first time a large number of developing countries
and substantially less than earlier expectations. actively participated in the multilateral trade negoti-
Largely for this reason estimates of the global ations. Their increased involvement can be explained
income gain from trade liberalization under the by a growing appreciation of outward-oriented devel-
Round are now smaller than before, though still opment strategies, a better understanding of the lim-
sigificant-a-.und n.9 p- ernt of GDr, iicdu- i s to "Iree riding' on the multilateral trading system,
ing income from induced investment increases. and the realization that multilateral discipline offers
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the best hope for curbing unilateral actions by large tariffs. A second issue is tariff escalation (a product
economies. Thus developing countries are parties to faces higher tariffs as it becomes more processed).
nearly all elements of the Round, and although they Escalation is pernicious; it offers the processing activ-
have agreed to smaller liberalizations than industrial ity higher levels of protection in industrial countries
countries, they have accepted international discipline
on most of their trade-related policies.

Because of the growing role of developing coun-
tries in world trade, this is good news for the world, thiChOll III 1ill iillih IIINN lif'
but more important, it is good news for the develop- lii-cri
ing countries themselves. By accepting multilateral
discipline they make their own policy reforms more Figure 2-la Average most-favored-nation tariffs in
credible and, therefore, more effective. But that is not industrial countries on imports from industrial
enough: in several respects the commitments made by and developing regions
developing countries are either too limited or insuffi- (percent)
ciently firm to ensure full and effective implementa- Pre-Round
tion, so further unilateral and multilateral efforts will I Post-Round
be necessary. Also, the realization of gains from the 10
Round is not automatic. All countries will have to
embrace the need to make adjustments, and those that 8
do so most quickly and thoroughly will gain the most. l

6
The outcome: an assessment

The main elements of the Uruguay Round agreement 4
fall into three broad areas: liberalization of trade in
manufactures, liberalization of agricultural trade, and 2
improvement of the security of market access.

0
Market access gains in manufactures All Latin Asia Africa Developing

industrial America Europe
Tariffi. Contrary to expectations at the start of the countries

Round, significant improvements have been achieved
in market access for industrial goods. The main Figure 2-lb Average tariffs in developing
achievements in industrial countries include the countries on imports of manufacutres from
expansion of bindings (commitments on maximum industrial and developing countries
tariffs) to cover 99 percent of imports, the expansion of (percent)
duty-free access from 20 to 43 percent of imports, and
the reduction of the trade-weighted average tariff by []Pre-Round * Post-Round
40 percent, from 6.2 percent to 3.7 percent (figure 2-la).
For developing countries' exports to industrial mar- 30 From industrial countries From developing countries
kets the reduction in the average tariff is 30 percent, l , E

although labor-intensive manufactures (textiles and 25
clothing, leather goods) and certain processed primary
products (fish products) are regarded as "sensitive" 20
and therefore have below-average tariff reductions. !L L

Average tariff levels are only part of the story. They
may conceal tariff peaks that effectively close the mar- 101
kets for particular goods to imports. The incidence of
such peaks in industrial countries' tariff schedules has 5
been reduced in the Round, but they remain a signif-
icant problem in several industries. In textiles and 0
clothing 28 percent of imports face tariffs of more than Latin Asia Afica Devel- Latin Asia Africa Devel-
15 percent (down from 35 percent of imports at pre- America oping America oping
Round tariff rates); in leather and rubber goods 11 per- Europe Europe
cent (downt from 14 percent), and in transport Source: World Bank staff estimates.
equipment 7 percent (down from 9 percent) face such
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than is apparent from the simple schedules, and it hin- The potential benefits of abolishing voluntary
ders developing countries' attempts to industrialize. export restraints and the MFA are large. But unless they
Although escalation remains, its extent has been are phased out as agreed and countries consciously
reduced somewhat. decide not to replace them with safeguard protection,

The main features of market access commitments which has become easier to use as a result of the Round
by developing countries concem tariff bindings- (see below), these benefits are not guaranteed.
commitments that tariffs will not exceed particular
bound levels. Developing countries expanded their A start o01 agriciultural liberalization
bindings to cover 61 percent of imports, compared
with 13 percent before the Round, and offered to The exclusion of agriculture from previous GATr
reduce their trade-weighted average bound tariff on rounds and its effective exemption from GATr disci-
imports from industrial countries by 28 percent, from plines allowed agricultural protection to run out of
15 percent to 11 percent.' Thus tariffs still are much control for the most part. Many agricultural products
higher in developing countries than in industrial were protected by ordinary tariffs, but the tariffs were
countries-at least for bound tariffs. On imports from bound for only 58 percent of the items in industrial
industrial countries developing Asia will levy 8 per- countries and 17 percent in developing countries. The
cent, on average, compared with 16 percent in devel- GATT (1994) estimates that annual domestic support
oping Europe (excluding members of the EU), for agricultural products averaged $173 billion in
18 percent in Latin America, and 23 percent in Africa industrial economies and $24 billion in developing
(figure 2-1b). Averages on imports from other devel- economies over 1986-88, and that export subsidies
oping countries are slightly lower, except in Latin averaged $18.2 billion and $3.2 billion, respectively,
America. To the extent that the tariffs and reductions over 1986-90. The OECD (1994b) calculates that
referred to here (and in figure 2-1b) pertain to ceiling
bindings (maximum permissible tariffs) rather than
applied rates, they overstate both current protection linplenih'wntatioin of 1it1 Roun,d stoidd bri?ks. a shirli4 r
and the tariff reductions introduced by the Round. r-'iwt titiOl in tiit' covertge tof nontariff Ilarriers.
Bindings are important, however, because they intro-
duce much greater security into trading relationships Figure 2-2 Coverage of developing countries' non-
by setting maximum tariff levels. oil exports by OECD nontariff barriers before and

Even though many developing countries offered after the Uruguay Round, by region
proportionately smaller reductions m bound tanffs, (percent)
their cuts were from relatively high levels, and at $15
billion (including the newly industralized economies), 40
their offers on tariffs on manufactures amounted to 35
more than a third of the world total. Developing coun-
tries' commitments were substantially more important 3
to the United States than those of either the EU orJapan 25
and, similarly, substantially more important for the EU 20
and Japan than were those of the United States. 15

Nontariffbarriers. For some manufactured goods tar- 10
iffs are less important than nontariff barriers. The 5 _
prime example is textiles and clothing. For over thirty 0 -

years exports of these goods have been constrained by East Asia Eastern Latin
quantitative restrictions embodied in the Multifiber Europe America
Arrangement (MFA) and its predecessors (box 2-1). Mica
Othter examples incude chnumcals, leather, footwear,
and steel. One of the Round's major achtievements was Middle-income Europe -
to agree to eliminate voluntary export restraints within South Asia
four years and the MFA within ten. These actions Sub-Saharan Africa

would scale back the coverage of nontariff barriers on Note: The width of each bar is proportional to the region's share
developing countries' trade from 18 percent to 5.5 per- of developing-country exports. The height (light plus dark areas)
cent of their 1992 exports. And because trade in the indicates the nontariff barrier coverage before the Uruguay
derestricted product lines will tend to grow faster than Round and the dark shaded area the nontariff barrier coverage
other trade, the coverage on developing-country after the Round.
exports could fall to 4.2 percent by 2005 (figure 2-2).
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Box 2-1 Liberalization of the Multifiber Aneent is a major achievement

By imposing discriminatory quotas on individual sup- is now greater in more sophisficated products. Some
pliers of textiles and apparel, the MFA violates the most smaU losses might also occur among higher-cost suppli-
fundamental principle of the multilateml tradig sys- ers in Latin America and among net importers of textiles
temr-the principle of nondbiimination. The importing and clothin, such as the European Free Trade Area and
(industrial) counties paid a pnce to obtain this deroga- the Middle East and North Afica (imuded i 'rest of
tion they aLowed the exporting (developig) counes world" in the table), which now benefit from products
to administer the quotas and to retain at least some of the diverted away fiom restricted markets.
quota rents. The exporting countries also paid a pncz
Competitive producers found it neessary to divert their
exports to less profitable third markets, and their ability Importers and competitive suppliers will gaini the most
to use this industry as a springboard to industrial devel- from MFA abolition
opment was restricted.

Over the thirty-five years of MFA-type restrctons the Welfare impact of abolishing the Multifiber
growth rates of quotas have been progrsvely reduced Arra4ement, 2005
fom thir target level of 6 percent per year, and products uions of 1992 US. dollars)
have continually been brought under rtictions. Under
the Uruguay Round Agreement on Textiles and Clothig Regioncom y Amwunt
quota gowth rates will almost double and products win North America 293
be progressvely removed from the MFA's e of EurpeanUron 27.6
restrictions. Japan LI

Hertl and others (1995) estimate that the phasing out NEs -62
of theMFAwould contributeabout20 percentof thetotal ASEA 4.6
welfare gams from the Uruguay Round. The largestgas China 5.4
will go to the MFA importers, who will be able to import SouthAsia 3.0
basic clothig and textiles from the more efficent suppli- Sub-S Africa -0.7
ersinASEAN,China,SouthAsia,and otberegios(nset LatiAmerica -3J
table). Suppliers in these regions wil gain as they are Rs ofwd -103
freed to take advantage of their competiive strength.
Some losses would be expected among the newly indus- Saumr Herw and otrs 1995.
trialized economies in Asia, whose competitive strnh

industrial countries transferred more than $14,400, on The agreement on export subsidies calls for a
average, to each full-time farmer in 1993. These poli- reduction over six years of at least 21 percent in the
des depressed and destabilized world prices and pre- volume of subsidized exports and of at least 36 per-
vented efficient producers from realizing the benefits cent in the value of subsidies, relative to a 1986-90
of their comparative advantage. base. Where actual 1991-92 quantities exceed the base

The Uruguay Round agreement provides for a levels, the excess can also be reduced gradually.
major shift from nontransparent quantitative restric- Developing countries have few export subsidies-
tions on agricultural trade to transparent tariffs. From Poland and Mexico are the main users-and are sub-
the first year of the agreement's implementation, ject to somewhat smaUer reductions (14 percent in
nearly all border protection is to be provided by bound volume and 24 percent in value). But all countries are
tariffs, which (in principle) are tobe no higher than the bound not to introduce subsidies where there have
tariff equivalent of the protection levels prevailing in been none before. Food aid is exempt from the sub-
the base period, 1986-88. Thereafter, in industrial sidy-reduction requirements.
countries each tariff is to be reduced by at least 15 per- Domestic support also is subject to discipline-
cent over six years, with an (unweighted) average cut with 20 percent reductions over six years in the total
of 36 percent; in developing countries the correspond- level of trade-distorting support from a 1986-88 base
ing requirements are 10 percent and 24 percent over (14 percent over ten years for developing countries).
ten years. For ordinary tariffs not previously bound, Certain policies-most notably income support not
developing countries were permitted to offer ceiling related to output, direct payments for limiting output,
bindings in the Round (to commit to maximum tariffs and development and environmental expenditures-
unrelated to previous protection levels). The agree- were exempted from this discipline. Given the range
ment also contains minimum market access clauses, of exemptions and the fact that the cuts in tariffs and
whose effects are most significant for rice. export subsidies count toward the 20 percent reduc-
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tion, the domestic support component of the agree- centage points), milk (112 percentage points), sugar
ment is unlikely to impose much discipline on agri- (64 percentage points), and wheat (64 percentage
cultural policy. points). The United States exhibits dirty tariffication

Ingco (1995a) has evaluated the effects on post- for five of the same seven products, although to a
Round border protection of the tariffication (conver- much milder degree, while Japan does so for only one,
sion of nontariff barriers into tariffs) and export and then only marginally, having offered tariff equiv-
subsidy concessions on major commodities in sixty- alents well below 1986-88 levels on most commodities.
three participating countries. She compares the tariff The equivalent of dirty tariffication also occurred
equivalents of nominal border protection during in developing countries. For example, for wheat, a
198e-93 with the post-Round ad valorem tariff equiv- major import in developing countries, agreed tariff
alents based on the agreed tariff and export subsidy offers exceed historical tariff equivalents in India (by
commitments. She shows that the base fo, tariffica- 98 percent), Colombia (118 percent), Pakistan (171 per-
tion, 1986-88, was the period of highest bordtr pro- cent), and Morocco (210 percent). Several countries
tection in recent history. She also found evidence of also made bindings above current levels of protection
extensive "dirty tariffication," the binding of tariffs in for rice imports (for example, Bangladesh, Colombia,
the post-Round period at rates higher than the esti- and Mexico) and for imports of coarse grains (for
mated tariff equivalent for the base period (table 2-1)32 example, Colombia, Indonesia, Jamaica, Republic of
Tariffication could thus result in levels of protection Korea, Mexico, and Morocco). Bangladesh offered a
for many products significantly higher than those in uniform ceiling binding of 200 percent, and Pakistan
1986-88, which in turn exceed current levels. a range of 100 to 150 percent; in Sub-Saharan Africa

Of seven major product groups, Ingco found dirty Nigeria bound most rates at 150 percent and
tariffication in six in the EU, and for four of these even Zimbabwe at 150 percent. Some other developing
the final bound rates (after the reductions agreed to in countries, however, have bound their agricultural
#he Round) exceed the 1986-88 levels of protection. protection at much lower rates, including Bolivia at
The largest differences between the agreed rates for 40 percent, Honduras at 35 percent, Madagascar at
1995 and those in the base period are for rice (207 per- 30 percent, and Suriname at 30 percent.

Man:: tatriff bn dit(iz,< tWIJ gricultuiral g.'iids tirt wvell aoie . 11tt previuiod%If 11717ied rliteS

Table 2-1 Border protection for selected agricultural goods, base period and 1995 and 2000
(percent)

VWeat Cane sugar Milk Meat

As bound in As bound in As bound in As bound in
Actual Uruguay Round Actual Uruguay Round Actual Uruguay Round Actual Uruguay Round

Regionl protection - protection - - protection - protection -
country 1986-88 1995 2000 1986-88 1995 2000 1986-88 1995 2000 1986-88 1905 2000

EU 106 170 82 234 297 152 177 289 178 96 96 76
United States 20 6 4 131 197 91 132 144 93 3 31 26
Japan 651 240 152 184 126 58 501 489 326 87 93 50
Brazil 98 45 45 - 55 35 -21 53 46 -52 25 25
Mexico -1 74 67 -58 173 156 -3 66 54 42 50 45
Other Latin -17 34 34 41 85 80 - 75 69 - 51 47
America

Nigeria 249 .. 150 32 .. 150 - .. 150 - .. 150
South Africa 10 75 47 98 124 105 30 189 89 40 150 81
Other 10 .. 133 44 .. 100 - .. 100 - .. 100
Sub-Saharan
Africa

Maghreb3 36 196 151 64 220 165 50 113 87 - 303 213
Mediterraneanb 25 169 152 -13 107 93 - 166 150 - 166 149

- Not available;.. no tariff bindings for the period in question.
a. Includes Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia.
b. Indudes Cyprus, Eqypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya. Malta. Syria, and Turkey.
Source: Ingeo 1995a.
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That the maximum permitted rates of agricultural tion. Some uncertainties surrounding the application of
pnrtection exceed current levels does not necessarily countervailing duties have been removed-for exam-
imply that actual rates will. But the record, particu- ple, certain subsidies have been ruled noncountervail-
larly in industrial countries, of governments' inability able (such as subsidies for disadvantaged regions and
to resist pressures for farm protection does not bode those for research and development). The Round
well. I iving missed the opportunity to curtail agri- appears to have done little to constrain the use of
cultural protection significantly in concert with other antidumping duties, however, although certain prac-
countries and with the backing of all export interests tices in calculating antidumping margins have been
worldwide, governments would likely find it more regulated. A country may view antidumping action as
difficult to do so unilaterally in the future. The new justified because "foreigners are cheating," but it is, in
transparency in agriculture is undoubtedly a big plus, fact, simply ordinary protection with great public rela-
for it helps reveal to consumers the costs of protection. tions (Finger 1992). There is little evidence to suggest
It also helps reduce instability in world prices by mak- that dumping in the economic sense ever occurs.
ing the transmission of world to domestic prices more Moreover, in an unfortunate example of technology
direct. These benefits, however, appear to have been transfer, antidumping has spread from industrial to
purchased at the expense of a golden opportunity to developing countries, where its undisciplined-albeit
reduce distortions significantly. It is estimated that if WTO-consistent-use could undermine the liberaliza-
the specified tariff reductions had taken place from tion achieved in the Round.
actual recent levels, rather than from the initial levels It is difficult to predict the net liberalizing effects of
permitted by the Round, global welfare gains from the Agreement on Safeguards, which provides for
agricultural liberalization would have been twice as more flexible arrangements for introducing safeguard
large (Goldin and van der Mensbrugghe 1995). protection but sets out tighter rules for their applica-

tion. Discrimination between suppliers is now
Improaed omarket securitv allowed in exceptional circumstances, and no com-

pensation is required during the first three years that
One of the greatest enemies of enterprise is uncertainty. a safeguard measure is applied. However, safeguards
Thus, the increased market security resulting from the can now be applied only for a limited period, they
Uruguay Round is likely to have significant beneficial must be progressively liberalized, and they are subject
effects. The first and most obvious dimension is the to surveillance and review by the WTO. While the
large increase in the number of tariff bindings. A sec- commitment to abolish voluntary export restraints
ond is the strengthened dispute settlement procedures implies a significant reduction in nontariff measures,
for the WTO, which came into being in January 1995. governments might exploit the safeguards agreement
Under the GATT, trade complaints were heard by pan- to replace them with tariffs or import quotas, which
els of experts, who then advised the GATT Council on are still permitted under the new rules. One advance,
whether the practice in question violated GATT and however, has been the extension of all these agree-
thus required correction under threat of retaliation. ments to aU members of the WTO; under the GATT
However, a single dissenting party in the Council, even most such agreements applied only to the (relatively
the transgressor, could prevent the adoption of a panel small number of) signatories.
report. This did not make the process entirely useless- Among the major achievements of the Round is the
indeed the substantial majority of panel reports have Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual
been adopted since 1947-but it did reduce its effec- Property Rights, which obliges members to offer
tiveness both in terms of the number of complaints national treatment to foreign owners of inteLlectual
made and the bargaining power of the complainant property-to protect their interests no less strongly
when the matter came to be settled by negotiation. than those of nationals-and to install, by the end of a
Moreover, since 1989 fewer than half of the panel transition period, legal structures to ensure that this
reports presented have been adopted. Under the WTO, protection is at a reasonable level. For example, patent
panel reports must be accepted unless they are rejected protection will have to be extended for twenty years,
by a consensus of member governments. Although it copyright protection extended to computer software,
remains to be seen how this new approach works in and the burden of proof shifted to the party accused of
practice, it is expected to impose more discipline on patent violations. Such measures significantly enhance
mernber governments. the security of developing-country markets for suppli-

The Round has clarified several technical issues, ers of intellectual property. The agreement will allow
reducing the nsk that Lihey will be abused as protec- these suppliers, mostly from industrial countries, to
tionist devices. These include sanitary and phyto- exLrac: higher payments for their rights. But the
sanitary regulations, technical standards, customs increased security will encourage ete dcvelopment and
valuations, import licensing, and preshipment inspec- transfer of information geared to developing countries,
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and so in the loig run the agreement on intellectual of the economy being used. As a result, the current
property rights should also benefit these countries. efforts at quantification are both partial-dealing only

The establishment of the WTO, which has wider with explicit distortions in industrial and agricultural
responsibilities than the GATT, stronger dispute set- goods markets-and speculative.
tlement procedures, and greater ministerial involve- The World Bank asked several economic model
ment, will strengthen the world trading system. This builders to estimate the effects of the Round.3 The
is central to the implementation of the Uruguay details of these models differ substantially, as do their
Round agreement. Not only must the negotiations be representations of the outcome of the Round and the
completed (in services, for example) and the interim "base economy" to which they are applied. But com-
reviews be made (in agriculture in 1999, for example), pared with estimates published in 1993 and 1994,
but the agreed liberalization must not be undermined before a full analysis of the Round was possible, all
by recourse to alternative measures. model builders have revised downward their esti-

mates of the agricultural liberalization achieved. That
Estimnating the gains from thre Round is one major reason why current estimates fall short of

earlier hopes for the Round.
"How much is it all worth?" is the most natural ques- Summary estimates based on these modeling exer-
tion to ask about an agreement like the Uruguay Round, cises of the annual benefits of the Round after it has
but it is also the most difficult to answer. Some aspects been implemented and its effects have worked
of the outcome currently defy quantification, such as the through illustrate vividly the differences that the
effects of the new dispute settlement procedures or of choice of modeling strategy makes (table 2-2). The
the standards agreement. Some can be assessed only RUNS model concentrates mainly on agricultural
impressionisticaUy, such as the agreements on services goods and assumes perfect competition throughout
and intellectual property. Some depend on unforesee- the world economy. In its standard form, which rec-
able details of implementation: will governments raise ognizes only changes in border protection, it finds rel-
agricultural protection as far as they are permitted to, or atively modest welfare gains-$48 billion (in 1992
will subsidization increase under the new rules? The prices) for the world economy in 2002. Allowing for
results of attempts to quantify the effects of the Round the hoped-for reductions in domestic support for agri-
depend on guesses about what would have happened culture increases the gains to $68 billion. Allowing fur-
if it had failed (box 2-2) and on the details of the model ther for real wage rigidities that cause unemployment

Box 2-2 Measuring the effects of the Round: sepaating the wheat from the chaff

Measuring the amount of trade liberalization achieved in domestic price and a variable world price, the average of
the Uruguay Round might seem straig tforward, but it is seveal years' data could be considered the best estimate
not-particularly in agriculture. The measurement of what potecion would have been in the absence of the
requires a comparison of the level of protecton agreed in Round: the average over 1979-93 was 57 percent Or,
the Round with what would have prevailed in its since protection was on a rising trend and the failure of
absence. To see the difficulties, consider the barriers to the Round would have exacerbated trade tensions, the
wheat imnports applied by the EU. estimate of protecton without the Round might be much.

The EU offered to bind specific dutes for wheat in its higher, say 150 percent
Uruguay Round schedukl For commc- wheat the bind- Asimpleestimateof theeffectof theRound on tradebar-
ing is 149 ECU per ton in 1995, falling to 95 ECU by 2001. riers canbe madeby subtactingany numberinthe previ-
To express this tariff as a degree of protection, we need a ous paragraph from any in the one before that The
world price for wheat Based on World Bank price fore- answers for 2001 range from a liberazation of 73 peaent
casts, the tariff translates into 147 percent in 1995 and falls to an increase in protection of 36 percent Similar ambigu-
to77to93percentin200l,anestimatethatalows for both ities charactenze many trade flows, especially into devel-
the negotiated fall in the tariff --nd the likely range of oping counties that have offered high celing bindngs.
inaease i- world prices. Snce the bound tariff is a max- The situation for manufactures is somewhat less con-
imum rate, t"e EU may well choose to apply a lower rate. fused than that for agnculture because industrial curn-

What do we compare this with? What would protec- ties generatty charge their -bound" rates-the rates
tion have been in the absence of the Round? Duties in agreed to and submitted to the GAIT. For develing
1995 were expected to be fixed at the tariff equivalent of counties actual and bound rates still frequently differ ly
protection in 1986-88106 percent in this case. The Impeamounts.Thus,whenconsidenngquantitativeesti-
actual level of protection in 1993 (the latest available) was mates of the effects of the Urguay Round, it is important
67 percent. Alternatively, because protection varied from to ascertain whatbasis wasused in estimatingprotection
year to year, as it provided the wedge between a fixed both with and without the Round.
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raises the gains to $235 billion. The Round creates Estimates reported in table 2-2 incorporate two
some unemployment because certain sectors contract modifications to these basic results: the introduction
when faced with import competition, but it predomi- of product differentiation and economies of scale, and
nant!y creates jobs by increasing the value of output allowance for capital accumulation over the medium
per worker and raising real wages through its effects to long term. Associated with these changes is greater
on consumer prices. The gains are larger in models that flexibility (higher elasticities) in the functioning of
incorporate imperfections and rigidities because these economies over the medium to long term.
imply that the world economy is initially further from The GATT model stresses the product differentia-
optimality and hence allow the Uruguay Round to tion aspect of imperfect competition and finds that the
constitute a larger step in that direction. Round significantly increases the variety of goods

The other two models treat agriculture and industry available: this is of direct benefit to consumers, but it
more symmetrically and in their simple forms also find also benefits firms as they can now choose from a
rather modest effects-roughly a $50 billion gain if the wider, more specialized set of inputs. This effect is
agreement were applied in the 1992 world economy. particularly marked in developing countries. The
The BANK model suggests that agricultural liberaliza- BANK model stresses the market power aspects of
tion accounts for a little over half of the benefit of the imperfect competition. Trade liberalization makes
Round and the abolition of the MFA for an eighth. This markets more competitive, forcing firms to reduce
model predicts some developing-country losses as the their margins and either to cease production or to
rents created by the MFA are eliminated. But to the increase efficiency by raising their output.
extent that the MFA rents accrue partly to importers in The effects discussed so far are static: they refer to
industrial countries and the developing countries dis- once-and-for-all improvements in resource allocation
sipate part of what they receive through rent-seeking, and efficiency rather than to processes operating
there is less rent to lose and these negative effects will through time. Economists have long felt that the
be reversed. The BANK model also contains smaller dynamic gains to liberalization, acting through im-
elasticities of demand for traded goods than does the proved growth rates, are likely to be greater, but they
GATT model, which causes the BANK model to be less are difficult to quantify. One second-round effect that
bullish about how much the developing countries can is easier to quantify, however, is that trade liberaliza-
offset the loss of rents by increases in sales. tion increases the incentive to invest by increasing effi-

Oi'u-rall s are Smallecr tli., earlier e*stimale's. bitt still .i.gntiicai:t

Table 2-2 Estimates of the benefits of the Uruguay Round trade liberalization based on various models
(billions of U.S. dollars at 1992 prices)

Increase in zeelfare

Model/variant Year World Industrial countries Developing economies'

RUNS (OECD/World Bank: Goldin
and van der Mensbrugghe 1995)
Full employment 2002 48 32 16
Unemployment, domestic support reductions 235 179 56

BANK (Harrison, Rutherford, and Tarr 1995)
Static, constant returns, perfect competition 1992 52 47 4
Static, increasing returns, imperfect competition 53 48 5
Induced investment, increasing returns,
imperfect competitionb 188 126 62

GATT (Francois, MacDonald, and Nordstr6m 1995)
Static, constant returns, perfect competition 1992 51 39 12
Static, increasing returns, imperfect competition 115 52 63
Induced investment, increasing returns,
imperfect competitionb 251 114 137

a. Including Hong Kong and Singapore.
b. Change in income, not welfare.
Source: Goldin and van der Mensbrugghe 1995: Francois, MacDonald, and Nordstriim 1995; and Harison, Rutherford, and Tarr 1995.
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ciency. The resulting induced investment further area every region can expect to gain. However, in the
increases the income gain from trade liberalization as two other categories-agriculture and textiles and
the investment starts to pay off. But because this addi- clothing-the picture is more mixed because the ben-
tional income gain depends on the income being efits of developing countries' (mostly minor) liberal-
invested rather than consumed, it is not equivalent to ization of their own trade need to be balanced against
an increase in welfare, as the first-round income gain the negative effects of adverse movements in their
is.4 The induced investment effect roughly doubles the terms of trade. In agriculture the liberalization effect
estimdtLd income effects of the Round. This effect is should dominate in Latin America and much of Asia,
plain in table 2-2 for the GATT model, but for the but the increased cost of food imports is likely to be
BANK model it is augmented by the equally strong important in Africa, China, Europe, and the Middle
effect of increasing the economy's flexibility as we East. In textiles and clothing nearly all developing
move from the medium to the long term. Indeed, the countries will suffer some loss of rents due to the elim-
latter effect dominates for developing countries ination of the MFA, but in Asia, the region apparently
because the higher elasticities greatly increase the esti- best able to expand exports to the restricted markets,
mated longer-term gains from abolishing the quanti- the positive sales effect should be stronger. This sup-
tative restrictions inherent in the MFA. ply response is the key to gaining from the Round. By

No estimate of the effects of something as complex liberalizing their own trade, passing price changes
as the Uruguay Round can be precise. Our best guess through to their producers, and pursuing flexible eco-
is that, for the simple effects quantified, the total ben- nomic policies at home, developing countr es will be
efits lie somewhere between the BANK and the GATr able to exploit the market access advantages offered
estimates in table 2-2. Thus, on a 1992 base, income by the industrial countries and reap the benefits of the
effects of, say, $200 billion (about 0.9 percent of GDP) induced investment.
and welfare effects of about half to two-thirds that Overall, the analysis suggests substantial gains to
much look reasonable.5 About a third of these gains developing countries as a group and to the major
accrue to developing countries, equivalent to about developing-country regions. Although the uncertain-
1.3 percent of their GDP. These figures, of course, are ties in model results are large for particular regions,
underestimates once all the unquantifiable effects are especially for regions such as Africa where the data
allowed for, such as services, intellectual property, are sparse, for most developing-country regions all of
security of market access, dispute settlement, and gen- the available models predict gains from the Round.
uine dynamics, but we do not know by how much. Only for Africa is there a divided assessment, with the

RUNS model and the BANK model suggesting small
Sharing the gains fr'.'l the Round losses and the GATT model suggesting a moderate

gain. It needs to be reemphasized that this analysis
The various model builders have also calculated the attempts to capture gains from trade liberalization
expected benefits from the Round for individual only, leaving out potential gains from other aspects of
developing countries or groups of countries. These the Round, such as improved security of market
results are likely to be even less precise than the aggre- access, which may be sizable.
gates just quoted, and it seems premature to place
much reliance on them. Coupled with other informa- Some developing-country concerns
tion, however, the models do seem to suggest certain
features that will underlie the distribution of the gains Two areas of mapr concern to developing countries
from the Round. during the negotiations were preference erosion and

The gains from the Uruguay Round will not be higher food import costs. In both of these areas the
evenly spread because the degree of liberalization losses are likely tobe much smaller than initially feared.
achieved varies across regions: in trade policy what
countries do for themselves matters more than what Preference erosion
others do to them. Thus industrial countries, which
achieved some liberalization in virtually every area of One of the major worries expressed about the Uruguay
the economy, are expected to be the major beneficiaries Round by low-income countries is the erosion of their
absolutely. Developing countries offering significant margins of preference in industrial country markets.
liberalization, as in East and South Asia, also should The principal mechanism for granting developing
gain substantially. But for countries offering only min- countries such preferences is the Generalized System
imal cuts in protection, as in Sub-Saharan Africa, the of Preferences (GSP) afforded by most industrial coun-
gains are modest (or in some estimates even negative). tries to most developing economies. The EU supple-

Among developing countries the largest liberaliza- ments the GSP with the Lome Convention, which
tion will occur in "other manufactures," and in this gives sixty-eight African, Canibbean, and Pacific devel-
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oping countries more preferential access, and with countries in Asia and Latin America because of their
various Association Agreements, which offer even bet- size and the commodity composition of their exports,
ter access to Mediterranean and European partners. and for these countries the effects will be more than

The benefits of the GSP are widespread but shallow. offset by MFN tariff cuts and other liberalization
GSP schemes impose tight rules of origin, exclude cer- under the Round. Moreover, preference erosion could
tain critical sectors from preferences (especially foods also lead to an increase in developing countries'
and textiles), constrain other sectorsby quotas that limit exports: as MFN tariffs fall, some of the preferential
the preferences to certain quantities, and are unilateral advantages that industrial countries grant to each
concessions that may be withdrawn at any time. They other are eroded-to the advantage of developing-
are insufficiently secure to allow exporters to build an country exporters.
export strategy on them. In 1992 less than a quarter of One group of particular interest is the forty-seven
beneficiary countries' total exports to donor countries least-developed countries that generally receive unre-
benefited from the GSP (Page and Davenport 1994). stricted duty-free access to industrial country markets
The bulk of the benefit accrues to a small number of under the GSP. If we assume that all exports eligible
economies. Langhammer and Sapir (1987) suggest that for preferences actually receive them (which is not the
three-quarters of the trade generated by the US. case because bureaucratic barriers, such as the need
scheme accrued to Hong Kong, Korea, and Taiwan, for certificates of origin, frequently exclude trade from
China, which are now exduded from the scheme. the preferential class), we can equate preferential

Laird and Sapir (1987) estimate that the GSP access with these countries' total exports and prefer-
increased developing countries' exports to donor ence margins with MFN tariffs. That means that we
countries by S4.6 billion in 1983 (excluding textiles can analyze the trade effects of the Round with data
and clothing), equivalent to 3.8 percent of the donor currently available.
countries' dutiable imports or about 2.0 percent of Lal (1994) makes some simple market-by-market
their total imports from beneficiary countries. Most of estimates of the extent of preferences-GSP and
these trade effects are considered trade creation (pre- Lome-that the least developed countries receive in
ferred imports replacing domestic sales) rather than Japan, the EU, and the United States. (In 1990-92
trade diversion (replacing imports from elsewhere). about two-thirds of these countries' exports went to

Data are not yet available that would allow an these three markets.) Using 1988 prices and these
assessment of the consequences of the Uruguay countries' export structure for 1988, he notes first that,
Round for the trade effects of the GSP, but it is clear since these countries export mostly goods with rela-
that the overall consequences will be small.6 Even tively low MFN tariffs, preference margins offer at
assuming that a 30 percent cut in average tariffs (the most a 3 to 4 percent price advantage relative to other
average cut on goods exported by developing coun- suppliers. In fact, in the EU, the principal preferential
tries) translates into a 50 percent cut in margins of market, roughly 20 percent of the export lines of each
preference and that half of the trade effect is trade of the least-developed countries face MFN tariffs of
diversion, preference erosion from the Uruguay zero, so that preferences cannot exist.'
Round will reduce developing-country exports by Lal then estimates the impact of the Uruguay
only perhaps 0.5 percent. The bulk of these effects will Round agreements on the exports of the least-devel-
be felt by the group of more advanced developing oped countries to the three markets (table 2-3). If we
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Table 2-3 Effects of Umguay Round tariff changes on exports of least-developed countries to selected markets

United States European Union Japan Total

Least-developed Millions Percentage of Millions Percentage of Millions Percentage of Millions Percentage of
countries in the regiont of dollars total exports of dollars total exports of dollars total exports of dollars total exports

Asia 36.41 6.41 -0.82 -0.10 2.84 lA0 38.43 2.37
Africa 4.21 0.38 -5.47 -0.10 -6A5 -0.64 -7.71 -0.10
Other 11.40 2.79 0.02 0.02 0.17 0.51 11.59 2.19
Total 52.03 2.51 -6.28 -0.10 -3.44 -0.28 42.31 0.44

Note: Using 1988 export structure and prices (1989 prices for the United States).
Source: Lal 1994.
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take account of both the trade losses as trade diversion changes ranging only from -1 to 4 percent are
is undone and the gains from trade creation as the expected for major food groups (table 2-4)." As a con-
MFN tariffs faced by these exporters are reduced, the sequence, changes in world food prices resulting from
least-developed countries as a group would lose about liberalization are expected to have a very minor
$6.3 million worth of exports in the EU and $3A mil- impact on the welfare of developing countries. Even
lion in Japan but gain about $52 million in the United for net importers of commodities such as wheat,
States. The resulting net gain of $42.3 million equals whose price is expected to rise, there are several rea-
0.44 percent of their total exports. The reason for the sons why the impact of the price change is likely to be
gain is that textiles and clothing receive no preferences less than would be implied by simply applying the
in the United States, so that these countries' exports price change to current trade volumes.
benefit only from the reduction in MFN tariffs. This First, faced with price changes, economic agents
effect is largest for Bangladesh (whose exports would adjust their behavior, and so we would expect some
rise by about $30 million) and Haiti ($11 million), two reduction in net food imports, which would reduce
of the group's principal clothing exporters to the (or eliminate, if the country becomes a net exporter at
United States. But they may have to wait some years the new price) the apparent cost of the price increase.
before they can reap these benefits because their This is particularly likely to happen if governments
exports to the United States are now subject to restric- pass on the changes in world prices to farmers and
tions under the MFA. Other countries have less advan- consumers: doing so would both increase local out-
tageous commodity and market mixes. For example, put-of substitute goods if not of the products actu-
Zambia could suffer net export losses of $3.9 million ally imported-and switch consumption to cheaper
(mostly metal exports to Japan) and Mauritania losses substitutes.
of about $3.1 million (mostly fish to Japan). Second, many poor countries import food partly

Calculations such as these are itecessarily approxi- because of inappropriate policies-taxes on output or
mate, but they certainly suggest that preference ero- subsidies to consumption and imports. In these coun-
sion is not a major issue for the least-developed tries, if higher world food prices affect behavior, they
countries' exports of industrial goods. The losses are will reduce the burden of these distortions-maybe
real, of course, though small, but they should be eas- enough to more than offset the extra cost of imports.
ily offset through small improvements in domestic For example, higher production would boost tax rev-
efficiency. For example, in many cases, making cus-
toms more efficient or reducing tariffs on imported
inputs would be sufficient to make up the price Food prices i-will ,iOt rise 171/ much
advantages lost through preference erosion.

Table 2-4 Change in agricultural prices
Impact on net food importers from benchmark levels due to agricultural

liberalization, 2002
The industrial countries' vigorous intervention in (Percnt)
agricultural markets tends to reduce world prices of Commodity Change
agricultural products, especially food. Both import Wheat 3.8
protection and export subsidies tend to increase Wheat 3.
industrial countries' agricultural output and to Rice -. 9
reduce their excess demand for food on world mar- Coarse grains 2.3
kets. To the extent that the Uruguay Round reduces Sugar 1a.
the breadth and depth of these interventions, it fol- Other meats -0.6
lows that world food pnces will increase. This rise will
be to the benefit of net food exporters, actual and Coffee -1.5
potential, and it explains why exporters pressed so Cocoa -0.7
strongly for agricultural liberalization in the Round. Tea -1A
Correspondingly, however, an increase in food prices Vegetable oils -103
imposes a cost on countries that import food. This cost Other food products -1.
was a major expressed concern of poor food-deficit
countries-especially in Africa-which feared that Wool -0.9
this effect could outweigh their gains from negotia- Cotton -12
tions. In recognition of their concerns, food aid was Other agriculture 0.8
exempted from the cuts in export subsidies. Soure. Coldin and van der Mensbrugghe 1995.

Since the agnculturl liberalization actually
achieved by the Round is relatively limited, price
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enue, and lower imports would cut subsidy costs. Economic Cooperation (APEC) in Bogor and the
More important, if higher food prices encourage gov- Western Hemisphere Free Trade Announcement in
ernments to reform these policies, there will be yet Miami. These arrangements appear likely to be fairly
further gains; indeed, if this occurs some net food open; indeed APEC explicitly allows countries to
importers could become net exporters and thus bene- extend concessions offered within the group to non-
fit directly from higher world prices. members. It will be necessary, however, to be vigilant

Third, food aid is exempt from the cuts in industrial to ensure that these blocs do not turn against non-
countries' export subsidies, so concessional and emer- member trade as the pressures to adjust to freer trade
gency food imports will not be subject to price grow. Vigilance will be even more necessary to ensure
increases. Whether the Round will affect the volume that the creation and enlargement of more deeply inte-
(and thus the explicit or implicit price) of food aid is grated blocs is not at the expense of the rest of the
unclear. If industrial countries' food surpluses fall, world. Prominent here will be the admission of Chile
less food would be available for transfer to develop- to NAFrA, the Association Agreements in Europe and
ing countries, but since subsidies to commercial the possible accession of Eastern European countries
exports must fall, there wil be stronger incentives to to the EU, Mercosur in Latin America, and the Cross-
dispose of surpluses through food aid. Border Initiative in Africa. Despite some clarification

Even the small degree of agricultural liberalization of the GATT rules for regional blocs, the WTO has no
achieved will inevitably have a negative impact on additional powers to discipline such groups.
some developing countries, but analysis suggests that The second challenge on the horizon is the interac-
it will be small (and, since liberalization takes up to six tion of enviromrnental concerns with the trading sys-
years, slow to arrive). Such impacts can easily be out- tem. The Uruguay Round established a committee to
weighed by mild domestic policy reforms designed to explore some of the issues at stake and to report to the
improve agricultural efficiency and by other aspects first ministerial meeting of the WTO in 1996. There are
of the Round. Indeed, it is in the nature of negotiations important interactions between trade and the environ-
to balance gains in one area against losses in another, ment (box 2-3). The appropriate tools for environmen-
so it is not even particularly helpful to focus solely on tal protection operate predominantly on production or
food price effects. consumption as a whole, however, not just those parts

that are traded internationally. It is, after all, not trade
Challenges beyond the Round but production or consumption that creates pollution

or exhausts resources. The challenge for the world com-
Only time will tell whether the Uruguay Round is a munity will be to ensure environmental protection
great leap forward for the liberal world trading order. while eschewing environmental protectionism-to
Ensuring that the actions agreed to are implemented preserve the huge benefits that a liberal world trading
will be important. Countries retain many elements of order has brought in more than half a century while
discretion in their trade policies. The new rules and preserving the environment for future generations.
dispute settlement procedures improve on the old sys- Meeting this challenge will require strengthening WTO
tem, but they cannot prevent a slide into protectionism disciplines, not relaxing them.
if that is what domestic political pressures demand. The final challenge we note is the issue of labor
Moreover, despite the notable progress achieved in the standards. Preventing the gross violation of human
Round, a substantial unfinished agenda remains in all rights or the extreme exploitation of child labor in
the areas that it tackled. This agenda includes further other countries may well be legitimate goals for for-
reform in the new areas that the Round has brought eign policy. Just as for environmental issues, however,
under multilateral discipline (agriculture and ser- trade policies generally are not the appropriate tools
vices), more ihberalization in manufacturing where for tackling such labor issues. Restricting imports pro-
protection remains relatively high (for example, in tex- duced under unacceptable standards will not help the
tiles and clothing), and further improvements in mar- victims directly-indeed, it will often worsen their
ket security by establishing stricter discipline on the plight-and there are other ways to give indirect help.
use of antidumping measures. Thus, it is important to keep the desire to impose

Beyond effective implementation of and follow-up higher labor standards on the rest of the world sepa-
on trade liberalization agreed to in the Round, at least rate from the desire of certain parts of an economy to
three sets of challenges seem likely to arise for the avoid adjusting to import competition. To mix these
world trading system over the next few years. The first impulses would be to give import-competing inter-
is regionalism. Since the Uruguay Round negotiations ests a potent public relations tool with which to frus-
were completed, two major initiatives to create free trate changes in comparative advantage around the
trade areas have been announced-the Asia Pacific world.
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Box 2-3 Good trade policy can be good for the environment

The Uruguay Round explictly acknowledges the need Enwrmnent and tade. In emining the impact of envi-
for sustainable development and for institutionalizing ronmental policies on trade, one issue is whether envi-
environmental protection. The preamble to the WrO ronmental regulations place a country at a disadvantage
agreement allows for -the optmal use of the worldWs relative to others with weaker egulations. This issue has
resources in accordance with the obective of sustainable several variants. In one, it is referred to as 'environmen-
development, seeking both to protect and preserve the tal dumping.- Countries with lax environmental policies
environment and enhance the means for doing so in a have lower costs of production and, therefore, an unfair
manner consistent with [the] needs and concerns at dif- tradeadvantage. In another, it is known as the "pollution
ferent levels of economic developmentL The operational haven" hypothesis. Frms relocate in countries with
implications of this statement are to be explored by the weaker environmental standards. Most studies show
WTOYs Committee on Trade and Envimnment Inter- that, except ina few industries, the costs of pollution con-
actions between trade and the environment will be an trol are a small fraction of total production costs. Thus,
inportantissuefortheWTO.Inprinciple,thesignatories stronger environmental regulations may not lead to
agree that there should not (and need not) be a conflct reduced trade competitiveness Andcouniesthatadapt
between an open and equitable tading system and envi- early to improved environental regulations will have a
ronmentalprotecion.Whatarethemaininteractionsand competitive advantage in the future as enviIronental
issues? controls progrssively tighten worldwide. Similarly, evi-

dence does not support the poDution haven hypothesis
Treiad ninmEnt. In general envionmental prob- (Tobey 1990 Bidsall and Wheeler 1992). On the contrary,

lems stem from policy distortions (sbsidies, tariffs, open economies, by attactg foreign industrial part-
quantitative resotr s) and market faDures (extenali- ners, promote the adoption of deaner tedmologies and
tis, unclear property rights). In examinig the environ- better pollution standards.
mental inplications of trade policies, key quesions to ask AsecondisueishowacountryshoLddrespondtoenvi-
are Do the poLcies reduce or ncrease economic dist- ron_mtl dumping or pollution havens, and whether
tons? Do they mitigate the pwblem of market failure? trade restrictions are the optial way to level the envi-
Since trade libealization reduces ecoromic distortions rornental playing fiekL Trade measu typically are not
and prmotes efficiency, it is generally good for the envi- the firsbest inumnts for achieving envonmentdal
ronmenm But in the presence of market failures or polcy objectives. Their use in Ieu of mor efficient intruments
distortons increased trade may aggravate environmen- that taget envnmnt issues more diety unneces-
tal problems. The corect response is not to avoid trade sarily reduces global econouc welfare and may even
reform, however, but to introduce mplementary ura- exacebate global environmental degradation. For exam-
sures that wM crrect the market failure or the policy dis- ple, a prposed ban on the import of topical hardwood
torion that is causmg the enrnmetal damage logsbyEuropeancounteledtoapreemptivebanonlog
(Munasinghe and Cruz 1994). exports by Indonesia. But eling cntined, reducing

Trade libealization leads to an increase in the scale of domestic log prices and geneating huge subsidies for
economic activity as efficiency gains are reaized. The Indonesian timberbased industries. Low timber prIes
resulting higher inommes in poor counties can lead to led to the use of less of each tree. Moreover, envirnmen-
environmental benefits in at least two ways: through tal issuesmay sinply be an excuse to erect trade bariers.
desie for better envinmnal policies (since demand Actions of tis kind invite retaiation and can threaten the
for enionental quality is inco eelastic, at least above entire tradingsystem Animportantcomay isthatrgid
a threshold level of income), and through a lower rate of of envirmnmentl regulations across
population growt, which reduces the stess on natural countries would be nereprductv Somee haroniza-
resources In addition to this scale effect, other changes tion of regulations may be useful, however, especially
with potential envronmiental implications may occwr hi among trading partners and when transnational environ-
the compositon of output, the production tecmques mentalexraie are present (id rain, ozone layer
used, and the location of economic activity. dest ion gbal wami). 

Notes estimates of the percentage of tariff lines bound by devel-
oping economies since the twenty-six participants for which

1. These data cover the twenty-six developing country data are available account for less than one-third of the total
participants in the GAIT's Integrated Database (IDB). tariff lines of developing-economies. There is less effect on
Figures on the scope of commitments are not available for estimates of the coverage of bindings based on import val-
the remaining sixty-seven developing country participants ues, however, since the twenty-six partidpants account for
in the Uruguay Round. The incomplete coverage of devel- roughly 80 percent of the total merchandise imports of
oping countries in the IDB could have a substantial effect on developing-economy participants in the Uruguay Round.
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2. The rules pertaining to the calculation of post-Uruguay 60 percent larger than the economy in 1992, but also because
Round tariffs wenr laid out in negotiating documents, not in the degreeof agricultural liberalization has been scaled back
the agreement itse!f. The legally binding tariffs and tariff from estimates available earlier.
reductions were sut out in the schedules of concessions 6. The data required cover the preferential tariff rates
appended to the agreement, and only these have legal force. along with estimates of actual trade entering at preferential
Hence 'dirty tariffication" is not illegal; it is merely a gap rates and, ideally, the quantitative limits of preferential
between actuality and the rhetoric of the Round. access.

3. Why have several models? First, different economists 7. This observation prompts a cautionary note on mea-
represent the world differently, and since there is no perfect suring preference erosion. The standard approach of report-
representation, it is important to see whether estimates of ing the percentage decrease in the margin of preference is
the effects of the Round are sensitive to these differences. quite misleading. For an exporter with duty-free access, a
Second, different models stress different features, and reduction in an MFN tariff from 10 percent to 5 percent is a
because the benefits of international trade depend on dif- 50 percent erosion of preference, while one from 1 percent
ferences between countries, models tend to find the greatest to 0 percent is a 100 percent erosion, even though the first
effects where they have most detail. For particular pur- causes a loss of price advantage (5 percent) five times larger
poses, it is valuable to have a model that focuses on the issue than the second (1 percent). The most useful metric is the
at hand. Fora more general assessment, it is useful to be able loss of price advantage as a percentage of the initial price,
to average across models. which in nearly all cases is rather small.

4. See chapter 4 for more discussion of potential second- 8. The prices of tropical and nonfood items decline
round income gains from trade integration. because, having already been largely free from protection at

5. This figure is well below the GATTs much-quoted fig- the start of the Round, these products suffer from falling
ure of S510 billion from October 1994. The figures differ by demand as liberalized products become relatively cheaper in
so much largely because the GATT estimate is based on the industrial countries and from increasing supply as those
world economy in 2005, which is estimated to be some productsbecome relatively cheaperindeveloping countries.
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More to trade: the internationalization of services

Not only are markets for trade widening, as reviewed also important, especially the development of
in the preceding chapter, but more is becoming inter- telecommunications and information technol-
nationally tradable. In both trade and foreign direct ogy networks and the related skills upgrading
investment (FDI), services are the fastest-growing needed to take advantage of export possibilities
component. Services now account for close to one- in the fast-growing information technology-
quarter of world trade and three-fifths of FDI flows. intensive services. The General Agreement on
The intemationalization of services will likely lead the Trade in Services marks a major achievement in
next stage of economic globalization. This outlook and establishing a framework for multilateral liber-
its implications for developing countries are the sub- alization, but much remains to be done.
ject of this chapter. Key points of the discussion are: The declining costs of information technology cre-

• The boundaries of tradability are fast expanding. ate opportunities for developing countries to leapfrog
Many services considered nontradable only a few stages of technological development and explore new
years ago are now being actively traded. Rapid avenues of comparative advantage. Countries able to
advances in telecommunications and informa- exploit these opportunities will find that the interna-
tion technology' are a central force underlying tionalization of services is fostering economic conver-
this change, complemented by deregulation of gence with high-income countries. Countries that fail
service industries and liberalization of foreign to establish conditions conducive to efficient provi-
trade and investment regimes. For developing sion of services run the risk of falling further behind.
countries the growing internationalization of ser-
vices is creating opportunities for expanding into The services revolution
new exports and attracting more FDI and is
broadening the range of producer services and Advances in technology, especially in information
technical know-how that they can import technology, are revolutionizing the image of services.

* By rendering more activities in industrial coun- Until recently, it was common to view the services sec-
tries contestable, technological progress has cre- tor as a collection of mainly nontradable activities
ated major new opportunities for long-distance with low productivity growth potential. The expan-
service exports from developing countries-an sion of the services sector in industrial economies has
estimated potential that could possibly double often been attributed to the perverse side effects of
the commercial service exports of developing deindustrialization, and in developing countries, to
countries, now running at about $180 billion. the growth of the informal sector, chaotic urbaniza-

* With these opportunities comes the challenge of tion, and a swelling public sector. Overall, the growth
improving efficiency in the provision of services. of services has tended to be perceived at best as a by-
Efficiency improvements are necessary not only product of developments in the primary and sec-
to capture the new export opportunities, but also ondary sectors, and at worst as a drag on the prospects
because access to efficient services will be an for long-term economic growth. This conventional
increasingly important determinant of competi- view of services is fast changing. As computer and
tiveness throughout the economy, reflecting the communications tecnology transforms the image of
rising service intensity of production in general. services, and as awareness grows of the importance of

* Adopting a liberal trade and investment regime efficient producer services to any competitive econ-
will be essential for countries to maximize ben- omy, the development of certain services is coming to
efits from the internationalization of se-vices. A be regarded not as a consequence of economic growth
supportive physical and human infrastructure is but as one of its preconditions.
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Services comprise a wide array of economic activi- activities that fall in this category and that are prime
ties. The main thrusts of the services revolution are the candidates for long-distance provision. The impact of
rapid expansion of knowledge-based services (typi- information technology on services tradability is not
cally producer services) and the growing tradability of limited to the increasing feasibility of long-distance
services. It is the knowledge-based services (such as provision, however. The introduction of new prod-
professional and technacal services, information tech- ucts (such as financial derivatives) and expansion of
nology services, banking and insurance, modem access to market information (such as computer reser-
health care, and education) that constitute the vation systems for airlines) have been greatly facili-
dynamic edge of the services economy today. These tated by information technology.
services, especially the information technology-based Even services in which consumer-provider interac-
services, defy the stereotyped view of services tion has traditionally been high (as in education and
(derived from traditional personal, social, and distrib- health) are now amenable to unbundling and eventu-
utive services) as activities with low capital intensity- ally to cross-border trade. Advances in computer-
physical and human-and low productivity growth. mediated technology (including online access to
In fact, service industries have been the main investors information, two-way student-teacher communica-
in information technology. In the United States, for tion, multimedia systems), for example, are facilitating
example, these industries accounted for an estimated long-distance education (Boh 1994). Teleconferencing.
85 percent of the total investment in informnation tech- using satelite links for contacts between medical col-
nology hardware over the past ten years (NRC 1994). leges and physicians in remote areas, is becoming a

popular means of continuing education. And telemed-
Changing boundaries of tradability icine is becoming a reality with integrated services dig-

ital networks, which allow the transmission, for
Services are often characterized as the textbook ecample, of ultrasound scans for evaluation by spe-
example of nontradables (a haircut is a common cialists in better-equipped hospitals. The Memorial
example). However, technological innovation has University of Newfoundland, Canada, has held a series
expanded the opportunities for services to be embod- of teleconferences on nutrition, immune response,
ied in goods that are traded internationally-soft- hepatitis, and emergency pediatric medicine for physi-
ware in diskettes, films in videotapes, and music in cians in Kenya and Uganda. Other experiments in
compact discs. Another important driving force telemedicine include the recently established interna-
behind the internationalization of services is the tional link between Saudi Arabia and the radiology and
expansion of electronic networks (box 3-1) and the pathology departments of the Massachusetts General
new possibilities for trade in long-distance services Hospital (Houlder 1994). Health practitioners in devel-
associated with these networks. oping countries and their counterparts in North

Progress in information technology is making it America are using international networks, such as
increasingly possible to unbundle the production and HealthNet, to exchange information. The Global
consumption of information-intensive service activi- Health Network is establishing a "university' based on
ties. These activities-research and development, the Intemnet offering public health improvement ser-
computing, inventory management, quality control, vices on a global scale (La Porte and others 1994).
accounting, personnel administration, secretarial,
marketing, advertising, distribution, and legal ser- Rapid growth of trade in services
vices-are performed in all economic sectors. They
play a fundamental role not only in service industries, International trade in services is, of course, not a new
but also in manufacturing and primary industries. In phenomenon: transportation, travel, and insurance
the United States, for example, as much as 65 to 75 have long been important traded activities. What is
percent of employment in manufacturing may be new is the rapid expansion of international service
associated with service activities (Quinn 1992). With transactions over the past decade or so and the advent
progress in information technology, outsourcing of of new modes of supply, as in the case of services
these activities has become feasible. And as commu- transmitted over electronic networks. Services statis-
nication costs fall, the potential for international out- tics have many deficiencies (box 3-2), but it is clear that
sourcing grows. trade in commercial services has grown faster than

Service activities involving the manipulation of trade in merchandise over the past decade (table 3-1).
symbols (collection, processing, and dissemination of Commercial services encompass transport (shipment
information) are the archetypal information-intensive and other transportation services), travel, and "other
activities. Data entry, analysis of income statements, private services," with the last category comprising
and development of computer software, financial finance and brokerage, communications, nonmer-
products, and chemical processes are examples of chandise insurance, leasing and rental of equipment,
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Box 3-1 Information technology: the cutting edge of the services revolution

The costs of information processing and long-distance building international dedicated networks to address
telecommunications have declined dramaticatly (inset theircommunicationneeds Butthemostdramaticexam-
figures). The real price of microcomputers, for example, ple in this area is provided by the Internet
fell by an average of 28 percent a year between 1982 and The Internet (or the 'Net) is a network of networks
1988 (Berndt and Griliches 1993). At the same time, the that had its origins in the United States in the late 1960s
quality of services delivered by information technology in attempts to establish a communications system that
applications has improved signifcantly. In the United could survive a nuclear war. Access to the Internet was
States a voice-image hookup for a one-hour coast-to- originally limited to the research community in univer-
coast teleconference call cost approximately the same in sities and to defense contractors, but entry was opened
1994 as a coast-to-coast te!ephone call of four minutes to individuals in 1986. Since then, growth has been
cost in 1915 (Mayo 1994). explosive (traffic is growing by about 20 percent a

The convergence of computer and communication month), and international links have proliferated. The
technologies is promoting the development of com- inset map shows the international expansion of the
puter-mediated (or electronic) networks. These net- Internet in the 1990s. By mid-1994 more than 2 million
works are formed by systems of computers and computers were registered on the Net around the globe,
communicaton hardware and software that allow users more than 700,000 of them located outside the United
to communicate and transmit data and other types of States (MacKie-Mason and Varian 1994).
information. As digital switches (such as computers) The system is still primarily a conduit for commumica-
replace elctomechanal switches and as integrated tion and data exchange among researchers. Corpora-
services digital networks emerge, the tehical feasibil- tions, however, are rapidly discovering the Internet
ity of new value-added servces expands at a fast pace. companies registered on the Net rose from 100 in 1990 to
Falling prces for hardware and software generate a pos- nearly 20,000 by mid-1994. They use the Net not ordy for
itive feedback effect because the demand for network e-mail and file transfer but also for advertising (online
services is affected not only by prices but also by the press releases, multimedia clips, and the like), research,
expected size of the network In other words, in the and customr supporL The National Semiconductor
absence of congestion costs, the appeal for outsiders to Corporation, for example, is usng the Intenet to create
join a network increases as its size grows. a trly gtobal laboratory. The company operates inte-

This process of expansion is expected to accelerate as grated circuit design laboratries in Santa Clara,
the cost of communication bandwidth (the capacity to Califoria, and in Tel Aviv and Tokyo. It uses its global
transmit more bits of information sl) falls network of computers to expedite simulation-a time-
by a factor of two per year (Baruch 1994). Moreover, the consuming but critical task in crcuit design. At the end
cost of communication is also becomig independet of of a day, researchers in Santa Clara hand off simulation
distance, and networks arebecom more inteationaL
Transnatonal corporations, for example, are actively (box cntius on nxt pgc)

Costs of information processing arefalling ... ... So are the costs of international communications...

Price index of information processing, Cost of a three-minute telephone call
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(index 100 = US$S per instruction per secnd) (1990 U.S. dollars)

lool IBMmMnftame250K
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analysis to their colleagues in Tel Aviv, who in turn after is used to conduct research around the world and around
a full day of work pass it on to researchers in Tokyo. By the dock. In this way the Net is contributing both to the
the beginning of the next day, the results of iZe sunula- emergence of a worldwide commurity of information
tion come back to the Santa Cara staff. Thus, .he network and to the process of economic globalization.

... tind cledtronic nietiworks are cxpanding rapidly

Number of Intemet hosts (computers registered on the Net) per country

April 1992

October 1994

I k~~~~IA-~~~ LII~~I 1,1001-10,000
- 1,00,O1-1,000,000 1-1,0W

SDmm hd*met Socety 1994, Hufbauer 1991; Batty and Barr 1994, Apte 1994. _D
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technical and professional services, income generated Foreign direct im,estment in semrices
by the temporary movement of labor, and property and establislhm,ient trade
income. Long-distance services are typically recorded
under "other private services." Average annual As is the case in trade, services are the most dynamic
growth in trade in commercial services over 1980-93 component of FDI flows. Privatization and deregula-
was 7.7 percent, compared with 4.9 percent for mer- tion of service industries, together with liberalization
chandise trade (in nominal terms). of market access, have spurred FDI in services. During

The share of commercial services in global trade the 1980s total inward FDI stock rose by 14 percent a
grew from 17 percent in 1980 to more than 22 percent year in high-income countries and 11 percent a year in
in 1993. Trade in "other private services," the most developing countries. Over the same period FDI in ser-
dynamic component of commercial services, grew at vice industries rose 17 percent a year in high-income
an average annual rate of 9.5 percent over 1980-93, countries and 14 percent in developing countries.
increasing its share of commercial services trade from Data for the early 1990s for some high-income and
37 percent in 1980 to 45 percent in 1993 (figure 3-1). developing countries show that service industries

Box 3-2 Reported statistics seriously underestimate trade in services

Balance of payments statistics, the main source of nfor- adopt this new reporting system, an improved statistical
mation for intemational trade in services, contain many picture should emerge.
wveaknessesUntilrecendy,somelargeeconoues (thefor- Unfortunately, this picture will remain partial at best,
merSovietUnion) did not report data on trade inservies. given the difficuties in captring all the dimersions of
Tlhe level of disaggregation is limited and vanes signifi- intenational trade in services. CIoss-boder intrafirm ser-
cantly acmss countnes, and thee are inconistenies i vice btracton ae incasing at a fast pace as foreign
the methodologies used to report certain items (counties directimentexpandsandelectonicnetworsbecme
do not report exactly the same items, for example, under pervasive. Intrafirm financial and tehical advice, for
"port services). Moreover, net recording is a common example,isincreasinglychangedinternatbionally,butitis
prace for some items (insurance tansactios are often not aptured by conventional balance of payments statis-
recorded as premiums less claims). All of these factors ti. Examples are theuseof masiframeconputersarund
contribute to a downward bias inthe value of the servces the dock by tranaonal corporations exploiting time-
trade reported in the balance of payments. zone difernces between the home camtiy and the host

Efforts are being made to improve the coverage, qual- cuntrmies of the affiliates for data prcssing and oher
ity, and consistency of the data. OECD and Eurostat, for activities (such as software development). Anoter impor-
example, are working together to improve the collection tant dimenion of services trade not cptued by conven-
of statisticsontradeinservicesinmembercountries. The tional balance of paments statistics is establishmuent
1MF is engaged in the implementation of the new classi- trade-aes in the host country by foreign affiliates
fication of trade in services introduced in the fifth edition
of its lalance of Pments Manual (IMF 1993). As countries Source: GATr 1989 and Gdfinger 1994.

S.vi-ias accounlt fr a risinis, %sIIatn (if weorid trade

Table 3-1 World trade in services, 1980-93

1980 1985 1990 1992 1993

Trade in commercial services (US$ billion) 358.0 379.6 790.8 936.1 933.7
OECDI 283.3 298.5 648.2 764.9 752.0
Rest of the worldb 74.6 81.1 142.6 171.1 181.8

Share of services in total trade (percent)c 17.0 18.2 20.4 21.9 22.2
OECD 18.8 19.3 21.2 22.7 23.1
Rest of the world 12.7 15.3 17.5 19.0 19.1

Note: Only countries reporting to the IMF were considered in preparing this table.
a. Mexico is included in the rest of the world.
b. Figures for the 1990s include estimates for some developing countries for which actual data are not yet available.
c. Merchandise trade plus commercial services.
Sourcr: IMF balance of payments data.
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powerful means of transferring technical and man-
.\,i ' r ,r, 1a I l "! Z C'l. 1 ii-. r r1-11I-, ill itill iirte-o agerial know-how. Moreover, information technology

is increasing economies of scale and scope in service
Figure 3-1 Relative importance of main categories industries and, as a result, the appeal of transnation-
of commercial services in world trade, 1980-93 alization to service firms. For many services (retailing,
(USs$ billions) advertising, banking) FDI will remain the main mode

of supplying foreign markets. This implies that FDI
1000 and transnational corporations will continue to play a

key role in the internationalization of services.
800 O Accordingly, FDI policies merit special attention.

*~~~ Other
600 private Transition from industrial to service economies

services

400 ] Transport Impetus to trade in services and to services-related
- I I I E _FDI wiUl also come from the continuing transforma-

200 m Travel tion of rich countries from industry-dominated to
services-dominated economies. Services are already

0 the largest sector in these countries. Between 1960 and
1980 1985 1990 1993 1993 the average share of services in the employment

of industrial countries rose from 42 percent to 65 per-
Source IMF balance of payments data. cent, while their share of GDP rose from 53 percent to

61 percent 4 In the United States the services share in
employment had risen to about 75 percent by 1993.

accounted for 50 to 60 percent of total FDI inflows The rising share of the services sector in the econ-
(figure 3-2)3_ omy is being accompanied by notable changes within

Strong complementarity exists between FDI and
trade in services. As FDI increases, transactions in
long-distance services (commurncations and informa- Seni-is art i iliajor ripit of fore,i direct iftIit'iil
tion services, techdical advice, and the like) and move-
ments of service providers (intracorporate transfers)
expand. Large FDI inflows are also reflected in grow- Figure 3-2 Cumulative foreign direct investment
ing establishment trade (sales of foreign affiliates in iflows by sector, 1990i92
the host country) in services. Although these transac- tUS$ bilions)
tions are not captured by balance of payments statis- 350
tics (they do not involve exchanges between residents
and nonresidents), they are an important mode of 300
supply for many services for which direct contact
between producers and consumers remains impor- 250
tant. Indeed, in the United States, establishment trade 200 Tertiary
has become the main mode of international delivery 2
of services: by 1992 sales of majority-owned affiliates 150
of foreign companies in the United States were 21 per-
cent larger than US. imports of services (in 1987 they 100 Secondary
were 15 percent smaller). On the export side, sales of 50
services to foreigners through majority-owned affili- _ _i_ Primary
ates of US. companies abroad were equivalent to 85 0
percent of US. exports of services during 1986-92.3 Selected Selected
Ratios of international to establishment trade in ser- developing high-income
vices, however, vary widely across industries, reflect- countries coAntries
ing barriers to establishment and international trade
as well as the nature of the services in question. Note: lhis information is available for the following high-

as we, as the nature of the services in question. income countries: Australia, Canada, Denmark, Filand, France,
Demand for modem producer services is growng Germany, Grece, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Nethelands, Spain,

fast all over the world. Regulatory barriers to entry in Sweden, United Kingdom, and United States; and the folowing

service industries are being reduced through unilat- developing countries: Argentina, Brazil. Korea, Mexico,

eral reforms or reaprocal negotiations. Developing Portuga and Th9ci,d.
countries increasingly consider FDI in services as a Source__OECD_1994___
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the sector. First, advances in technology, especially in clerical services (see below). Thus, continued rapid
information technology, are imparting a dualistic char- growth of trade in services is likely.
acter to the sector. The most dynamic service activities
today are those that are intensive users of communica- Opportunities for developing countries
tion and information technology. Spurred by techno-
logical progress, these activities are experiencing high The internationalization of services promises to open
productivity growth. For example, total factor produc- important new opportunities for developing coun-
tivity (TEP) in transportation and commnunications in tries. But it will also bring new challenges.
indusbial countries rose 2.4 percent a year during
1979-93, much higher than the 0.8 percent overall TFP Why efficient provision of services matters
growth rate over the same period. These dynamic ser-
vices activities coexist with the traditional personal There is growing awareness of the role producer ser-
and government services that are characterized by low vices play in development. For example, transporta-
productivity growth: average TFP growth in personal tion, communication, and distribution services are
and government services was negative over the same essential elements in the process of industrialization
period. Second, technological progress is allowing for and productivity growth. Also, the quality of these
increasing outsourcing of services. An important factor and other producer services greatly influences the
contributing to the rise in the relative size of the ser- costs of doing business in an economy. With a rising
vices sector is the increasing service intensity of man- service intensity of production, access to efficient pro-
ufacturing coupled with the outsourcing of more and ducer services is having an increasingly large impact
more service inputs into production. on the competitiveness of the whole economy-for

Taking into account both demand- and supply-side both goods- and services-producing industries. A
factors, induding sectoral differences in productivity major new dimension has been added by information
growth prospects, Wolff (1995) finds that the struc- technology, which is not only expanding the scope for
tural shift in industrial countries toward services will specialization in the production of related services
continue, but at a slower pace than in the past three (such as professional services), but is also increasing
decades. His analysis suggests a likely further rise in the international contestability of services. Together
the average employment share of services in these with declining communications costs, information
countries to around 75 percent by 2010.5 technology is opening up possibilities for developing

The continuing structural shift toward services in countries to develop new exports and to improve the
rich countries has important implications for the access of domestic producers to efficient, state-of-the-
structure of their trade with developing countries. As art services through imports. Access to information
services grow further in relative importance in their technology-based international services can also help
economies, and the service intensity of their output raise the quality of domestic social services, such as
increases, rich countries will experience a progressive health, education, and training.
shift in the structure of their exports to developing Efficient producer services are important to the
countries to,.ard services and service-intensive goods pursuit of an outward-oriented strategy of develop-
(for examaple, customized manufactured products ment. In manufacturing, for example, access to global
that require continuous interaction between produc- networks in communications and transportation is
ers and consumers). The rising output share of ser- becoming a necessary condition for international
vices and the associated decline in the share of competitiveness in products that are time sensitive
manufacturing in rich countries also imply a relative (fashion clothing, electronic products). Efficient pro-
decline over time in their demand for imports of ducer services allow firms to shorten the product-
industrial raw materials from developing countries. cycle time and to improve their responsiveness to
For developing countries these structural shifts imply customer demands. The newly industrializing
increasing opportunities for export of traditional economies in East Asia, for example, have been par-
manufactures, as industrial countries vacate more ticularly successful in developing a modern infra-
room in the markets for these goods to imports from structure for producer services (box 3-3).
developing countries. The rising share of services in
aggregate demand in industrial countries means that Dynamic comparative advantage
markets for some of developing countries' service
exports, such as tourism, will also expand. At the As service industries rely increasingly on informa-
same time, technological change is likely to expand tion technology, they tend to become more depen-
opportunities for new services exports from develop- dent on capital and human capital inputs. This has
ing countries, for example, in the long-distance provi- led some analysts to suggest that developing coun-
sion of relatively labor-intensive information and tries cannot compete internationally in services and
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Box 3-3 Servicing competitiveness

'Ship and forget" trade is becomning a thing of the past industry identified savingsof seven days in delivery time
(Cooper 1988). To compete internationally, dynamic and about 15 percent in distribution costs per unit of
exporters increasingly rely on reduced product-cycle product Even in industries (such as clothing) in which
times, prompt delivery, and improved customer ser- distnrbution costs are not significantly reduced by inte-
vices. As a result, the service content of their final exports grated transport logistic serAces, the benefits can be sub-
is increasing. Innovative service providers are enhancing stantial in terms of the reduction in inventory investment
transportation and communication systems, generating that is allowed by shortened distribution time.
what can be termed an advanced infrastructure. The availability of electronic data interchange for cus-
Availability of advanced infrastructure, in tum, is toms dearance is another example of the impact of
becoming a major criterion in the locational decisions of advanced infrastructure on trade. Since 1989 lTadeNet
exporters. has linked the shipping community to government agen-

East Asian newly industrialized economies have been cies in Singapore, creating a paperless system of customs
attentive to the development of advanced infrastrcure. clearance that has allowed users not orly to expedite the
In these econonies, service providers are er'Jancng the process, but also to improve the management of cargo
effectiveness of local physical iastucture by offering movement Average cargo clearing time now stands at
transport logistics systems (airlines or freight forwarders, approximately thirty minutes, compared with more than
door-to-door delivery, express pickup, cargo tracking one day in the past Electronic networks such as Order-
document processin& and customs clearance), terminal Link in Singapore foster the adoption of just-in-time
and facility operations (application of electronic data management strategies and permit closer relations
interchange to cargo movement, vintelligent" warehouse between manufacturers and retailers, buyers, and sup-
facilities), and value-added networks for exchange of pLiers. Companies using these networks cut down on
informationL paperworkwhile iprovingtheir ability to monitorsaes

Singapore has been particularly active in these efforts. trends and inventory investments.
Air express sevices are currently available with a 'door- These examples illustrate how modern services can
to-door break-bulk service which includes: separation enhance the physical infrarctu and improve the
and boxing by store, at the point of manufwaturing or competitiveess of firms. They conroborate the view
consolidation; preparation of al the necessary accompa- that in time-sensitie industries, firms are either
nymg documentation; cartage to the port of departure; "quick" or "dead. Increasingly, access to enhanced
air transport; customs clearance; delivery; and tracking transortation, information, and dcuation sys-
and tracing of every individual packge" (Reinfeld 1993). tems will affect the chances of success of exporters from
Compared with conventonal shipment this type of ser- developing countie
vice provides significant savings in time and costs to
Singapore exporters. A case study in the electronics Source Mody and Reld 199L

that liberalization policies would be of limited inter- exporters (Egypt, India, Malaysia, Mexico, Thailand).
est to them. This view is mistaken. Within informa- Their areas of comparative advantage vary widely:
tion technology-based services developing countries the Republic of Korea's success in the 1970s and 1980s
that are able to supply labor with the requisite skills in construction senrices is wel known; Asian coun-
at lower cost are already carving out areas of com- ties are major exporters of personal services; and
parative advantage, a process that will continue to many small developing countries are highly special-
evolve. Moreover, liberalization is not only about ized in tourism.
expanding particular exports; also important is its There remains much scope for expansion in the
role in allowing domestic producers access to more developing countries' traditional service export areas.
efficient and more varied services on the world mar- This certainly applies to tourism, which remains the
ket, helping to improve the competitiveness of the largest single source of foreign exchange earnings
economy more generally. from services for developing countries as a whole. But

High-income economies as a group are relatively it also applies to other service exports of these coun-
specialized in exports of commercial services: these tries, especialy if labor movement, which is how some
services have a larger weight in their total exports of these exports take place, is not unduly restricted.
than is the case for the world as a whole. The same Developing countries are also beginning to make
holds for transport and for "other private services," inroads insome service areas in which industrial coun-
such as finance, technical, and communication ser- tries are the dominant exporters, either by creating
vices. The picture for developing countries is more niches in industrial country markets or by supplying
varied. But many of them have a revealed compara- neighboring developing countries. Examples are the
tive advantage in services and are significant service international success of East Asian airlines and hotel
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groups, Thai efforts to turn Bangkok into the financial panies demonstrate a natural reluctance to outsource
and transport hub for Indochina, and Singapore's activities that are strategically important and that
increasing role as the regional corporate headquarters involve proprietary information. This reluctance
and media base. What is more, the growing tradabil- applies parti-alarly to international outsourcing. In a
ity of services is opening new areas of service exports survey of outsourcing practices among large U.S.
for developing countries in relatively labor-intensive companies, Sobol and Apte (1995) found that only 17
long-distance services. percent of the finns surveyed were engaged in inter-

national outsourcing. But long-distance provision of
Long-distance services: an area of special promise services by foreign subsidiaries, in the context of

intrafirm trade, is becoming a more common practice.
Long-distance provision of services dates back several Surveys suggest that international outsourcing of ser-
years, but its growth has accelerated in recent years as vices becomes an appealing alternative for large com-
a result of advances in computer and communication panies when cost savings are on the order of 30 to 40
technology. Data entry was one of the first service percent. Against this background, if it is assumed that
activities to be internationally outsourced. Pacific 10 to 30 percent of the jobs with a high technical
Data Services has been contracting data entry services potential for long-distance provision can actuaIly be
from China since 1961 (Noble 1986). This type of activ- contested internationally, the likely size of the market
ity requires only a low level of computer literacy and for developing countries can be estimated The num-
limited interaction between thecustomerand the sup- bers fall in the range of I to 5 Percent of the total
plier. The customer mails paper-based data forms, or employment in services in the G-7 economies.
electronically sends scanned images of data forms, to The potential impact of services globalization in
the foreign provider for processing. The supplier terms of job displacement in industrial countries thus
sends the computerized data back over telecommuni- seems rather small (especially considering prospec-
cation lines or by mailing magnetic tapes. tive offsetting increases in more capital- and skill-

Software programming is another activity that intensive service exports from these countries to
increasingly is being traded across borders, with sub- developing countries). But from the perspective of
sidiaries or partners overseas entusted with develop- developing countries, the potential impact in terms of
ing software that is transmitted electronically back to higher exports is significant. The estimated potential
the parent or partner company. Back-office service value of long-distance service exports associated with
activities also are being traded internationally. These 1 to 5 percent displacement of services jobs in G-7
arrangements involve overnight air shipment of the countries ranges between $40 billion and $120 bilion
forms (insurance claims, tax forms) tobe processed and (table 3-2).8 If the scope for long-distance service
online access to the parent company's computer sys- exports to industrial countries is expanded beyond
tems. In manufacturing, service activities such as prod- the G-7, the potential size of the market for such
uct design, logistics management, R&D, and customer exports to all industrial countries almost equals (at the
service are being outsourced internationally (box 3-4). upper end of the estimated range) the total value of

How large is the potential market for long-distance commercial service exports from developing coun-
services that can be captured by developing countries? tries (about $140 bilion in 1990). Full exploitation of
Services that are good candidates for long-distance the estimated potential could thus double developing
provision share several characteristics: they are infor- countries' total commercial service exports. These
mation-intensive, which makes them more amenable estimates are broad approximations, at best, and this
to long-distance provision using information technol- potential can be realized only incrementally over a
ogy and also gives developing countries a cost advan- period of time. But they do serve to bring out the sig-
tage because of the relative labor intensity of many nificance of emerging opportunities in long-distance
types of informabon processing; they require limited service exports that can be successfully exploited by
direct contact with customers; and they do not involve developing economies with a conducive regulatory
the manipulation (movement, transformation, or cre- regime, a literate work force, and a modern telecom-
adon) of physical objects.6 Estimates of the number of munications system.
jobs in industrial countries for which long-distance It is important to note that markets for these ser-
provision is technically feasible can be derived by vices are sensitive to technological change. Long-dis-
applying these criteria to occupabonal categories in tance services in data entry, for example, are expected
industrial countries. For G-7 economies such jobs to continue to expand in the near future, reflecting the
make up between 12 and 16 percent of the total continuous fall in communication costs. Progress in
employment in services (Apte 1994). optical recognition technology and the development

Technical feasibility is a necessary, but not suffi- of online services for credit card and check clearing,
cient, condition for long-distance provision. Com- however, could significantly affect the need for data
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Box 3-4 Serving long distance: the -end of geography-

As the American Airlines jet comes to a stop at the airport Handling off-shore toll-free calls is another teleport
in Bridgetown, Barbados, the passengers look forward to activity that has emerged in some Caribbean coun-
vacationing on the sunny islarnd But for Caribbean Data tries (amaica).
Services (CDS), a sister company of American Airlnes, * Sofwe prmming. Many leading international
the work in processing hundreds of thousands of tickets computer and software companies-Apple, IBM,
and boarding passes is about to begin. CDS was estab- Intel, Orade, Texas Instrunents-have set up R&D
lished by AMR Corp., parent of Ameran Airlines, in and production joint ventu in Bangalore, India.
1983 to cut costs in its data entry operations. With 1,100 The Indian subsidiary of Texas Instruments, for
employees in 1993, CDS has become the labest private example, develops software for computer-ided
employer in Barbados. design of integrated ciuits and transmits the pro-

Speed in processing tickets and boarding passes is ca- grams elctronically back to the United States using
cial to the success of CDS, because the faster it can verify its own satelite dish Strategic alBances have
the travel to credit card companies and other airlines, the emerged between Indian software companies and
faster the airline collects the cash CDS employees are cmpanies from industrial counties. In the usual
paid $3.25 an hour, higher than the average rate in division of labor the foreign company handles the
Barbados, but about half the rate paid for simlar work in dient-end work, induing project management
the United States. In 1993 CD6 processed about 190 mil- system :esign, and spefictons, and the Indi
lion documents, up frm 38 milion a decade ago. In partner nandles progra i syStes testing,
recent years CDS has begun accepting work from other quality control, and related activitis With the
compaes, inmudmg data entry for credit card applica- Idian software industry enjoying a dizying
tions and medical aim forms. Most computers and ter- anmnal gowth rate of 70 pere its 600-odd con-
minals used by CO6 employees are hooked to the panies (many based in Bgalore) geneated rev-
computers of its cients. This link allows for same-day mues totang more than $500 millon in 1993-94
tnaround, an important criterion for cients. Some two-thirds of whch came from export
other US. airies have simiar off-shore data entry * Bfck-offlces .SeveralUS.insanecompanies
arrangemens (C a,MetLife,NewYorkife)sendalamforpro-

Oter important examples of long-distance sevices cesing to affiliates in Ireland. US. tax mnsuting
indlude: and accunting firms use similar arrangements

* Dts processing in tdeports. The Montego Bay free (AthurAnd mninthePhiippines).
zoneimJamaica isservkcdbytheJamaicanDigiport * Mnutwigdign,R&D,astomnxGeneraI
Iterational System which links Electric employs a Hungarian affiliate in the design
data s fi injamaicawiththeirdientsin of compact Light bulbs. Other US. copaoms
Canada, theUnitedStates,andtheUnitedKingdom. (Hewlett-Packard, Motorola) conduct some of their
Jamaica's literate, work force, R&DinSoxheastAsia.QurtedekOfficeSystms
competitive telecommuniction prices, and mvest- provides worldwide hotline telephone support for
ment inentives (coporate tax eeiptions, duty- its products though its affiliate in Ireland.
free imports, ful profit repatriation, streamlined These examples ilustrate how counbies with an appr-
customs procedures) have attracted many informa- priate mix of poLicies, infrastucr, and skills can bene-
tbn processing firms to Montego Bay (there were fit from tchnogical pgess to maease their serices
twenty-eight in 1990). About 3,500 people work in exorts.
office parks in Jamaica linred by satellite dishes to
the United S Teleports have also been esab- Smo Yawood 1993; Ape 1994 UNCrAD and Wodd Bank
lished in the Domnican Republihc and SL Lucia 1994.

entry in the longer term (Baruch 1994). These services In addition to creating possibilities for new
may lose some of their dynamism as they are dis- exports, the internationalization of services is impor-
placed by innovations in software and scanner tech- tant for developing countries as importers of services.
nology in the industrial world (an example is the Long-distance access to the 'floating pool" of non-
impact of electronic banking on the demand for check- proprietary knowledge, for example, is being revolu-
clearing activities). Nonetheless, the increasing num- tionized by computer-mediated networks such as the
ber and diversity of information-intensive jobs, the Internet. Electronic bulletin boards are becoming
technical feasibility of new long-distance services (in more sophisticated and increasingly effective as
remote clerical support, for example), and the instruments for technical assistance and for transfer-
dynamism of FDI flows and of the global demand for ring knowledge. They can now combine text, voice,
software suggest that the overall market for long-dis- and images, and their use may significantly alter the
tance services will continue to expand. prospects for human capital accumulation in devel-
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the services sector in recent years. Yet most service
A l'ApIt p o1"nlial tfili Ii ltiiiuct,PM, TVI'C1r cilyort.. activities continue to face a more restrictive regulatory

lu ifoil'j'i.i..o 11,r1tri. jis F'i;lli regime than do goods.
Border policies do not account for all of the imped-

Table 3-2 Estimates of market size for long-distance iments to internationalization in services. Service
service exports from developing countries, 1990 activities are regulation-prone, and the domestic reg-
(USS billionis) ulatory environment can create additional barriers to

Potential----lueoflo,g- international competition (state monopolies in ser-
distance srwice exports vice industries, legal barriers to entry in economic

activities, price controls). Domestic deregulation is
Destination country LoW estimate High estimate often a necessary complement to the opening up of

Canada 1.8 5.3 the foreign trade and investment regime. Liberali-
France 2.2 6.5 zation, however, does not imply total deregulation.
Germany 6.3 18.9 There may be a need to strengthen some regulations,
Italy 2.6 7.9 to deal with problems of monopoly or asymmetric
Japan 9.6 28.8 information or of inadequate protection of intellec-
United Kingdom 3.5 10.4 tual property rights, for example. A central issue in
United States 14.4 43.1 liberalizing international service transactions con-

Total G-7 403 121.0 cerns how best to combine regulation with the disci-
Note. The low estimate assumes that the share of jobs with a high pline of competition. Also, differences in regulatory
potential for long-distance provision in the destination country environments for service industries across countries
that can actually be contested internaonally is lo pemcent. The high may restrict access on a de facto basis (different stan-
e imate assumes this ratio to be 30 percent. dards for accreditation of professionals is an exam-
Source: Adapted from Apte 1994; ILO 1993; and national sources of ple). Accordingly, effective liberalization may also
labor stafistics. require hannonization of regulatory practices among

major trading partners.
Technological progress is changing the capacity of

oping countries in the next few years. The increase in governments to regulate service industries. Telecom-
developing countries' imports will provide an offset munications, for example, used to be considered a
to the loss of jobs in industrial countries resulting natural monopoly, given the high fixed costs of
from increased long-distance exports from develop- establishing an operational network. In most indus-
ing countries. trial and developing countries, the industry was

dominated by one regulated private firn or reserved
Capturing the opportunities for a public monopoly. New technologies and falling

costs in telecommunications equipment, however,
To capture the opportunities offered by the intemation- have greatly increased contestability in this industry,
alization of services, developing countries will need to and governments are finding it increasingly difficult
adapt theiregulatory envuionments and develop sup- to enforce regulatory bariers to entry. Another
portive physical and human infrastructure, implication of technological change is that develop-

ing countries with the minimum necessary telecom-
Liberalization and regulatory reform munications infrastructure can now leapfrog stages

of development by adopting new technologies, such
Liberalizing the import regime for services is central as cellular telephony. Thus, where arbitrary regula-
to achieving increased efficiency and competitiveness tory restrictions are maintained, their welfare costs
in the provision of services. It allows businesses to may be not only high but increasing in terms of for-
import services that are not produced domestically or gone opportunities.
are not produced at a price and quality required for Although regulatory reform and liberalization pro-
competitiveness. Liberalization also fosters efficiency grams for service industries must be tailored to the
by increasing compebtive pressures on domestic pro- particular country, some basic elements are relevant to
ducers of services. Because of the nonstorability of all countries. Regulatory barriers to entry in service
many services, FDI is a major mode for the interna- industries need to be minimized, with attention paid
tional delivery of services. Removing barriers to FDI also to reducing differences between domestic regu-
is therefore as important as lowering restrictions on latory regimes and those of the major trading part-
inports. Developing countries are increasingly recog- ners. A hansparent, liberal FDI regime and proper
nizing the need for such reform. Many have unilater- protection of intellectual property rights also are nec-
ally initiated liberalization packages encompassing essary conditions for countries to benefit fully from
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the internationalization of services. Finally, regulatory national information technology strategy provides a
reform and liberalization need to be approached on an useful case study for other countries (Apte 1994).
economywide basis. For example, a country inter-
ested in promoting its tourism industry may target the Framework for international cooperation
sector by adopting a liberal FDI policy (and even by
providing specific subsidies) while failing to pay Alongside unilateral liberalization of services, coun-
attention to related industries in the tourism complex. tries are pursuing liberalization through reciprocal
Such piecemeal liberalization may be self-defeating if, negotiations. An important achievement of the
for example, restrictive policies keep the country's Uruguay Round is the adoption of the General Agree-
telecommunications system or its air travel industry ment on Trade in Services (GATS), which extends
at a substandard level. multilateral rules and discipline to services. The GATS

covers four modes of international delivery of ser-
Other supportive policies vices: cross-border supply (transborder data flows,

transportation services), commercial presence (provi-
The services revolution places a premium on the sion of services abroad through FDI or representative
development of supportive physical and human infra- offices), consumption abroad (tourism), and move-
structure. In physical infrastructure, a competitive ment of personnel (entry and temporary stay of for-
telecommunications system is especially important to eign consultants). At the level of principles, the GATS
the development of long-distance services. Most broadly follows the GATT tradition, emphasizing
developing countries are hard-pressed to meet the nondiscrimination (most favored nation, or MFN, and
demand for even basic telecommunication services, national treatment) and prohibiting policy instru-
and investment in networks for value-added services ments that resemble quantitative restrictions. It inno-
may be considered an unaffordable luxury. However, vates, however, in covering transactions associated
technology now allows a country to develop a dual with commercial presence (such as establishment
structure for telecommunication services: a country trade) and introducing a concept of market access that
can nvest in low-cost, dedicated networks for busi- encompasses nonborder restrictions (for example,
ness needs in parallel with expanding the basic infra- limitations on the type of legal organization under
structure. The private sector can play a lead role in this which foreign providers can operate are in principle
process, as it has, for example, in Chile. prohibited).

Providing access to modem, high-quality commu- Although unconditional MFN treatment is a basic
nication services is not enough. A recent study of the obligation of the signatories, exemptions are allowed.
long-distance service export prospects of Eastern The exemptions, whose coverage is still being negoti-
Caribbean countries, for example, found that these a' ed, will in principle be time-bound and should be
countries were at a competitive disadvantage because negotiated away in the future. In practice, however,
of noncompetitive pricing of telecommunication ser- these exemptions have the potential to weaken the
vices (TSG 1994). The use of alternative means of nondiscriminatory pillar of the GATS. They suggest
telecommunications (such as low-cost satellite sta- that sectoral interests, rather than economywide eval-
tions) was inhibited by the monopolistic practices of uations, will probably have a strong role in shaping
the basic telecommunication providers. Establishing a future progress in services negotiations.
competitive framework for the provision of telecom- Market access and national treatment are specific
munication services is therefore necessary. obligations under the GATS. They apply only to the

Another important constraint faced by developing service activities specifically listed by a country in its
countries concerns the quality and relevance of the schedule of commitments, subject to the limitations
training of their work forces. In-house training can made explicit in the offer. The GATS adopts a positive-
partially compensate for the shortcomings of the for- list approach with respect to sectoral coverage of ser-
mal education system in preparing workers to use vice industries, meaning that only the industries
information technology in service industries. The scheduled in the offers of the negotiating parties are
main educational challenge, however, is to make the under GATS discipline. This practice is less transpar-
general population receptive to technological change. ent than the negative-list approach adopted, for exam-
As economies become more service intensive, workers ple, in the North American Free Trade Agreement
must be retrained more fiequently over their employ- (NAFEA), under which all service industries are cov-
ment life cycles, and their performance becomes more ered unless specifically exempted.
dependent on access to information technology. The complexity of the GATS agreement (with offers
Accordingly, the diffusion of computer literacy should made by service activity and mode of supply) renders
receive special attention in a country's education strat- it difficult to make a comprehensive evaluation of the
egy Singapore's successful implementation of a economic value of the offers and their libealizing
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impact. Developing countries covered fewer service the European Union, for example, is probably the
industries in their commitments than did industrial most far-reaching experiment in services liberaliza-
countries (table 3-3). Tourism and travel-related ser- tion at the regional level. Other regional arrangements
vices were the only activities in which a substantial among industrial countries (the Canada-U.S. Free
number of developing countries made commitments. Trade Agreement and the Australia-New Zealand
Commitments relating to the key communication ser- Closer Economic Relations Agreement), between
vices area were limited. Most related to value-added industrial and developing countries (NAFTA), and
telecommunication services (data processing, elec- arrangements among developing countries (the Gulf
tronic data interchange) and on average covered only Cooperation Council and Mercosur) also address
16.5 percent of the service activities negotiated under international transactions in services. The scope and
this category, compared with 75.4 percent for indus- contents of these agreements are quite diverse. Some
trial countries (Hoekman 1995). More positively, as agreements simply confirm the concept of national
many as seventy-eight developing countries had treatment, leaving regulatory control in the hands of
offered commitments in services by late 1994, indicat- the host country (the Canada-U.S. agreement). Others
ing their support for multilateral discipline for services. support harmonization of regulatory practices (the

Overall, the extent of MFN liberalization achieved Australia-New Zealand agreement) and may go as far
seems rather limited at present, given the many qual- as adopting mutual recognition procedures, creating
ifications and exemptions claimed by most partici- conditions for competition among regulatory regimes
pants. Most offers, however, entail a standstill (the European Union).' In sectoral coverage these
promise-a commitment not to introduce new restric- agreements are usually more ambitious than the
tions. Also, while the immediate liberalization may be GATS, although in "sensitive" industries (such as
limited, the CATS agreement paves the way for future basic telecommunications and air transport) liberal-
multilateral liberalization. The agreed framework ization continues to be more limited.
provides for continued negotiations to be completed Overall, recent regional initiatives have played a
within two years of the establishment of the WTO. positive role in services liberalization, particularly in
And nothing constrains members from undertaking industries in which differences across domestic reg-
further unilateral liberalization, provided it is consis- ulatory environments can be an impediment to
tent with the multilateral disciplines established by trade, such as professional services (Hoekman and
the GATS. Sauve 1994). Regionalism thus is working as a com-

Recent initiatives in regional integration have also plement to the multilateral process initiated by the
encompassed services. The Single Market program of GATS. It is important to stress, however, that

regional initiatives can advance the cause of services
liberalization only if they do not increase barriers

!)i':'ilopii)lrz u-ull lhtii-s t lt r '%'Cr'l U'jscRiee ini tl'iwi against nonparticipants.
tlru a.yRoti un 1id tipniltiitilnciis tliiii induaitrial couitrics Notes

Table 3-3 Commitments on market access
for services 1. Information technology is a general term that encom-

passes computer and communication technologies (hardware
Number of Services and software) used to generate, process, analyze, and trans-

commitments commitments as mit informatio.- For an analysis of the economic implications
in seruice share of maximum of information technology, see Mody and Dahlman (1994).

Counitry group activities possible (percent) 2. Comparable sectoral information on FDI flows into

High-income countries 2,423 53.8 China, currently the largest FDI recipient in the developing
Developing countries 2,159 17.2 world, is not available. Information available for contracted

North America 193 59.9 (rather than actual) FDI for 1991 shows that about three-quar-
Latin America 738 15.3 ters of the FDI inflows were related to manufacturing. The
Western Europe 2,002 59.2 inclusion of China in figure 3-2 could therefore appreciably
Central Europe 351 43.6 lower the indicated share of services in FDI flows to develop-
Africa 396 9.8 ing countries.
Middle East 106 16.5 3. The US. data underestimate the role of establishment
Asia 796 26.0 trade in the delivery of services bv focusing only on majority-

Note: The regional classification in this table corresponds to that of owned affiliates. Establishment trade associated with firms in
the GAT Secretariat which foreign investors have a minority position is not cap-
Source GAIT 1994; Primo Braga 1995. tured by these stabstics (a 10 percent foreign-equity owner-

ship is accepted by most countries as suffident to define FD1).
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The same applies to nonequity arrangements, as in the case of assume that the process of transnationalization in manu-
partnerships in professional services. For an analysis of U.S. facturing may be used as a benchmark for the purpose of
establishment trade data, see Sondheimer and Bargas (1994). making some broad, illustrative calculations for services

4. Wolff (1995). Figuresforindustrialcountriesin thissec- (in the case of manufacturing, the ratio of total employ-
tion cover all OECD countries except Greece, Mexico, ment in foreign affiliates of multinational corporations
Portugal, Spain, and Turkey. originating in G-7 countries to total manufacturing

5. Wolff (1995) notes that the productivity drag of the sec- employment in the home country is in the 10 to 30 percent
toral shift into the traditionally low-productivity-growth range; UNCTAD 1994).
services will decline over time. Moreover, continuing 8. Derived as the potential number of outsourced jobs
advances and growth of investments in information tech- times the expected wages for those jobs. In the light of sur-
nology, as well as further deregulation of service industries, vey results (Sobol and Apte 1995) showing that companies
could appreciably improve the productivity performance of seriously consider international outsourcing when cost sav-
services in coming years. ings reach 30 to 40 percent, expected wages for outsourced

6. For a detailed discussion of service activities with a jobs were assumed to be two-thirds of those in the respec-
high potential for long-distance provision, see Apte and tive C-7 countries (as given in ILO repoi ts).
Mason (forthcoming). 9. The principle of "mutual recognition" requires that

7. The ratios adopted to estimate the potential for inter- goods and services lawfully introduced into the market of
nationalization of services are at best educated guesses. one member be allowed to be traded in any other member
Most international long-distance service provision occurs country. With respect to senrices, this implies home-country
in the context of intrafirm trade. The ratios in question regulatory control.
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Reverse linkages: growing together

Gains to industrial countries from reverse linkages- Why are the potential gains of industrial countries
potential effects on these countries of the increasing from integration with developing countries so large?
weight and closer integration of developing coun- Though integration among industrial countries is
tries in the world economy-are likely to be large. already advanced, several large low- and middle-
Developing countries already account for about one- income countries (Brazil, India, Indonesia, Russia) are
fourth of industrial country exports. On current emerging as important players in world trade,
trends that share could rise to well over one-third by engaged to a greater or lesser degree of success in out-
the end of the next decade. In purchasing -- ower par- ward-oriented reforms, including tariff reductions
ity terms, developing countries could then account from levels that are much higher than those levied by
for more than half of world output, and three devel- industrial countries. The Chinese Economic Area
oping countries-China, India, and Indonesia- (consisting of China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan, China)
could be among the world's six largest economies.' is already a growth pole of the world economy and is
And in China alone, the number of consumers able to set to play an even larger role as potentially the
buy the basic package of manufactured consumer world's largest trader.
goods will likely exceed the U.S. population by the The gains from reverse linkages emanate from
end of this century. three main sources: the increased trade integration of

Whether this outcome will materialize de,ends developing countries with industrial countries, the
mainly on whether developing countries continue to increased integration through financial flows, and the
pursue the policy improvements responsible fo- their faster growth of developing countries.
rapid progress in the past several years. Many devel- Gains fom trade integration. Cost-price differences
oping countries face large policy and political uncer- between developing and industrial countries are
tainties, and the path forward is unlikely to be about twice the average of those between industrial
smooth, as Mexico has shown. The outcome also countries, indicating that specialization and efficiency
depends on continuing progress in the liberalization gains to industrial countries from increased integra-
of global trade in goods and services-which cannot tion with developing countries may be larger than
be taken for granted, given strong protectionist pres- from additional integration among themselves. More-
sures in both industrial and developing countries. over, improvements in technology are increasing the

These protectionist pressures arise from the assumed trade in long-distance services and are likely to bring
effects on industrial country employment and wages of especially large gains to firms in industrial countries
increased trade with developing countnies. The cvi- since the cost of providing services in developing
dence suggests that those effects have been small, countries is typically a fraction of that in industrial
although some industries and categories of workers are countries. And the larger price differences between
affected disproportionately, influencing popular per- developing and industrial countries, and the faster
ception. The frictions associated with the integration of per capita income growth of some developing coun-
developing countries are likely to become more signifi- tries, suggest that the dynamic gains from trade with
cant The 'ocation costs will be far outweighed by the developing countries are likly to be large. These
benefits of mtegration, but a successful transition will dynamic gains arise from the spur to investment, inno-
require polices that anticipate and allay the problems. vation, and productivity growth provided by
Because industrial countries stand to gain handsomely increased competitive pressures and larger markets.
from a continuation of the favorable trends in develop- Various estimates suggest that these dynamic gains
ing economies, they should do what is needed to ensure from trade are a multiple of the static gains. Increasing
that these trends are not reversed. globalization of production and distribution through
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foreign direct investment will reinforce gains from to about 30 percent by 2010 (figure 4-1). Their share in
trade integration. world exports of manufactures could rise from 17 per-

Gainsfin 'flritaiwcial inte gration. Investment in a port- cent to more than 22 percent over the same period.
folio of emerging markets tends to provide higher As evidenced by the Uruguay Round negotiations,
returns while helping to diversify risks. For example, developing countries are also playing a more impor-
calculations for 1989-94 suggest that if industrial coun- tant role in multilateral trade liberalization. In the
tnr investors were to increase their holdings of emerg- seven years since the launching of the Round in 1986,
ing market stock from 2 percent of their portfolio today developing countries were responsible for fifty-eight
to 20 percent, and if emerging markets were large of the seventy-two autonomous liberalization actions
enough to absorb the inflow without appreciating sub- reported to the GATT. In the Uruguay Round agree-
stantiallv, investors' annual return would be 2 percent-
age points higher without increased risk. This is a large
margin, and the more noteworthy because the share of
old people in the population of industrial countries will L) eI;isuiv ctihlitri. rtlo ill ri'irls ttraf
begin to rise markedly over the next two decades, and is li tl is ra;iid*!
saving rates will increase in the interim period as these
individuals reach their peak earning years (see box 1-1 Figure 4-la Contribution to trade growth
in chapter 1). At the same time many developing coun- (percent)
tries have young population structures and low levels
of capital per worker. 100 Other high-income

Gains fiom rapid gro8lth in developing couintries. The
gains from trade and investment integration with
developing countries are likely to increase over time 80
because these countries are expected to grow nearly
twice as fast as industrial countries. Stronger growth in
developing countries, besides contributing to the gains 60 Industrial
from integration, helps raise industrial countries' out-
put and employment toward potential levels and l

implies an increasing diversification of sources of global
demand, which can be expected to have a stabilizing
effect on the world economy over time. Faster, outward- 2
oriented growth in developing countries can also gen- Developing
erate terms of trade gains for industrial countries.

This chapter focuses on the main channels through
which reverse linkages will operate: trade and finan-
cial flows. It does not cover all the repercussions for 1970.90 1994-2010
industrial countries of growth and integration of Actual Likely trend
developing countries, such as through migration or
environmental effects. But trade and financial link- Figure 4-lb Developing countries' share
ages can indirectly influence other linkages. For exam- of world imports
ple, freer, successful trade integration, by promoting (percent)
stronger and relatively labor-intensive growth in 30
developing countries, can reduce the motivation to
emigrate to industrial countries. Also, higher incomes
will increase the demand for better environmental
qualitv in developing countries, as well as the means 20
of providing it.

Gains from greater trade integration 10

Since 1986 intemational trade in goods and nonfactor Actual Likely trend
services (exports plus imports) as a proportion of l l 1 l I l l

developing countries' GDP has risen from 33 percent 1986 ° 1994 1998 2002 2006 2010
to about 43 percent. Prospective rapid growth in
developing countries' exports and imports could raise Source: World Bank data and staff projections.
their share in world imports from 24 percent in 1994
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ment, commitments by developing countries include
expansion of bindings to cover 61 percent of imports, (Gipis froylil n:ie.'I/ Ir-tl-lll'Ie sC'r'ice.. MI'r ;ui'l-rlia,:ilu lIr".x
compared with 13 percent before the Round, and a
decline in their trade-weighted average bound tariff Table 4-1 Gross incomes of bank credit clerks, 1994
on imports from industrial countries from 15 percent (U.S. dollars)
to 11 percent. The gains to industrial countries from City Am:inl income
liberalization in developing countries are an impor- -- 

tant feature of the agreement. In fact, offers by devel- Zurich 78,100
oping countries to reduce tariffs under the Round Tokyo 63,400
were more important to the United States than those PArus 42,000
of either the European Union (EU) or Japan-and NewYork 29,000
more important than those of the United States to Bangkok 14,200
Japan and the EU (see chapter 2).2 Tel Aviv 15,800

One indicator of potential gains from trade inte- Rio de Janeiro 7,600
gration between industrial and developing countries Jakarta 3,900
is the price difference for similar products. The larger Bombay 1,900
is the price difference, the greater is the potential gain Nairobi 1,600
from specialization through trade (Cecchini Report Note: Gross income of clerks with completed bank training, about
1988).3 And the differences in prices are much larger ten yearsof bankexperience,and whoare around 35 years old, mar-
between industrial and developing countries than ried, with two children.
between industrial countries. A piece of transport Source: Union Bank of Switzerland.
equipment costs 2.5 times more in the Philippines
than in the United States or the United Kingdom. But
clothing and footwear cost four times more in the trade liberalization under the Uruguay Round are
United States than in Bangladesh-five times more in estimated at about $47 billion in 1992 prices-or a per-
Japan. The latest available price data show differences manent increase of 0.3 percent of GDP (see table 2-2).
in consumer prices between industrial countries to be These gains to industrial countries include the effects
only about half as big on average as those between of liberalization from all sources: own, other industrial
industrial countries and developing countries.4 countries, and developing countries. The estimates

If trade in services, especially such long-distance assume constant returns to scale in production-that
services as information processing and other clerical doubling inputs doubles output. But many industries
services, grows as fast as expected, the gains to indus- are subject to economies of scale-doubling inputs
trial countries from trade integration with developing more than doubles output-which can come into play
countries can be even larger (see chapter 3). For exam- as trade increases market size. Such scale economies
ple, in 1994 the gross dollar income of clerks in can be particularly significant in industries in which
Bombay was about one-fortieth that of their counter- industrial countries have comparative advantage-
parts in Zurich (table 4-1). Small wonder that the chemicals, transport equipment, and machinery and
Swiss national airline carries out a sizable part of its instruments. Under increasing returns to scale within
back-office functions in India. the firm, the Uruguay Round is expected to lead to a

Because trade integration of developing countries permanent increase in industrial country GDP of
with industrial countries can happen in different 0.4 percent. Under increasing returns to scale within
ways (trade liberalization, reduction in transport and the industry, the permanent increase is around
communication costs, relatively more rapid growth 0.75 percent.5

of developing countries) and have a variety of eco- Some possibly important first-round gains are not
nomic effects, estimating gains is difficult. In the covered by these estimates. First, increased competi-
analysis below, gains to industrial countries from tive pressures from trade integration can make firns
increased trade integration with developing coun- more efficient-perhaps substantially more efficient.
tries are illustrated using the trade liberalization The Cecchini Report (1988) estimates such efficiency
agreed under the Uruguay Round as the source of gains from integration of the European Community at
increased trade integration. Clearly, gains from a one- 12 percent of GDP.6 These gains could well be greater
off round of multilateral trade liberalization greatly for integration between industrial and developing
underestimate potential total gains from increased countries. The price differences are greater, and many
trade integration, but they nonetheless provide a use- developing countries that have gained a foothold in
ful illustrative benchmark. manufactured exports to industrial countries exhibit

Gains to industrial countries from resource reallo- very rapid productivity growth. Second, trade gener-
cations in response to price realignments from agreed ates gains for consumers not only through lower
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prices but also through the greater variety of goods eral ways. It can raise the incentive to invest in R&D
available. by allowing firms to spread the fixed costs of innova-

The first-round increase in output and income in tion over a larger market, contributing to faster inno-
industrial countries arising from increased specializa- vation and technical progress. In turn, this can
tion and efficiency can be expected to lead to a second- generate positive spillovers, as successful innovations
round boost to output over the medium term are applied more broadly in the economy. Innovation
(Baldwin 1989). The initial efficiency improvements could also be spurred by increased competition,
raise the return to capital, inducing an increase in though this effect may be diluted to the extent that
investment. Cross-country empirical evidence shows greater competition dampens the incentive to inno-
that increased openness in trade leads to higher vate in oligopolistic markets by reducing profits.
investment (Levine and Renelt 1992). And savings rise Moreover, innovation can stimulate further innova-
because the return to saving is higher or because part tion by adding to the stock of public knowledge
of the first-round increase in income is saved-or both. (Grossman and Helpman 1991). Similarly, integration

The second-round output gain from this process can boost productivity growth by allowing increased
could be substantial and much higher than the first- specialization. For example, a finer division of labor
round output gain. The size of the cumulative increase may facilitate innovation and learning-by-doing, by
in output depends on how large a share in production allowing increased concentration on specialized tasks
is contributed by capital that may be accumulated (Becker and Murphy 1992).
through increased investment and on how quickly the Though the evidence is limited, dynamic growth
returns to the accumulation of this capital decline. If effects could be an important source of gains from
both physical and human capital can be accumulated trade integration.8 If the potential positive effects of
and are stimulated by the increased returns to their trade integration on productivity are large enough to
accumulation, the induced second-round permanent produce constant rather than diminishing returns to
addition to output could be 0.8 percent of industrial capital accumulation, the second-round additional
country GDP, twice the estimated first-round gain of gain to industrial countries (corresponding to a first-
O. percent (table 4-2).7It is important to note that the round output gain of 0.4 percent of GDP) could
increase in welfare is less, however. Although the first- increase their GDP growth rate by about 0.1 percent-
round output gain (from more efficient use of age point, for an additional 3.2 percent permanent
resources) is a pure gain in welfare, the second-round increase in industrial country GDP (table 4-2).9
gain is not, because the induced increases in output
divert resources from consumption. Gains from greater financial integration

Increased trade integration could also permanently
increase the industrial country rate of output growth, During 1992-94 developing countries accounted for
rather than just ratcheting up the level of output. Such about 40 percent of global foreign direct investment
dynamic gains could arise if trade integration leads to (FDI) inflows, up dramatically from 23 percent in the
economies of scale or positive spillover effects that are mid-1980s (figure 4-2a). As more developing coun-
sufficientlv strong to keep the returns to capital accu- tries open their markets and improve their growth
mulation from diminishing. prospects, and as the globalization of corporate pro-

Trade integration can contribute to higher produc- duction and distribution strategies continues, this
tivity growth-and thus economic growth-in sev- share is likely to rise further. It could reach 48 per-

7he 1t.CO)luI-fl]rZJ2d 0111 put I Nain is likehlY t' be a miultiphI otfth,efirst-r-o,u:td gain

Table 4-2 An illustration of second-round output gain to industrial countries
from the Uruguay Round liberalization
(percentage of GDP)

Second-round output gain Second-round output gain
Static (first-round) gains (diminishing returns to capital)a (constant returns to capital?

OA 0.8b 3.2

Note: All gains measured as of 2005. the year of full implementation of the Uruguay Round.
a. All augmentable capital (physical and human).
b. Assuming, for illustrative purposes, a share of augmentable inputs into production of 0.66.
Sourre: World Bank staff estimates
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. IIO f'j. II Wii,:tIII~ ~I :. III I) IIarIJiopFi IiI O II it, II IIUnited States and Mexico. Through FDI, industrial
- ' ' ~~~~~~~~countries enjoy added gains from specialization of

I>, lt*( .1I' . t.] 1 Ialtllll.l1,1 rproduction, and efficiency gains from increased com-

petition and market size.
Figure 4-2a Share of FDI inflows In addition to these gains from FDI on the produc-
(percenltJ tion side, developing countries offer investors in

industrial countries pure portfolio or financial gains
80 by providing opportunities to earn higher rates of

return. Evidence on rates of return on FDI in devel-

60, oping and industrial countries suggests that the cur-
rent difference could be 10 to 12 percentage points.
Returns on U.S. FDI flows to the rest of the G-7 have

40 averaged around 8 percent over the past three years,
while returns on FDI to the eight largest developing

20 country recipients have averaged around 21 percent.
The higher expected returns on FDI in developing
countries naturally entail greater risks, but no data are

0 available on this. On the assumption that the differ-
Average 1982-87 1994 estimated 2010 likely share ences in riskiness of FDI retums between developing

actual and industrial countries are the same as for portfolio
investment (see below), the risk-adjusted rates of

Figure 4-2b Share of world stock market return on FDI in developing countries are substan-
capitalization tially higher than those in industrial countries. And

even if the difference in expected returns narrows sig-
100 nificantly, the risk-adjusted returns to FDI in devel-

oping countries will probably remain appreciably
nO j higher for some time, reflecting their relatively higher

rate of economic growth.
60 Increasing flows of portfolio capital from industrial

to developing countries also hold the prospect of sig-
40 nificant gains for savers in industrial countries, for two

reasons. First, as with FDI flows, expected risk-
20 adjusted rates of return are generally much higher in

developing countries and are likely to remain so for
0 some time-something especially important for

1984 actual 1994 estimated 2010 likely share industrial countries providing for their graying popu-
Developing countries F Industrial counties lations.-" Second, the expected rates of return of

emerging markets show a low, and sometimes nega-
tive, correlation with those of industrial countries, pro-
viding scope for gains from por folio diversification.

Underlying the higher risk-adjusted average
returns in developing countries are their improved

cent by 2010. That would raise the share of develop- growth prospects, the result of wide-ranging struc-
ing countries in the stock of global incoming FDI tural reforms of recent years, including capital mar-
from 20 percent in 1990 to about 30 percent by 2010. ket reforms. Between January 1989 and December
With the rise in portfolio inflows, developing coun- 1994 the annualized nominal total return of emerg-
tries will also be more important in international ing market stocks averaged 19 percent, compared
financial markets. Their share in gross private inter- with 10.5 percent on the Standard and Poor's (S&P)
national capital flows rose from 9 percent in the late index. At the same time, the improving creditwor-
1980s to 16 percent in 1993. And it looks set to rise thiness of many developing countries is beginning to
further as FDI inflows grow and as industrial coun- reduce the riskiness of investments in their capital
try investors continue to pursue opportunities for markets. Despite the Mexico crisis, average risk-
portfolio diversification. adjusted rates of return in emerging markets remain

FDI flows play a vital role in generating gains from higher than those in industrial countries. In theory,
trade integration. For example, intracorporate sales in an efficient market the price of emerging market
account for more than 30 percent of trade between the equities should reflect the expected risk-return
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tradeoff, so risk-adjusted expected returns would increasing their holdings of emerging market assets to
not differ from those of industrial countries. But 11 percent of their portfolios.
beck. ise of the lack of familiarity withl these markets, What would the higher risk-adjusted rates of
emerging market stocks should continue to outper- return associated with portfolio and FDI flows to
form those of industrial countries for some time developing countries mean for gains to industrial
(Wadhwani and Shah 1994)."1 country savers? Even allowing for both a rising corre-

Because the integration of developing countries lation between industrial and developing countries'
into world financial markets is still at an early stage, assets and a narrowing difference in risk-adjusted
expected returns in emerging markets continue to returns, the gains could be equivalent to a 0.4 percent
show a lo)w correlation with those in industrial coun- permanent increase in GDP.3

tries. Between January 1989 and December 1994 the As is the case for trade integration, greater financial
correlation between the International Finance Corpo- integration with growing emerging markets could
ration's (IFC) composite index for emerging market have dynamic effects over time (Obstfeld 1992). The
total investible returns and Standard and Poor's premise is that stronger growth requires investment
index was 0.44, with some developing-country in new activities characterized by rapid productivity
regions showing considerably lower correlations. increases but also entailing significant sunk costs and
With increasing integration, emerging market returns risks. By including developing-country assets in their
will no doubt become progressively more closely cor- portfolios, savers in industrial countries can reduce
related with those in industrial countries. But the the overall risk associated with high-yielding invest-
scope for gains from portfolio diversification will ments since asset returns for developing countries
likely remain significant because of continued differ- and industrial countries show low correlation. This
ences in vulnerability to real and financial shocks and reduction in risk can lead savers in industrial coun-
the addition of new developing countries to the tries to allocate more of their total savings to higher-
emerging market portfolio. yielding, faster-productivity-growth investments in

The typical US. pension fund currently holds no both groups of countries, contributing to higher
more than 1 to 2 percent of its portfolio in emerging growth. Purely as an illustrative calculation, in
market stocks, and institutional investors in other Obstfeld's framework, which makes the extreme
industrial countries tend to hold even smaller shares. assumption of full global mobility of capital and labor,
Compare these small shares with developing coun- the higher growth spurred by financial integration
tries' share in world stock market capitalization of could produce a permanent increase in industrial
around 10 percent. If the average US. pension fund is country GDP of about 4 percent.'4 If the higher risk-
taken as representative of industrial country investors, adjusted retums from financial integration raise the
tvpical investors could maintain the same risk in their
portfolios and yet raise their annualized expected
return by almost 2 percentage points by increasing lu,uiiest,-l cin tlilrtit/ IiltI'rC . tAll ,ai,i IlI,mclLI
their holdings of emerging market stocks to around fro,,-.ll ihI dIiveri't'ficatilI ion ill iti'd/opuiing 0 nilirl-l'.
20 percent of their portfolios, assuming that stock
prices in these markets did not rise (figure 4-3). Figure 4-3 Retur-risk combinations on

The emerging markets are likely to increase their alterative industrial country portfolio mixes
share of world stock market capitalization to around
20 percent in the next ten years or so because of faster (mean retur, percent)
economic growth and likely financial deepening (see 16
figure 4-2b). But any large shift in the portfolio mix of 14
industrial country investors is likely to result-in the 12
short to medium term-in higher stock prices in these 10 _ Improved portfolio

markets and possibly also in greater price volatility, 8 (20 percent developing-countrv share)
given the thinness of these markets. An altemative cal- e
culation assumes that the difference in risk-adjusted 6 Current "representative"portfolio

rates of return between emerging markets and indus- 4 (less than 2 percent developing2country share)
trial countries narrows significantly with the portfolio 2 L

shift.12 It also assumes that the correlation between °
emerging market retums and those of industrial coun- 12 14 of retums
tries rises significantly (from 0.44 to 0.65) as invest- Standard deviation of returns
ments in emerging markets increase. On this basis, Note: Based on returns over januarv 1989-December 994.
industrial country investors could still obtain a higher Source: World Bank staff estimates.

risk-adjusted expected return of 1 percentage point by
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saving rate in industrial countries, the gains could increase in growth in developing countries could boost
augment those from improved allocation of savings. industrial country growth by 0.2 percentage points.

In 1991-93, when most of the industrial world was
Gains from rapid growth in developing countries stuck in a recession, developing countries provided

markets for about three-quarters of the increase in
On prospective trends, developing countries would world exports, making them an engine of growth in
account for 38 percent of the growth in world output the industrial economies. Over the same period U.S.
in 1995-2010, up considerably from 22 percent in the exports to developing countries grew at an average
1980s. Their share of world output would rise from annual rate of 10 percent-five times the growth in
21 percent in 1994 to 27 percent in 2010 (figure 4-4). In exports to other industrial countries.
purchasing power parity terms, developing countries The rising share of developing countries in world
vould produce more than half of world output in the output and trade could dampen cyclical swings in

next decade, compared with 44 percent now. By 2010 industrial countries and in the global economy because
they would also account for 56 percent of global con-
sumption and 57 percent of global capital formation
(again, in purchasing power parity terms). P eivllil t-liiiiX'Q' rolw ill Fi)rol-111 uill

By contributing to greater trade and investment iN M,Nn ap ,idlI
integration with industrial countries, rapid growth of
developing countries can generate first- and second-
round gains for industrial countries similar to those Figure 44a Growth in industrial and
from trade integration. Indeed, over time, growth developing countries
could be more important than trade liberalization as (percnt)
a source of gains from trade integration. Roughly half 6
the increase in developing-country imports from
industrial countries since 1985 is attributable to 5
growth in developing countries. This report's base- 4
line projections imply that growth in developing
countries could account for up to three-quarters of the 3
increase in their imports from industrial countries 2
over the next ten years. Besides generating gains
through trade integration, strong and sustained 1
growth in developing countries benefits industrial 0 c
countries in other ways. Actual Likely tren_d

Growth in developing countries stimulates demand -1LW I
for industrial country output in two ways. First, 1980 1984 1988 1992 1996 2000 2004 2008
growth in investment boosts the demand for imports Note: Excludes former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe and
of capital goods and services. And the near-universal Central Asia.
shift toward the private sector and the expansion of
infrastructure investment in developing economies Figure 4-4b Developing countries'share
both offer new opportunities for industrial country of global output
exports. Second, growth in incomes raises the demand (percent)
for more and increasingly sophisticated imports of
consumer goods. By 2010 more than one billion con- 30
sumers in developing countries could have per capita
incomes exceeding those of Greece or Spain today.
And developing countries' imports from industrial 20
countries should expand faster than trade among
industrial countries. In 1987-92 US. exports to devel-
oping countries grew by more than 13 percent, while
those to other industrial countries grew by around 10
8 percent. If developing countries continue to run cur-
rent account deficits (at present around 2 percent of Actual likely trend
GNP), and if there is unexploited capacity in industrial 0 1 1 1 a I I I I I I I I I I I I
countries, the greater import demand of developing 1970 1978 1986 1994 2002 2010
countries will boost output in the industrial countries. Source: World Bank data and staff projections.
Based c current structure, a 1 percentage point
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of the broaier country and geographic distribution of declined from 25 percent in 1970 to 18 percent in 1990,
world economic activity. Within developing countries while its share in employment fell even more, from
no region is expected to account for more than 10 per- 27 percent to 17 percent. But on a net basis, develop-
cent of world economic activity, and the emergence of ing-country trade has accounted for only a small part
new growth poles could mean that downswings in one of the decline in manufacturing. Although the net
region could be offset by upswings in others. Moreover, trade deficit of U.S. manufacturing widened in the
increased competition from developing countries can 1980s, the deterioration amounted to only 1.6 percent
promote noninflationary growth by putting down- of GDP. Compare that with a 6.6 percent decline in the
ward pressure on prices when boom conditions prevail share of manufacturing in GDP. The deterioration in
in industrial countries. the manufactures trade deficit with developing coun-

Higher growth in developing countries can also tries is even smaller-less than 1 percent of GDP. What,
improve industrial countries' terms of trade, though then, explains the secular decline of manufacturing in
this result is not inevitable. Since developing coun- GDP and employment? The main causes seem to be
tries tend to grow faster than industrial countries, the the sector's higher productivity growth compared
supply of their exportables will tend to grow faster with the expanding services sector (resulting in a
than that of industrial countries. The demand for decline in its relative prices) and its greater use of
exportables will also tend to rise more for those of labor-saving technology. In constant prices the share of
industrial countries than for those of developing manufacturing in GDP in the United States has shown
countries because industrial countries tend to pro- relatively little decline since the early 1970s.
duce goods with a higher income elasticity. So, if Wages and unemployment. Annual growth in real
growth in developing countries is oriented toward the wages slowed sharply in the 1980s, especially in the
expansion of exportables, the terms of trade are likely United States, where it averaged 0.3 percent, down
to improve for industrial countries. Faster productiv- from 2 percent over the previous two decades. The
ity growth in developing countries, promoted by expansion of trade with developing countries can at
greater outward orientation, could produce addi- most be a minor factor in explaining this outcome. The
tional terms of trade gains for industrial countries by trade deficit with developing countries can at a max-
reducing the production costs of their imports. imum account for the loss of half a million manufac-
Between 1980 and 1994 the terms of trade of industrial turing jobs in 1990 (Krugman 1994b). In that year the
countries rose by about 1 percent a year. average manufacturing worker earned $5,000 more

than the average worker outside of manufacturing,
Transitional costs translating into a total wage loss of $2.5 billion, or less

than 0.05 percent of U.S. national income. Much big-
Concentrated in specific sectors and usually immedi- ger contributors to the stagnation of real earnings are
ate, the costs of integration have been receiving the slower productivity growth and labor-saving
increasingly more attention than the gains from inte- technological change.
gration. The surge in developing countries' exports to Can the rising wage inequality in the United States
industrial countries over the past few years has coin- and the United Kingdom and rising unernployment in
cided with the stagnation of real wages and increas- Europebeexplainedby developing-country trade? The
ing wage inequality in the United States and growing difference between the top and bottom 10 percent of
unemnployment in Europe. Many people see develop- wage eamers has widened by almost 40 percent in the
ing countries' exports as a primary factor in these United Kingdom since 1979, and the wage gap between
developments and in the relative decline of manufac- skilled and unskilled workers is widening in the
turing. And they view with alarmn the prospect that UnitedStatesaswell.UnemploymentinOECDEurope
developing countries will further penetrate industrial rose from an average of 5.6 percent in the late 1970s to
country markets. Their competitive edge in labor about 9 percent in the early 1990s. Unskilled workers
costs, their increased inflows of capital, and the trans- appear to have borne the brunt of this rise. But, again,
fer of technology and know-how are all seen as grow- developing-country trade does not explain most of
ing threats to prosperity in industrial countries. How these changes. The decline in the demand for low-skill
large are these effects? labor in manufacturing that mav be attributable to

Manufacturing output and employment. OECD trade with developing countries is small in the context
imports of manufactured goods from developing of the overall market for low-skill labor. Moreover, for
countries rose from 3 percent of the value of manufac- the impact on total demand for labor, that decline needs
tured output in 1970 to 12 percent in 1992. At the same to be set against offsetting increases in the demand for
time the share of manufacturing output and employ- more skilled labor generated by trade (box 4-1). In
ment declined in many industrial countries. In the Europe the rigidities in labor and product markets have
United States the share of manufacturing in GDP been the major factor underlying high unemployment.
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Decapitaliation. Fears of the decapitalization, or There is concem in some quarters that higher FDI
"hollowing out," of industries in industrial countries flows to developing countries-currently about
as a result of the rise in capital flows to developing 45 percent of the total net private flows to these coun-
countries do not appear to be well founded. Over the tries-entail a large-cale export of jobs from indus-
past twenty-five years cumulative net flows to devel- trial countries. The evidence shows otherwise. The
oping countries amounted to only about 2 percent of proportion of FDI that relocates jobs from industrial
the industrial countries' capital stock. Net flows to todevelopingcountries-thoughlargeinsomeindus-
developing countries are expected to rise further, but tries, such as textiles-is small overall (UNCTAD
the cumulative net flow over the next ten years is still 1994). Moreover, a rising proportion of international
expected to amount to only about 2.7 percent of indus- trade is within multinationals-with foreign affiliates
trial country savings (see box 1-1). Gross flows, of selling products to parent companies but also gener-
course, are likely to rise by more, responding to higher ating demand for inputs from parent companies, such
profit and risk diversification opportunities offered by as equipment, parts, and producer services.
global capital market integration. Net capital outflows
do reduce investment in industrial countries, but they Managing the transition
also allow developing countries to run current
account deficits, boosting demand for industrial Developing-country tradle does not appear to have
country exports. been a major factor contributing to industrial country

Box 4-1 Is trde with developing countries hwrbng employment and wages in industri countries?

Recet stucds have attempted to assess the mpact of support these propositons. For the United States
trade with developig cuntries on employment and Lawrence and Slaughter (1992), Katz (1993), and Cooper
wages in industrial countries. These studis focus on the (1994) find that prices in importmpeting industries
period since the 1970s, which has witnessed a signifiant achtaly rose relative to the rest of manufactring and
expansion of exports of labor-intensive manufactues that the ratio of sldled to msldled workers rose m most
fmm deveoping countries. Assessing these effects is industries. Both of these outcomes suggest that trade
inherently diffct because developig-untry trade is was not a primary factor behind the increase in wage
ordy one of several factors affecting labor market treds- inequality m the United States. Instead, as Krugman and
trade with other industria caountries, technologica Lawrence (1993) point out, other factors such as labor-
change, productivity growth, and migrain are among saving tecnological dhange have been at work, affect-
othe important facobrs. The balance of the research to ing all industries inmanufacturing
datesupports he view that developiig-countrytradehas Second, if developing-country trade has induced
had an impact, but not a major one. Some of the theoxti- labor-saving tedhnological change in import-competing
cal and empirical fbundations of this research, howevei, industries (as Wood suggests), productivity growth in
are still subect to much debate (Leamr 1994). these industies should have increased in line with

Sachs and Shatz (1994) estmate that the demand for import competition There is no systematic evidence that
low-skill labor in US. manufacturing fell by aomund thisocmured(SachsandShatzl994).NevenandWyplosz
7 percent in the 1980s on account of developing-country (1994) find that developing-country trade has had vary-
trade. Wbod (1994) argues that the impact has been much ing effects on different sectors and in different countries,
greater because import competition from developing suggesting thattheinteractionsamongtrade, technology,
countries is concentrated in low-skill-intensive sectors and other domestic factors nmay be complex.
and because sudh competition induces labor-saving tech- Third, the industres ley tobeaffiectedmorebydevel-
nologcl dange. Wood etimates that developing-coun- oping-country trade are too small to have a lage ecno-
try trade reduced the demand for low-kill labor in mywide impact on wages and emplyment Cooper
industrial countries by as much as 20 percent in 1960-90 (1994), Krugman and Lawrence (1993), and Sadhs and
(most of it in the 1980s), with a significant impact on Shatz (1994) all find that developing-country trade can
nemployment and wage ineqr alityr explain at most 10 percent of the rise in wage inequality
Other studies claim that this analysis overstates the or manufactring unloyent Even if the net impact

impact for three main reasons. Fist, if trade were indeed of devebping-country trade were to reduce the demand
a pimary contributor to lower demand for labor, partic- for low-ikll labor in manufacturingby as much as 10 per-
uarly low-skill labor, two outmmes would follow from cent, the overaR effect would be small since manufactur-
trade theory prices would fall in industries subject to ing typiay accomunts for less tham a fifth of the overall
import competition relative to prices in the rest of man- demand for low-ski worker The effect on economy-
ufactuing; and the ratio of unskiled to skilled workers wide demand for labor would be stil less because of off-
would rise in all industries, as wages of unskilled work- settng nmcreases in the demand for more skilled labor
ers felL Yet the empirical evidence does not appear to generated by trade with deveopig ontmi
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unemployment and wage inequality. But will the competition from developing countries (Cooper 1994).
impact become more significant with further trade Well-designed programs to help workers switch jobs,
integration? As a result of trade with developing coun- including retraining programs and placement ser-
tries some industries will contract, and others will vices, will also be important in the transition.
expand. The overall effect on employment will depend Increased trade integration with developing coun-
greatly on industrial countries' success in managing tries-although boosting average real wages and
the transition by reallocating labor among industries. incomes in industrial countries-could place more
Nor is trade a zero-sum game. Trade integration with downward pressure on the wages of low-skill work-
developing countries can boost output, incomes, and ers than in the past. Whether this will reduce the real
growth in industrial countries and, in turn, generate wages of those at the lower end of the skill ladder will
more employment. In the long run, when resource depend on labor productivity growth in industrial
reallocations have had time to work through the econ- countries. The effectiveness of policies to promote
omy, trade with developing countries can be expected productivity growth, including education and train-
to have an overall positive effect on employment in ing programs, will have an important bearing on the
industrial countries. And because trade with develop- outcome. Also relevant is the prospect that wages will
ing countries implies a shift in industrial countries rise in developing countries in line with rising pro-
from low-skill to high-skill jobs, the average job qual- ductivity (as is happening in the newly industrialized
ity and the average wage should rise. economies), thus reducing the downward pressure on

The challenge is in the transition, in facilitating the wages in industrial countries.
movement of labor from declining to expanding activ- The main driver of wages in industrial countries
ities. In manufacturing, developing-country trade will will remain their own productivity growth, which
continue to have an impact on the structure of output should be stimulated by trade integration. Experience
and employment. Low-skill manufacturing activities shows that workers do well in countries effectively
will contract. But higher-skill manufacturing activities engaged in the global economy-this is as true for the
will expand, as a result of both the resource realloca- industria' countries as for the developing countries.
tion and the positive income and growth effects of An industrial country should not use trade barriers to
trade integration. Moreover, the output and income protect jobs in low-skill industries, for that would be
gains for industrial countries from trade and financial at the expense of jobs in the more efficient, higher-skill
integration with developingcountries will increasethe export activities. Protectionist measures to slow inte-
demand for services, which have high income elastic- gration with developing countries must be resisted
ities in industrial countries. Part of this increase in because they are not in the overall, longer-term inter-
demand for services will be for low-skill-intensive ser- est of jobs or wages.
vices, mitigating the pressure on low-skill labor. The
ncreasing international tradabiity of services will Conclusion

lkely cause some loss of jobs in low-skill services to
developing countries, but it will also generate in- Potential gains to industrial countries from growth in
creased demand for higher-skill service exports from developing countries and their increased integration
industrial countries. In terms of total employment in into international trade and financial markets are large.
services in industrial countries, the impact of the grow- Precisely how large is difficult to say. But even the illus-
ing internationalization of services is unlikely to be trative estimates in this chapter suggest that the gains
large (see chapter 3). should far exceed the transitional costs of closer inte-

Flexibility in industrial country markets for labor gration with developing countries. A successful transi-
and products is crucial for avoiding significant tion will depend heavily on the efficacy of industrial
increases in unemployment during the transition. countries' policies aimed at reducing the social costs of
Where these markets work smoothly, any transitional adjustment and facilitating the reallocation of resources
increase in unemployment can be kept to a minimum. toward activities spurred by integration. Managing the
For example, the United States, with its more flexible process, politically and economically, would enable
markets, was able in the 1980s to generate three times these countries to resistprotectionistpressuresand per-
as many services jobs per 1,000 people of working age mit both developing and industrial countries to share
than was France or Germany, thus better absorbing the in the considerable welfare gains that can come from
employment shift out of manufacturing (McKinsey closer international economic integration.
Global Institute 1994b). In the retail trade, hotels, and
restaurants sector alone the United States generated Notes
more than 6 million jobs in the 1980s, compared with
a loss of about 400,000 jobs in textiles, apparel, and 1. Comparisons based on purchasing power parity (PPP)
leather products that could be attributable to increased should be treated with some care. These calculations place
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a much higher weight on the part of developing-country Backus, Kehoe, and Kehoe (1991) in a cross-country study.
output that is not traded (mainly services) so as to reflect While limited, there appears to be enough evidence to sug-
their higher price in industrial countries. An exporter trying gest that dynamic growth effects could be an important
to assess the size of international markets will find compar- source of gains from trade and integration.
isons based on market exchange rates more appropriate. In 9. See Buiter ( 994) for underlying technical analysis and
the long run market exchange rates tend to converge toward Baldwin (1989) for the conversion of an increase in the GDP
PPP exchange rates in developing countries where per growth rate into an equivalent permanent increase in the
capita income is growing fast (many countries in East Asia), level of GDP.
so foreign investors with a long time horizon or exporters 10. Pension funds can earn higher returns from investing
investing in distribution networks for the long term may in developing countries. This will make it easier to fund
find the PPP-based comparisons of some use. pension plans, raise incomes of pensioners, and reduce the

2. The growing importance of reverse linkages has potential tax burden on the working population in indus-
recently been demonstrated by the Mexico rescue pack- trial countries.
age-$50 billion, the largest ever. Mexico is already the 11. The Sharpe ratios (ratio of mean return to standard
fourth largest trading partner of the United States, and the deviation) in emerging markets have, in general, been
health of the Mexican economy matters increasingly to the improving over time (Bekaert 1995). For many emerging
United States and other industrial countries. The recent eco- markets the ratio is higher than that for industrial countries,
nomic crisis in Mexico could lower US. growth by 0.2 per- indicating a better risk-return tradeoff for emerging mar-
centage points in 1995 and 1996 and lead to a loss of 350,000 kets. OverJanuary 1989-December 1994 theSharpe ratio for
jobs by early 1997 (DRI/McGraw-Hill 1995). Job losses in the IFC composite emerging markets index was 0.92, corn-
the neighboring states of Texas and Louisiana could be espe- pared with 0.85 for the Standard and Poor's index.
dially large, at around 1 percent of total employment. Some 12. The risk-adjusted rate of return (ratio of expected
estimates suggest that the crisis will induce an additional returns to standard deviation of expected returns) in emerg-
500,000 Mexicans to emigrate to the United States. ing markets is assumed to fall from 0.92 estimated over

3. The Cecchini Report, which assesses the benefits of a January 1989-December 1994 to 0.87.
single European market, finds that the general pre-tax price 13. Since the gains consist of an improvement in the risk-
variation from the EC average was 15.2 percent for con- return tradeoff, they need to be evaluated in terms of utility
sumer goods and 12.4 percent for capital equipment. to industrial country savers. The gains are expressed here as

4. In 1985, the latest year for which the most complete set the increase in GDP required to yield savers the same level
of data from the U.N. International Comparison Program of utility as the improvement in the risk-return tradeoff (or
are available, the coefficient of variation of consumer prices "utility equivalent" gains). The gains are calculated by
between industrial countries was 0.21; it was 0.54 between applying a 1 percentage point higher risk-adjusted mean
them and developing countries. rate of return (associated with a portfolio mix of 11 percent

5. Estimates of gains under constant returns to scale are in emerging markets, which would be the optimal mix if
from Harrison, Rutherford, and Tarr (1995). Estimates of correlations between emerging market and industrial coun-
gains under increasing internal (within the firm) returns to try returns increased to 0.65) to industrial country financial
scale (and imperfect competition) and under increasing exter- wealth as measured by stock market capitalization. For FDI
nal (industrywide) returns to scale (and perfect competition) flows the gains are calculated by applying a 3 percentage
are obtained by applying the differentials between constant point higher risk-adjusted mean rate of return to the inward
returns and increasing internal returns and constant returns FDI stock of developing countries.
and increasing external returns in Francois, MacDonald, and 14. The correlation between emerging market and indus-
Nordstr6m (1994) to the constant returns estimate of trial country expected returns is likely to increase in the
Harrison, Rutherford, and Tarr. future, and the differential in risk-adjusted returns to nar-

6. Horn and others (1991) show how competition rc-wv. Therefore, it is assumed that the correlation of returns
through international trade can increase managerial effi- is 0.65 (compared with an estimated 0.44 for recent years)
dency at the firm level and lead to greater productivity. and that risk-adjusted rate of return in emerging markets

7. See Buiter (1994) for technical elaboration. falls to 0.87 (from 0.92, overjanuary 1989-December 1994)-
8. Some supportive evidence is provided by studies that the comparable risk-adjusted rate of return on the Standard

have found a positive correlation between the openness of and Poor's index was 0.85 over January 1989-December
an economy and total factor productivity (TFP) growth. For 1994. Since Obstfeld's framework assumes that both finan-
example, Wolff (1995) finds openness as a major variable cial and capital assets (physical and human) are perfectly
explaining postwar TFP growth in industrial countries. mobile globally-and without cost-the estimated gains
Some supportive evidence for dynamic economies of scale represent an upper bound that is unlikely to be reached.
associated with learning by doing, investment in R&D and Nonetheless, the estimate suggests that dynamic gains from
human capital, and specialized inputs is reported by financial integration could potentially be significant.
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Annex

_ w~~~~~~~~~~~_

Regional economic prospects

Chapter 1 provides a summary assessment of the eco- flows in 1991-93 played a big part in the acceleration
nomic outlook for individual developing-country of regional growth at a time of recession in industrial
regions. A more detailed review is provided in this countries. The share of regional investment in GDP
annex. One feature stands out clearly: regional eco- rose by 3.5 percentage points. The region suffered
nomic prospects vary considerably, as does the pic- fewer adverse side effects of capital inflows, such as
ture for individual countries within most regions. real exchange rate appreciation or unsustainable in-

creases in current account deficits. Rapid productiv-
East Asia ity growth allowed output to rise quickly to meet

increased demand. National saving rates rose by
While regional growth at 9 to 10 percent was the same 2 percentage points, as residents partially accommo-
in 1994 as in 1993, growth patterns within the region dated the investment inflow by reducing consump-
differed. In China government austerity programs tion. Capital inflows were also accommodated by a
had some effect, albeit less than desired, in slowing higher regional current account deficit, which rose by
growth from about 14 percent to 11.5 to 12 percent. In 1.5 percentage points of GDP to 2 percent of GDP.
the Republic of Korea and the Philippines growth Given the region's large and fast-growing export base
surged by about 3 percentage points after some years and low initial indebtedness, this deficit level was
of below-trend expansion. In Indonesia, Malaysia, sustainable and helped absorb the inflows with less
and Thailand, where growth has been running at or domestic inflationary pressure. Still, residents in-
above capacity for at least five years, growth contin- creased foreign reserves and other external assets by
ued at the fast 1993 pace or even slightly above it. about 3 percent of GDP. Real exchange rates were
Regional export growth accelerated to 16 percent, generally flat or fell.
from 13 percent in 1993, as recovery spread in the Approvals data suggest a decline in FDI flows to
OECD, regional price competitiveness improved with China in 1994, though flows to other countries, such
the rise of the yen, and strong expansion of intrare- as Indonesia and Malaysia, are rising rapidly. In the
gional trade continued. Export growth is projected at
9.5 percent a year over the next decade, about the
same as in the 1980s (table A-1). Trade growth (and -A ivilflfti to b- a Xrott poI(
FDI inflows) will be enhanced by intraregional initia- ill t11w iwrlrli t-ColihlllII/

tives, such as tariff reductions in the Asian Free Trade
Area over the next ten years and the Asia-Pacific Table A-I East Asia forecast summary
Economic Cooperation (APEC) countries' commit- (pereit per year)
ment to achieve free and open trade and investment
by 2020. With imports also rising at near 10 percent a Grozth rates 1985-94 Baseline 1995-2004
year, East Asia's importance as a growth pole in the GDP 8.0 7.7
world economy will continue to rise. In the last reces- Consumption per capita 5.0 6.8
sion East Asia's contribution to world import growth GDP per capita 6.4 6.6
rose to 30 percent from less than 10 percent in 1984-90. Export (GNFS) volume 11.8 9-5

The sum of private FDI, bond, and portfolio equity Median inflationa 5.7 53
flows to East Asia rose from $13 billion (1.5 percent of Foreign reserves (S billions) 70.5 222.1
GDP) in 1990 to $66 billion (6 percent of GDP) in 1993. a. GDP deflator.
FDI flows more than tripled to $36 billion, much of Sournt World Bank baseline forecast, February 1995.

the increase going to China. The increase in private
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first half of 1994 the number of approved projects in cations for workers' remittances. If structural reforms
China fell by 42 percent and their estimated value by and the resulting efficiency gains continue, regional
25 percent. A temporary downturn in flows to China merchandise export growth is expected to average a
is understandable and, given current inflationary robust 7 percent a year, second only to East Asia
pressures, even desirable. The downturn corresponds among developing regions (table A-2).
in part to completion of the stock adjustment follow- The surge in private capital flows to developing
ing liberalization of investment rules in the early countries reached South Asia in 1993, after the open-
1990s, diversification of flows to otherAsian countries ing of domestic capital markets to foreign investors,
(aided by deregulation of investment codes in such successful stabilization measures in India, and
countries as India, Indonesia, the Philippines, and stepped-up structural reforms (including privatiza-
Viet Nam), reaction to rising rents and wages in tion) in Pakistan. In 1994 portfolio equity inflows
coastal areas, lack of social infrastructure in inland amounted to $8 billion, a fifth of all such flows to
areas, and perceived lack of transparency in business developing countries (figure A-1). The newfound
law and practice. FDI in China should resume its fast access to international capital markets is a major
pace once macroeconomic conditions stabilize and change in the external environment for South Asia.
policy directions become clearer. But inflows, particularly of FDI, continue to be ham-

Median inflation (consumer price index) in the pered by bureaucratic regulation and low labor mar-
region rose to almost 7 percent in 1994 from a little ket flexibility. FDI flows in 1994 were $0.8 billion, less
over 5 percent in 1993, following several years of than a tenth of all private inflows, compared with
strong economic growth and rising import prices, more than 50 percent in East Asia. Nevertheless, total
because of the yen's appreciation and higher private capital inflows currently amount to 2 percent
imported food prices. In China, whcre demand pres- of GDP and, if translated into more domestic invest-
sures have been the most extreme and have been exac- ment (particularly private), these flows could raise
erbated by currency devaluation, inflation rose to growth by at least 0.5 percentage points. In the near
about 25 percent. Inconsistent "on-off' application of term, however, inflows have tended to appreciate real
fiscal and monetary restraint meant that they had lit- exchange rates, mainly through higher inflation. Real
tle impact, leading to reimposition of price controls on effective exchange rates in India and Sri Lanka appre-
some basic commodities in September 1994. While dated 7 to 8 percent in the twelve months to mid-1994.
likely to reduce open inflation in the near term, this Productivity gains associated with India's reforms
response may increase the risk that a sharper mone- since 1991 have so far muted the impact of the appre-
tary and fiscal crunch may be needed later to achieve ciation on competitiveness, but continuation of the
stabilization. In most other countries of the region appreciation would reverse the recent positive trends
monetary policy was tightened in 1994. Wage infla- in external trade. Potential short-run volatility of the
tion has been held back in some economies, particu- portfolio component of inflows also needs to be
larly the newly industrialized economies, by a wider dosely watched.
use of intra-Asian labor flows. Trade liberalization Stable macroeconomic conditions and deeper struc-
under the Uruguay Round and other measures will tural reforms are a precondition for South Asian coun-
improve access to imports, while further foreign tries to better exploit global opportunities. India's
investment liberalization will add to supply capacity.

South Asia 7T1 exploit temti!ging international op11o1rtIIititeS

S'id{I, A.:i.a pit'i'iS dee 'e stltrfiwrl iB-c-0-Zl
South Asia will have an opportunity to capitalize on
expected fast world trade growth. The GAIT Secre- Table A-2 South Asia forecast summary
tariat expects several sectors of South Asian compar- (pew:nt ryear)
ative advantage to receive a boost from the Uruguay
Round. These indude dothing (up 60 percent after ten Growth rates 1985-94 Baseline 1995-2004
years relative to what it would be without the Round), GDP 5.0 5.4
textiles (34 percent), and agricultural, forestry, marine, Consumption per capita 2.0 3.2
processed food, and beverage products (19 to 20 per- GDP per capita 2.8 3.6
cent). Increasing ties with the East Asian region will Export (GNFS) volume 8.0 7.1
also help. Exports to East Asia in 1986-93 grew twice Median inflationa 8.6 6.5
as fast as those to the world and now account for Foreign reserves ($ billions) 8.9 29A
almost 15 percent of the total. Tight labor markets in a. GDP deflator.
some East Asian countries are creating opportunities Source World Bank baseline forecast, February 1995.
for skilled labor from South Asia, with positive impli-
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the private sector, raise domestic savings, restructure
1'oi 'l~ |lpr.'f l~ fI.lu,' 10 s i **l S, ,, z - :>, "> " { "1 {{t I its financial sector, and press ahead with reforms in

,*'1flJl' t.liIIj,,, UIr {1'/IhIw ''I'x s product and labor markets. Sri Lanka was an early
reformer in South Asia. Growth persisted above 5 per-

Figure A-1 Portfolio equity flows to South Asia cent in the past few years due to vigorous private
activity and despite severe internal conflicts. Large fis-

Share of flows cal deficits and foreign capital inflows make inflation
to all developing a continuing worry.

Equity Flows countries
($ biflions) (percent) Latin America and the Caribbean

8 20
Prospects for the major economies of the region vary

7 widely, depending largely on past and likely future
success with stabilization and reform policies. At one

6 15 extreme is Chile, which has combined fiscal surplus,
moderate inflation, and modest external deficits and is

5 i expected to grow at almost 6 percent a year. At the other
extreme is Venezuela, whose large macroeconomic

4 10 imbalances, financial sector crisis, accelerating infla-
3 tion, large private capital outflows, and policy reversals

have thrown the country into deep recession from
2 _ 5 which recovery is likely to be slow. In between are

2 countries that have made substantial progress on some
I | aspects of stabilization and reform but face serious

problems on others. In Mexico, where external deficits

0 - 0 rose to unsustainable levels, culminating in Decem-
1991 1992 1993 1994 ber's balance of payments crisis and devaluation, cur-

rent account adjustment will perforce be rapid, likely
Source: World Bank data and staff estimates. entailing recession in 1995 and only slow recovery in

1996. Adjustment in other large-deficit countries, such
as Argentina and Peru, is also likely to slow their

stabilization program reduced external deficits, built growth in 1995-97. Brazil faces somewhat different but
up foreign reserves, and cut inflation. But its durabil- also difficult stabilization challenges in cutting fiscal
ity depends on controlling the fiscal deficit. Fiscal tar- deficits, maintaining a competitive exchange ra.e, and
gets were missed in 1993-94, and upcoming elections consolidating recent progress on inflation.
make the degree of future restraint uncertain. Struc- Mexico and Argentina followed a similar stabiliza-
tural reforms have made progress, but the toughest tion path, reducing inflation by pegging exchange
problems lie ahead. Current account convertibility rates to the dollar and building up fiscal surpluses, as
was achieved in 1994. Import tariffs were cut to a (still well as pursuing extensive trade liberalization and
high) import-weighted average of 33 percent. Dereg- other structural reforms. They were the principal
ulation of bank lending rates brought them down recipients of the impressive private capital flows into
150 basis points. Banking, power, and telecommunica- the region, which rose from $2 billion in 1989 to
tions were opened to the private sector. But movement $58 billion in 1993, before falling to around $40 billion
on public enterprise reform, privatization, and labor in 1994. Private inflows to the region were accompa-
market reform is slow. nied by a surge in regional real investment growth to

Pakistan managed the first year of its adjustment more than 7 percent after a decade of contraction; a fall
program successfully. Fiscal targets were achieved. in the region's national saving rate from 21 percent in
Privatization of telecommunications brought in $1 bil- 1989 to 17 percent in 1993, principally in the private
lion. Reserves rose to $3 billion. If reforns continue, sector sir:ce fiscal balances were improving, an
Pakistan could repeat its high growth of the 1980s, increase i1n the regional current account deficit from
with sustainable fiscal and external deficits. But inter- $3 billion in 1990 to more than $45 billion in 1994, prin-
nal conflicts and uneasy regional relations continue to cipally in Mexico and Argentina, where deficits in
distract attention from long-term development issues. 1991-94 averaged around 7 percent and more than
Bangladesh is set to accelerate structural reform after 2 percent of GDP, respectively; and real exchange rate
stabilization, a task that would be eased if political appreciation in many countries, including sizable
tensions lessen. Its challenges are to enlarge the role of appreciations in Mexico and Argentina.
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The rise in private inflows, of which about a third
was FDI, was partly a vote of confidence in the (Groil'l prIospet-1% niI.alii ldn,'ica willnilq'X'iid /wiil,
region's improved economic policies and prospects. 01I,41V' sSul c f-lil Ustioli oif "tVernl aru1j ici'
But it was also a response to low interest rates in the
United States during the recession and much higher Table A-3 Latin America and the Caribbean
rates in Latin America, especially in countries sup- forecast summary
porting fixed exchange rates. The rise in U.S. rates in (percenit per year)
1994 and expectations of further rate increases in 1995, Govth rates 1985-94 Baseline 1995-2004
which are expected to raise the region's interest pay- GDP 2.3 35
ments by $3 billion to $4 billion, focused attention on Consumption per capita 0.9 1.2
the unsustainable rate of foreign liability accumula- GDP per capita 0.3 1.9
tion in many countries. One result was the collapse of Export (GNFS) volume 5.1 6.2
the exchange rate in Mexico. Another was that current Median inflation' 21.0 9.5
account adjustment was placed squarely on the Foreign reserves (S billions) 58.4 137.3
agenda in Argentina and in Peru. Improvements in
domestic public and private savings, adjustment of a. GDr deflator.
overvalued exchange rates, and enhancement of pro-
ductivity by continued reforms of goods and labor
markets will be necessary.

The example of Chile, where gross domestic sav- Europe and Central Asia
ing rates rose from 20 percent in 1985 to 24 percent in
1993, pension plans were privatized in the 1980s, and In 1994 growlh took hold among such early reform-
structural reforms were undertaken much earlier, ers of Eastern and Central Europe as the Czech
suggests that saving rates in Latin America can be sig- Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovenia, and the Baltic
nificantly improved given stable macroeconomic states (figure A-2). Officially recorded growth ranged
conditions, credible reforms, and availability of reli- from 3 percent in the Czech Republic to 5 percent or
able savings instruments. Real exchange rate adjust- more in Poland and the Baltics. Consumer and invest-
ment should provide support for development of the ment spending strengthened. Exports to the recover-
region's relatively narrow manufactured-exports ing EU market surged by 20 percent in doLlar terms.
base, in part by drawing a greater i,roportion of FDI Gains ranged from 10 to 30 percent in the Czech
into the manufacturing sector. (FDI has tended to Republic, Hungary, and Poland to 50 percent in
flow into the primary commodities and services sec- Slovakia and the Baltic States. Industrial countries
tors.) In many ways Mexico in the early 1990s now absorb about 80 percent of Eastem European
repeated Chile's experience of the late 1970s-early exports, of which some three-quarters are destined for
1980s. Chile also had a pegged nominal exchange the EU. Tourism grew quickly in several countries.
rate, real appreciation, large capital inflows, and large Private capital flows to the early reformers also con-
extemal deficits, culminating in 1982 in devaluation tinued to grow. Mutual funds totaling $500 million
and recession. It was only with major real exchange were launched. FDI flows to the early-reforming
rate adjustments in 1982-85, supported by wide- countries rose from $600 million in 1990 to $5.3 billion
ranging structural reforms, that Chile settled on its in 1993. The momentum for further privatization con-
current stable, high-growth path. Mexico can follow, tinues to gather. Privatization will raise the number of
in far better extemal circumstances of world recovery traded stocks in the Czech Republic to 1,700 in 1995,
than Chile faced in 1982. boosting capitalization above $20 billion. But the risks

In Brazil inflation fell from 2,500 percent in 1993 to of policy slippage were highlighted in Hungary,
a monthly rate of 2 to 3 percent in November 1994 where reforms have slowed, fiscal and balance of pay-
after the introduction of a new currency (the real) in ments difficulties have worsened, and earlier expec-
July 1994. Substantial inflows of private capital, which tations of strong recovery have been downgraded.
started before the adoption of the Real Plan, led to an In the countries of the former Soviet Union offi-
appreciation of the real exchange rate and a trade cially measured output is estimated to have fallen
deficit in November for the first time since 1987, v.hile another 13 percent in 1994. In Russia macroeconomic
GDP continued to grow at more than 4 percent. stabilization was again delayed as budget targets
Restrictive fiscal and monetary policies set to main- were overshot, implying further heavy foreign bor-
tain low inflation are likely to lead to some slowing in rowing needs. Monthly inflation rose from under
growth uintil fiscal reform can be completed. Growth 5 percent in August to 20 percent in December. The
over theforecast period should be close to the average ruble fell sharply. The proposed 1995 budget aims to
for the region (table A-3). cut the deficit to 8.4 percent of GDP and inflation to
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adjustment, but the fall in output remains significant,
A' 111 F e'tIT-1 r, lii-ii.i * I1i,IIIrwi.s 4id 1111- 1lhiIic'; exacerbated by a sharp drop in gas production and dif-

moi,,d. to -rou.,.1 in p1494 ficulties in interrepublic trade, while inflation has per-
sisted at annual rates above 1,000 percent in some of

Figure A-2 GDP growth in countries in these countries. Despite the continuation of political
transition, 1994 strife, the Transcaucasian countries are making unex-
(percent) pectedly rapid progress under IMF STF programs.

Growth in the Eastern and Central European coun-
Albania tries is expected to accelerate from a little under 2 per-
Estonia cent in 1994 to 3 percent in 1995 and 4 percent in 1996.
Poland Recovery in Westem Europe and the implementation of

Lithuania EU Association Agreements for several countries
Slovenia should allow real export growth of 8 to 10 percent.

Czech Republic Improved macroeconomic conditions and continued

ArSoenia privatization should encourage private investment. But
Hungaryn substantially lower inflation may be difficult to achieve
Romania as growth rises and workers demand an offset for real

Croatia wage losses. Moreover, the political costs of industrial
Turkinenistan restructuring and rising unemployment have yet to be

Latvia fully felt It appears likely that output will stop falling
Bulgaria in Russia and a number of other countries of the former

Uzbekistan Soviet Union in 1995-96. But significant growth in the
Azerbaijan second half of the 1990s will require macroeconomic sta-

Kyrgyzstan bilization ar.d deeper liberalization and reform. Risks to

Moldovstan i this favorable scenario abound. Political tensions within
Russian andbetweengoverunentsandnationscouldeasilypre-

Tajikistan vent it But if achieved, stronger links with Europe
Belarus should prove a major factor supporting long-term

Ukraine growth. Westem outsourcing may be expected to ex-
Georgia pand from the early reformers to lower-cost sources of

labor and materials in these countries. With productiv-
-20 -10 0 10 ity gains in manufacturin& a revival of petroleum

Source. World Bank data and staff estimates exports from Russia, and the emergence of Central Asia
as an important supplier of energy, long-term growth
could move toward a 4 to 5 percent range (table A4).

monthly rates below 2 percent by late 1995. Both
objectives appear ambitious, given strong opposition
to expenditure cuts in Parliament and recent escala- Wlhert reform is strong in Eastce-rn apiiil Ctltral Eurpe,
tion of military costs. Failure to scrap oil export quo- rccoveryl is folloitwing
tas and to raise domestic oil prices from less than half
of world prices will continue to depress export and Table A4 Europe and Central Asia forecast
government revenues. But while official statistics summary
point to a drop of 15 percent in GDP during the first (percent per year)
ten months of 1994, consumer surveys suggest an Growth rates 1985-94 Baseline 1995-2004
18 percent rise in real personal incomes and a gain of
15 percent in consumption spending. The more accu- GDP -2.5 3.4
rate survey information is a positive indicator. Early Consumption per capita -1.8 2.9
recoveries in income and trade turnover generaly GDP per capita -32 2.9
preceded the rebound in GDP in Eastern Europe. Export (GNFS) volume -. 4 5.5preceded ~~~~~~~~~~~~Mediant inflationta 21.0 18.5

The pace of reform accelerated in Ukraine, pressed Foreign reserves (S billions) 26.7 65.5
by inflation of 850 percent and an output decline of
24 percent in 1994. An IMF Systemic Transfonnation Memorandum item
Facility (STF) was negotiated, prices were freed, and GDP, Eastern Europe -2.7 3.9
large-scale privatization and foreign investment pro- a. GDP deflatoL
grams were brought forward. Several Central Asian Source: World Bank baseline forecast, February 1995.

countries also appear to be making progress with
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Middle East and North Africa
Ri;l'l oijl Ilril-l-s II1, I-Velt lfi-iStl S in! *-l'1 belo'w-

Economic performance in the Middle East and North firt voil-hli,tk lci'vl/
Africa differs considerably between major fuel ex-
porters (such as Algeria, Iran, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia) Figure A-3 Real oil price and GDP growth in
and the more diversified economies, including Egypt, Middle East and North Africa, 1971-2004
Jordan, Morocco, and Tunisia. Among major fuel
exporters average growth was barely positive over the Oil price index - - GDP growth rate
past decade as real oil prices fell by two-thirds (1971=100) (percent)
between 1980 and 1993 (table A-5). Unremitting war- 800
fare reduced Iraq's real per capita GDP dramatically. 15
Large external and fiscal deficits and increasing debt 700
servicing difficulties have made macroeconomic and 600 10
structural adjustment unavoidable. In the group of
more-diversified economies growth averaged more 500 5
than 3 percent a year in 1985-94, yielding minor gains 400 0
in per capita income. Countries such as Morocco and I-

Tunisia, with the most progress on structural adjust- 3I
ment under their belts, achieved growth of around 200
4 percent. Egypt made considerable progress with 100 -10
macroeconomic stabilization but, with limited move- 100
ment on structural adjustment, has experienced weak
growth since 1990. Sourc: World Bank data and staff projections.

The current oil price outlook is not encouraging. The
price of oil in 1994 was at its lowest in real terms since
the first oil shock of 1973. It is expected to remain low
in 1995-96 (figure A-3). Prices are expected to pick up growth performance toward a 4 to 5 percent range in
modestlyin the longer term, but that assessmet is sub- the coming decade. In Algeria reform has been hin-
ject to considerable uncertainty. This outlook suggests dered by political turmoil, high debt service, and per-
that oil exporters have little alternative to strengthen- sistent recession. In 1994 the authorities rescheduled
ing adjustment and reform policies, if their aim is to $5 billion of debt and initiated a short-term stabiliza-
raise growth and build more diversified and resilient tion program and structural reforms, including trade
econonies. Many countries in the region have under- reform, liberalization of domestic prices, reductions of
taken structural adjustment policies, with varying subsidies, and reforms of public and financial enter-
degrees of comnmitment and success. Early adjusters, prises. Gas exports to Europe from 1996 will raise
such as Morocco and Tunisia, are expected to improve exports and import capacity, even as oil exports level

off. But little meaningful long-term economic progress
wiU be possible if serious internal conflict continues.

in fiti Middle Eistl and Nortlh Africa In iran faling oil prices and excessive public
buildi,vT mnor dive'ified i'coiioi,z,is i-eill be- k-e spending and imports in the early 1990s generated

large external deficits, mounting debt arrears, and
tt) sflroi.%Zr lon.i-terinigro)wthI reduced access to external financing. A large part of

Table A-5 Middle East and North Africa forecast debt arrears and prindpal were rescheduled in 1994,
sunmmary but pursuit of reform was erratic. Controls on
(percent per year) exchange rates, prices, and trade were reintroduced,

and privatization of state-owned establishments was
Growth rates 1985-94 Baseline 1995-2004 all but stopped. In the absence of consistent reforms

GDP 0.9 32 Iran may not achieve the high-gowth potential
Consumption per capita -1.7 1.1 implied by its large oil and gas reserves, in particular
GDP per capita -2.1 0.6 the potential for revitalization of its non-oil industrial
Export (GNFS) volume 4.5 3.3 and agricultural sectors.
Median inflationa 8.9 8.5 Egypt's stabilization program achieved consider-
Foreign reserves (S billions) 13.8 43.1 able success in reducing inflation and the fiscal and

a. GDP deflator. current account deficits. But growth in the early 1990s
Source. World Bank baseline forecast February 1995. was hampered by domestic political confict and slow

progress on structural reforms, such as privatization
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of the large state sector and reduction of high trade Benin, Burkina Faso, Chad, and Mali. Exporters of
barriers. Some of Egypt's traditional sources of for- copper (Zaire, Zambia), bauxite/alumina (Guinea,
eign exchange, such as oil, workers' remittances, and Sierra Leone), and gold (Ghana, Mali, South Africa)
foreign aid, are likely to grow only slowly, while the will also gain from price increases. The price boom is
non-oil merchandise export sector remains small and expected to be transitory, with real prices in 2005 no
lacking in dynamism. The current favorable climate in higher than in 1990. Countries should not squander
the world economy creates an opportunity for deeper the windfalls in 1994-96 on wasteful public con-
structural reforms to foster an outward-looking, more sumption or low-productivity investment but should
diversified, and private sector-led economy. save most of them and strengthen reform. (See section

A more peaceful climate between countries in the on commodity prices in chapter 1.) But even a flat
region is also a necessary condition for more domes- long-run trend would be better than the 3.6 percent a
tic and foreign investment, more trade and tourism, year fall in regional terms of trade in 1981-93, which
and lower military expenditures. Recent peace agree- generated annual income losses worth 0.9 percent of
ments between Israel and the Palestine Liberation GDP. In 1994-2004 the terms of trade are expected to
Organization (PLO) and Jordan and ongoing talks rise a marginal 0.3 percent a year, generating income
between Israel and Syria and other Arab countries are gains of 0.1 percent of GDP a year. The swing between
encouraging in this respect. Israel, Jordan, and Syria the two periods of 1 percent of GDP a year would
may eventually be able to redirect 5 percent of GDP make an important contribution to improving growth
from military expenditures to more productive sec- conditions for the region.
tors, generating as much as 1 percent additional Export demand should also improve with rerovery
growth. in Europe-which takes half the region's exports-

and more competitive real exchange rates. Adjusting
Sub-Saharan Africa countries outside the CFA zone that have carried out

and maintained real devaluations since the mid-1980s
The rise in commodity prices in 1994 (particularly for experienced export growth of about 4.5 percent a year
coffee, cocoa, cotton, and metals) is the most impor- in 1987-93 and a rise in GDP growth from near zero in
tant external factor in Sub-Saharan Africa's near-term the first half of the 1980s to 4 percent. Export and out-
outlook (figure A-4). Beverages account for more than put growth in the CFA-zone countries is expected to
a third of export earnings in ten African countries, and benefit significantly from the 50 percent devaluation
cotton a quarter or more in Sahelian countries, such as (in foreign currency terms) of the CFA franc in January

1994 and the associated debt relief and external
finandng programs, if they are adequately supported
by reduction of large budget deficits, monetary disci-

-l0re sta~l ci,u,odi ~rie~~loiId WI1 pline, and structural reforns of public enterprises, the
financial sector, and the trade and regulatory regimes.

Figure A-4 Terms of trade and GDP growth in Progress in this regard is mixed. The adverse impact
Sub-Saharan Africa on African exports of the erosion of tariff preferences
(percent) under the Uruguay Round is estimated to be rela-

tively small (see chapter 2). African export growth is
4.0 expected to pick up to 4 percent a year in 1995-2004,

from 2.8 percent in 198-,94 (table A-6).

2.0 Among regional developments affecting the out-
look, elections in South Africa completed its transition
to democracy. The economy began recovery from a

0.0 long recession, achieving growth of 1.1 percent in 1993
and 2 to 2.5 percent in 1994, less than hoped for

-2.0 because of political turmoil during the elections and
labor unrest after then. Inflation increased in the sec-
ond half of the year, and long-term bond yields surged

-4.0 to 16 percent. The new govemment's budget for
1971-80 1981-0 1991-93 1994 1995-2004a 1994/95 reflected its policy of maintaining a probusi-

* Terms of trade ] GDP growthi ness stance while increasing spending on its Recon-
struction and Development Plan. The budget deficit is

a. ProjetBed. programmed to fall from 6.8 percent to 6.4 percent of
Source: World Bank data and staff proection. GDP in the year, but the upturn in inflation and long-

term interest rates may signal a need to make a
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tougher than desired choice between stabilization and
5-v.l'w111d 'l rti',-ri'l 1'0lIiiiiw. social objectives. Relatively high unit labor costs in

Vtl1id,u ';l*i 'Pil -Ilt0l-tilllr g iI 'illl ,i1iqF,14T. IIpr, iir'lin,lX1 manufacturing and mining may hamper export
growth. GDP growth is forecast in a 3 to 4 percent

Table A-6 Sub-Saharan Africa forecast summary range in 1995-2004.
(percenit 1;eryear) In Nigeria economic conditions deteriorated as a

Grou'tl, rates 1985-94 Baselitie 1995-2004 result of the reversal of adjustment policies in the 1994
GDP 1.9 3.8 budget and severe political tensions in the wake of
Consuptionper a 1.9 3.8 annulled elections. The government reclaimned control
GDP per capita -1.1 019 of foreign exchange allocation and froze the exchange
Export (GNFS) volume 2.8 4.0 rate at less than half the parallel market rate. The bud-
Median inflationa 9.6 8.0 get deficit for the year may be 15 percent of GDP, with
Foreign reserves ($ billions) 9.3 18.2 inflation accelerating to more than 60 percent. Arrears
a. GDP deflator. on external debt have risen sharply. Without a rever-
Source: World Bank baseline forecast, February 1995. sal of policies, growth is projected to average below

3 percent, implying stagnant per capita incomes.
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Global Economic Indicators



Table 1 Growth of real GDP, 1966-2004
GDP in 1987 prices and exchange rates; average annual percentage growth

1993 GDP
(USS billions) 7966-73 7974-90 199743 7993 7994 7995-2004

World 18,688 5.1 3.0 1.2 1.3 2.8 3.3

High-income 14,680 4.8 2.9 1.3 1.1 3.0 2.8
Industrial countries 14.270 4.8 2.8 1.2 1.0 2.9 2.8
G-7 countries 12.406 4.7 2.9 1.3 1.1 2.9 2.7
United States 5.106 3.0 2.6 1.7 3.2 4.0
Japan 2.96S 9.9 4.0 1.8 0.1 0.8
G-4 Europe 3.887 4.5 2.5 0.6 -0.7 2.9
Germany? 1.307 4.1 2.3 1.3 -2.1 2.8

Other industrial 1.864 4.9 2.2 0.7 0.2 2.8 2.8
Other high-income 390 8.4 5.4 6.2 5.8 5.8 5.6

Low- and middle-Income 4,028 6.9 3.5 0.8 1.7 2.0 4.9
Excluding Eastern Europe and FSU 3.383 6.2 3.5 4.6 4.9 4.6 5.2
Asia 1.497 5.9 6.3 7.0 7.4 7.8 7.0
East Asia and Pacific 1.067 7.9 7.1 8.7 9.4 9.3 7.7
China 430 8.5 8.2 12.3 13.7 11.7
Korea. Rep. 215 11.2 8.5 6.4 5.4 8.0
Indonesia 112 6.6 6.1 6.5 6.4 6.6

South Asia 431 3.7 4.9 3.2 2.9 4.7 5.4
India 343 3.7 4.8 2.9 2.7 4.7

Latin America and the Caribbean 884 6.4 2.7 3.2 3.8 3.9 3.5
Brazil 302 9.8 3.6 1.2 5.2 4.1
Mexico 164 6.8 3.4 2.4 0.4 3.2
Argentina 126 4.3 0.5 7.9 6.0 5.8

Europe and Central Asia 873 7.0 3.6 -9.4 -7.5 -7 5 3.4
Russian Federationb 295 7.1 3.7 -15.5 -12.0 -12.2
Turkey 112 6.1 4.3 4.9 7.7 -4.0
Poland 58 7.7 1.9 -0.6 3.5 5.5

Middle East and North Africa 554 8.5 0.7 3.4 1.8 0.3 3.2
Iran. Islamic Rep. 180 10.6 -0.4 6.4 2.6 2.0
Algeria 66 6.3 4.4 -0.1 -1.3 0.6
Egypt, Arab Rep. 40 3.8 7.3 0.9 0.5 2.0

Sub-Saharan Africa 220 4.7 2.2 0.6 0.8 2.2 3.8
South Africa 85 4.7 2 2 -0.9 1.4 2.2
Nigeria 38 6.5 1.0 4.1 2.9 2.2

Note: Growth rates over intervals are computed using least squares method. Data for 1994 are estimates. Data for 1995-2004 are projections.
a. Data for years before 1991 refer to the Federal Republic of Germany before unification.
b. Data for years before 1993 refer to the former Soviet Union CFSUj.
Source: World Bank data and staff estimates.

Real GDP growth, 1995-2004
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Table 2 Growth of real per capita GDPR 1966-2004
GDP im 1987 prves and exchange rates; average annual percentage growth

1993 real
par capita GDP 7966-73 7974-90 799743 1993 7994 7995-2004

World 3.500 3.1 12 -0.4 -02 12 1.9

High-income 17.570 3.8 2.2 0.7 0.5 2.4 2.4
Industrial countries 17.980 3.8 2.2 0.6 0.5 2.3 2.3
G-7 countrips 18,650 3.8 2.3 0.7 0.6 2.3 2.3
United St:.-s 19,800 1.9 1.6 0.7 2.1 3.0
Japan 23,800 8.6 3.2 1.5 -0.2 0.6
G-4 Europe 15,300 3.9 2.2 0.1 -1.0 2.6
Germany" 16,200 3.6 2.3 0.7 -2.3 2.6

Other industrial 14.500 3.9 1.6 0.2 -0.3 2.3 2.5
Other high-income 9,000 5.9 3.2 4.7 5.0 4.4 4.5

Low- and middle-incoma 850 4.5 1.5 -0. -0.5 0.3 3.3
Excluding Eastem Europe and FSU 780 3.6 1.4 2.6 2.8 2.7 3.5
Asia 510 3.4 4.3 5.2 5.5 6.0 5.6
East Asia and Pacific 615 5.2 5.4 7.2 7.8 7.6 6.6
China 360 5.8 6.6 11.0 12.5 10.5
Korea. Rep. 4.860 8.8 7.0 5.4 4.6 7.0
Indonesia 580 4.1 3.9 4.7 4.2 5.1

South Asia 360 1.3 2.6 1.1 0.7 2.7 3.6
India 380 1.4 2.6 0.9 0.8 2.9

Latin America and the Caribbean 1.900 3.7 0.5 1.3 1.8 2.0 1.9
Brazil 1.930 7.1 1.4 -0.5 3.4 2.6
Mexico 1.820 3.5 0.9 0.3 -1.8 1.0
Argentina 3.720 2.7 -1.0 6.6 4.6 4.7

Europe and Central Asia 1,770 6.0 2.6 -9.8 -8.0 -7.9 2.9
Russian Federationb 1.990 6.5 3.1 -15.5 -12.1 -12.0
Turkey 1.880 3.5 1.9 2.8 5.2 -5.8
Poland 1,530 7.0 1.2 -0.7 3.4 5.4

Middle East and North Africa 1.900 5.8 -2.4 0.7 -1.1 -2.2 0.6
Iran, Islamic Rep. 2.790 7.6 -4.2 3.5 -0.6 -0.5
Algeria 2,450 3.3 1.3 -2.4 -3.6 -1.6
Egypt, Arab Rep. 670 1.7 4.7 -1.3 -1.9 -0.2

Sub-Saharan A'. ica 480 2.0 -0.7 -2.3 -2.3 -0.7 0.9
South Africa 2.150 2.1 -0.3 -3.1 -0.9 -0.2
Nigeria 360 3.8 -1.8 0.3 -0.1 -0.8

More: Growth rates over intervals are computed using least squares method. D3ta for 1994 are estimates. Data for 1995-2004 are project,ions.
a. Data for years before 1991 refer to the Federal Republic of Germany before unification.
b. Data for years before 1993 refer to the former Soviet Union (FSU).
Source: World Bank data and staff estimates.
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Table 3 Inflation: GDP deflators, 1966-2004
Dellators in local currency units; 1987= 100; percentage change

1966-73 1974-90 1997-93 7993 7994 1995-2004

World 5.0 8.0 5.0 4.0 3.8 4.0

High-income 5.3 7.0 3.2 2.2 22 2.7
Industrial countries 5.3 6.8 3.1 2.2 2.1 2 6
G-7 countnes 5.1 6.6 3.1 2.2 2.1 2.6
United States 5.0 6.1 2.8 2.2 2.6
Japan 5.8 3.3 1.6 1.2 0.6
G4 Europe 5.3 8.3 4.2 3.1 2.8
Germany 4.9 3.5 3.8 2.8 3.1

Other industrial 6.3 8.0 3.5 1.9 2.3 2.5
Othef high-income 5.4 22.7 6.2 4.3 6.2 5.1

Low- and middlehincome 4.4 11.8 11.0 10.4 10.0 8.5
Excluding Eastern Europe and -.SU 4.5 12.0 10.0 9.5 9.0 7.5
Asia 5.6 9.4 7.5 6.9 7.0 5.5

East Asia and Pacific 4.5 9.2 6.0 5.3 6.8 5.3
China -1.4 4.0 8.2 14.7 12.7
Korea. Rep. 14.8 10.9 6.7 3.8 5.1
Indonesia 9C.7 14.4 8.5 9.3 9.4

South Asia 6.3 9.6 9.8 8.5 8.0 6.5
India 7.7 8.1 10.8 8.5 8.0

Latin America and the Canbbean 3.7 18.3 18.9 14.1 12.8 9.5
Brazil 25.5 178.6 995.0 2.213.3 2,192.0
Mexico 6.0 44.4 13.3 4.6 7.3
Argentina 28.2 289.6 43.5 6.3 1.5

Europe and Central Asia 2.3 7.4 39.4 30.8 25.2 18.8
Russian Federationb 0.3 1.2 425.0 919.4 280.0
Turkey 11.4 45.7 62.0 62.9 118.0
Poland 1.2 41.8 39.2 30.8 31.5

Middle East and North Africa 4.2 11.6 11.6 10.1 10.1 8.5
Iran, Islamic Rep. 6.7 18.4 20.1 9.5 35.0
Algeria 4.5 12 P 30.0 12.5 27.0
Egypt.ArabRep. 2.6 11.8 17.2 10.4 10.7

Sub-Saharan Africa 4.6 10.6 8.6 9.2 16.9 8.0
South Africa 7.3 14.3 11.9 10.4 30.0
Nigeria 9.4 17.8 37.6 53.6 52.8

Note: Growth rates over intervals are computed using least squares method. Inflation rates for high-income groups are GDP-weighted averages of local currency
inflation; inflation rates for low- and middle-income groups are median rates. Data for 1994 are estimates. Data for 1995-2004 are projections.
a. Data for years before 1991 refer to the Federal Republic of Germany before unification.
b. Data for years before 1993 refer to the former Soviet Union IFSU).
Source: World Bank data and staff estimates.
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Table 4 Current account balance. 1970-2004
As a percentage of GDP

1993 current
account balance

(USS billions) 1970-8C0 1981-90 799143 1993 1994 1995-2004

World 463.9 0.0 -0.5 -0.5 -0.3 -0.3 -0.5

High-income 37.1 0.1 -0.3 -0.1 0.2 0.0 -02
Industrial countries 17.2 -0.1 -0.5 -0.2 0.1 0.0 -0.2
G-7 countries -9.6 0.1 -0.4 -0.2 -0.1 -0.2 -0.5
United States -103.9 0.0 -2.1 -1.0 -1.7 -2.2
Japan 131.5 0.6 2.3 2.8 3.1 2.8
G-4 Europe -17.6 0.2 0.3 -1.0 -0.4 -0.1
German? -22.6 0.7 2.6 -1.3 -1.3 -0.9

Other industrial 26.8 -1.0 -0.6 0.2 1.2 1.4 1.3
Other high-income 19.9 9.0 9.6 2.2 3.9 2.5 1.2

Low- and middle-income -117.7 -0.4 -11A -2.2 -2.6 -2.1 -1.8
Excluding Eastem Europe and FSU -104.2 -0.5 -2.1 -2.4 -2.6 -2.2 -1.9
Asia -26.3 -1.2 -1.5 -1.4 -1.7 -1.5 -2.3
East Asia and Pacific -22.7 -1.3 -1.1 -1.4 -1.9 -1.5 -2.4
China -8.9 -0.4 0.1 0.9 -2.2 0.1
Korea, Rep. 0.4 -5.4 0.6 -1.4 0.1 -0.4
Indonesia -2.0 -1.2 -3.1 -2.4 -1.4 -2.4

South Asia -3.7 -0.9 -2.5 -1.5 -1.1 -1.5 -1.5
India -0.3 -1.1 -2.2 -1.0 -0.1 -1.2

Latin America and the Caribbean -43.5 -z.5 -1.7 -2.4 -3.1 -2.9 -1.8
Brazil -0.7 -4.1 -1.6 0.3 -0.1 -0.2
Mexico -23A -2.4 -1.0 -6.5 -6.8 -8.2
Argentina -7.6 -0.5 -2.5 -2.1 -3.0 -3.7

Europe and Central Asia -18.6 -0.6 -0.2 -0.9 -1.9 -0.5 -1.0
Russian Federationb 1.5 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 1.1
Turkey -6.4 -2.2 -1.6 -1.4 -3.7 1.4 
Poland -5.6 -3.9 -1.4 -3.0 -6.5 -3.0

Middle East and North Africa -23.3 7.2 -2.9 -6.9 -5.5 -5.6 -1.7
Iran. Islamic Rep. -3.6 5.1 -0.5 -7.3 -7.7 -2.1
Algeria 1.0 -4.7 -0.5 3.3 2.0 -0.2
Egypt. Arab Rep. 0.9 -4.9 -5.7 5.7 2.4 -2.4

Sub-Saharan Africa -6.0 -1.5 -2.5 -1.8 -2.1 -1.0 -1.5
South Africa 1.8 -1.5 0.6 1.6 1.6 0.3
Nigeria 0.8 0.6 -0.2 4.4 2.1 -0.2

Note: Shares over intervals are panod averages. Data for 1994 are estimates. Data for 1995-2004 are projections.
a. Data for years before 1991 refer to the Federal Republic of Germany before unification.
b. Data for years before 1993 refer to the former Soviet Union (FSU).
Source: World Bank data and staff estimates.
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Table 5 Exports of goods. 1993
Average Effective Average Effective Avage Effctive

Merchandise annual market Merchandise annual market Merchandise annual market
exports growth growth expons growth growth exports growth growth

1US$ 1981-93 1981-93 1US$ 798193 1981643 US$ 1901-93 1981-93
millions) (%l t%) millions) (%t 06) millionsI f%) 1%)

World 360.773 5.4 4.9 Europe and Cenral Asia Icontinuad) Sub-Saharan AficaIcontinuadl
All developing 775,482 52 5.0 Estonia 461 - Senegal 720 2.4 3.7
Aab 341.653 10.5 6.5 Georgia 222 . South Africa 22.873 5 7 4.5
East Asia and Greece 7.960 5.8 3.6 Sudan 220 -3.4 5.9
Pacific 307.873 10.9 6.7 Hungary 8,885 1.4 0.6 Zambia 950 -2.4 4.9

China 91.744 11.3 7.8 Kazakhstan 1.529 - Zimbabwe 1.610 -1.3 3.8
Indonesia 33,612 7 1 6.2 High-income 2.S5.1 5.5 4.8
Korea. Rep. 82.236 11.8 6.1 KVrgVzRepubic 112 Industrial 2,545,315 5.0 4.8
Malaysia 47.122 127 7.1 Lithuania 696 G-7 1.907.647 4.9 5.2
Myanmar 583 -2.3 Mtadova 174 Canada 145,178 5.6 6.1
Papua New Guinea 2.410 5.2 5.3 Poland 13.997 4.0 10 Grance 206.254 4.7 4.2
Philippines 11.089 3.4 6.2 Germany 380,154 4.2 3.8
Thailand 36.800 16.2 6.0 Portugal 15.429 11.6 3.8 Italy 168.460 .43 4.0
Viet Nam Romania4.892 -11.2 1.3 Japan 362,244 4.0 6.6
South Asia 33.780 7.5 4.7 Russein Federation 43.9D0 Unie Kingdom 180.579 4.2 4.3Slovak Republic 5.451 . ntdSae 6.7 . .
Bangladesh 2.272 9.9 4.9 Slovenia 6.088 United States 464,773 6.1 5.7
India 21.553 7.1 4.3 Other industrial 637,668 5.2 4.0
Nepal 390 8.8 5.1 Tajikistan 263 Australia 42.723 6.5 6.2
Pakistan 6.636 10.5 5.4 Turkmenistan 1.156 Austna 40.174 7.0 3.3
Sn Lanka 2.896 7.4 6.1 Turkey 15.343 6.8 4.8 Belgium and

Lein Amlcaand Uzbekistnn 6.466 Luxembourg 112.512 4.7 3.7
the Carlbban 132.123 32 5.4 Denmark 35,914 4.4 3.4

Argentina 13.118 2.9 4.7 M EddEt and Finland 23.446 2.2 3.0
Bolivia 728 1.7 54 North A1rks 91A07 0.7 S. Iceland 1.399 2.2 3.8
Brazil 38.597 4.6 5.2 Algeria 10.230 4.2 4.6 Ireland 28,611 9.1 4.2
Chile 9.328 6.9 5.1 Bahrain 3.6B9 3.5 6.1 Netherlands 139.075 4.9 3.8
Clombia 7.570 12A 5.0 Egypt. Arab Rep. 2.244 1.5 3.6 NwZaad 1.3 . .Iran. Islamic Rep. 16.240 4.0 4.6 NewZeabnd 1 

Costa Rica 1.999 5.3 5.2 Iraq ,, -2.8 4.6 Nor-ay 31.853 7.6 3.6
Dominican Republic 555 -4.0 6.2 Spain 62.872 7.3 4.1
Ecuador 2.904 3.5 5.6 Jordan 1.232 5.1 12.2 Sweden 49.857 3.3 3.8
El Salvador 720 -3.1 4.7 Morocco 3.991 4.5 4.3 Swtzerind 58.694 3.7 4.5
Guatemala 1,340 -0.1 5.5 Oman 5.370 9.1 7.0

Saudi Arabia 40,858 -2.0 5.9 Other high-
Jamaica 1,040 2.5 4.9 SyrianArabRepublic 3.150 7.7 2.4 income 339.976 11.2 4.9
Mexico 30,241 4.4 6.3 Tunisia 3.802 8.1 4.2 Brunei .. -1.7
Panama 553 4A4 4.1 Yemen, Rep. 1.000 1A 10.3 Cyprus 859 4.4 4.1
Paraguay 695 9.1 4.4 Hong Kong 135.248 16.3 6.7
Peru 3.463 -1.0 5.3 Subbharmn Afic 56,06 3.4 4.6 Israel 14.779 8.3 5.1

Angola Z.780 11.9 4.7 Kuwvait 10.248 -5.3 5.8
TrinidadandTobago 1,612 -1.2 5.0 Botswana 1.725 7.6 3.1
Uruguay 1,645 2.2 4.6 Cote d lvoire 2.730 2.8 3.8 Qatar ,, 1.1
Venezuela 14.020 2.6 5.9 Cameroon 1.590 8.2 4.4 Singapore 74.012 13.3 6 8
Europe and Ethiopia 199 -3.4 3.4 Taiwan. China 84.678 9.8
Cental Asia 153,27 4.4 12 Gabon 2.150 2.0 4.5 United Arab

Armenia 29 .. .. Ghana 1.051 5.7 3.8 Emirates 19.680 7.4 5.9
Azerbaijan 351 .. Kenya 1.374 2.9 1.8
Belarus 737 Madagascar 300 0.9 4.9
Bulgaria 3.640 ,, -1.5 Nigeria 10.870 1.5 5.7
Czech Republic 12,929

Note: Trade date for EU countries for 1993 may not be strictly comparable with those for earier years because of market unification. Trade data for countries of
the former Soviet Union IFSUI refer to trade with non-FSU countries only. Average annual growth rates for non-high-income countries refer to 1981-92.
Source: See technical notes.
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Table 6 Imports of goods. 1993
Average Average Average

Merchandise annual Merchandise Merchandise annual Merchandise Merchandise snnuail Merchandise,
Imports growth impofsls Imponts growth Imporia Import growth Imports

l(USS 1981-93 GDP fUSS 1987-93 GDP (US$ 7987-93 GDP
mIllionsI (I% I5) millions.) I51 1%) millions) 1%) I%)

World 3.703.248 5.5 14.7 Europe and Central Asia (contnuedil Sub-Suharan Afrim ca lonnuadi
All deweloping 856,70B 2.7 17.9 Estonie 618 .. 12.1 Senegal 1.262 2.0 20.1
Asia 2237=3 8.5 193 Georgea 460 . South Africa 18.591 -0.1 16.2
East Asia Greece 20.542 7.1 25.0 Sudan 680 -5.0 11.4
and Pacific 330,820 9.3 21.3 Hungary 12. 597 1.3 35.9 Zambia 720 -3.0

Chine 103.008 9-1 20.4 Kazakhstan 1.269 .. 5.1 Zimbabwe 1.490 0.5 26.2
Indonesia 28.085 3.1 22 2 KVrgyz Republic 112 .. 3.1 NIgh-Incoime 2.84.54 64 15.3
Korea. Rep. 83.800 11.6 28._3 Latvia 339 .. Industrial 2.492.293 6.1 13.6
Malaysia 45.657 9.2 79.3 Lithuania 486 . . G-7 1.880.749 6.3 12.1
Myanmar 814 -0.6 Moldova 210 .. 4.9 Canada 131.675 5.9 23.4
Papua New Guinea 1.299 1.4 30.7 Poland 18.834 3.3 22.5 Frne202.271 52 1.
Philippines 18,757 5.5 35.8 Portugal 24.598 11.2 30.9 Germany 348,631 6.4 19.5
Thailand 46.058 15.1 41.7 Romant, 6.404 -1.7 29.8 Italy 14.789 6.3 12.0
Vial Nam .. . . Russian Federation 33.100 .. 10.0 Japan 241.624 6.8 6.6
South Asia 41.553 4.5 1237 Slovak Republic 6.345 . . United Kingdom 206.321 5.6 19.8
Bangladesh 4.001 5.1 16.8 Slovenia 6.498 53.1 United States 603.438 6.1 10.2
India 22.761 4.2 9.4 Tajikistan 374 . . Other industrial 611.544 5.5 22.0
Nepai 880 4.3 29.8 Turkmenistan 749 ~ . Australia 42.259 4.6 1423
Pakistan 9,500 3.0 20.1 Turkey 29.174 10.2 25.8 Austria 48.578 6.5 26.2
Sn Lanka 4.227 4.6 43.1 Ukraine 4.700 . 4.3 Belgium and
L.atn Americand~ . 1. Uzbekistan 1.280 . .. Luxembourg 112.248 4.5 48.9

site CarIbbean MIddle East and ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~Denmark 29.521 3.4 20.7
Argentina 16.784 0.0 7.3 North AMrks .314 -_.7 2322 iln 802 23 1.
Bolivia 1.206 -0.2 22.9 Algeria 7.770 -5.9 17.2 Iceland 1.349 1.3 20.3
Brazil 25.439 0.3 64 Bahrain 3.825 0.8 .. relanid 21.386 5.3 43.9
Chile 10.597 5.7 25.7 Egypt. Arab Rep. 8.175 -4.2 23.0 Netherlands 126.557 5.0 39.5
Colombia 9.841 -1.4 20.3 Iran. Islamic Rep. 14.120 1.0 12.5 New Zealand 9.636 4.2 23.3
Costa Rica 2.907 5.6 44.5 Iraq . 15.8 .. Norway 23.956 3.2 21.2
Dominican Republic 2.125 2.9 27.5 Jordan 3.539 -3.7 73.9 Spain 78.626 11.6 13.7
Ecuador 2.562 -1.9 20.2 Morocco 6.760 4.3 23.6 Sweden 42.681 3.9 17.3
El Salvador 1.919 2.1 29.8 Oman 4.114 -1.0 35.7 Switzerland 56.716 3.0 23.5
Guatemala 2.599 2.1 24.9 Saudi Arabia 28.198 -6.5 25.3 Other high-
Jamaica 2.097 2.1 63.7 Syrian Arab Republic 4.140 -7.0 income 354,247 9.6 128.7
Mexico 50.147 7.1 15.2 Tunisia 6.214 3.5 39.3 Brunei .. 2.4
Panama 2.188 -0.9 36.5 ymnRe. 190-5 1.1 Cyprus 2.563 6.9 38.3
Paraguay 1.689 7.9 26.2 Sub-Sahiaran Afica 49.22 -1.3 14.0 Hong Kong 138.658 12.4 144.5
Peru 3.389 -2.3 15.3 Angola 1.390 -2.1 .. Israel 22.621 7.4 32.4
Trinidad and Tobago 1.449 -9.1 26.9 Botswana 1.776 11.2 48.0 Kuwait 7.036 -5.2 32.4
Uruguay 2.300 3.1 20.2 COte dilvoire 1,663 -3.5 16.4 Qar . 30
Venezuela 10.979 -3.7 18.0 Cameroon 1.108 -2.3 10.7 Qmatare 8.23 -3.0 8.
Europe and Ethiopia 787 -2.5 11.7 Tmaiwa. Cie 85.234 10.1 18.
Central Asia 18* .9 19.6 Gabon 83!3 -2.7 14.1 United Arab

Armenia 188 .. 5.5 Ghana 1.728 4.2 25.1 Emirates 19.520 3.8 55A
Azerbaijan 241 .. Kenya 1.711 0.6 21.4
Belarus 777 Madagascar 500 -2.5 16.7
Bulgaria 4.330 39.9 Nigeria 7.680 -10.9 25.1
Czech Republic 13.487 .. 42.7

Note: Trade data for EU countries for 1993 mfay not be strictly comparable wiith those for earlier years because of market unification. Trade data for countries of
the former Soviet Union (FSUI refer to trade with non-FSU countries only. Average annual growth rates for non-high-income countries refer to 1981-92.
Source: See technical notes.
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Table 7 Long-term net resource flows to developing countries, 1993
USS millions

Official
Private

As a share Official
of GOP Net debt Portfolio development

Total (%) Total flows FDI equity flows Total assistance Other

All developing countries 209,400 4.66 157.656 45,708 65,141 46.807 51.744 41,428 10,316

Asia 84.940 5.45 68,426 ¶0.971 37.322 20.132 16,515 11,022 5.493
East Asia and Pacific 73,569 6.11 62,783 8.194 36,481 18,107 10,787 6,644 4,143
China 41,235 10.54 36.261 8,183 25.800 2.278 4,975 1.977 2,998
Indonesia 4,932 3.41 2,337 -1.504 2.004 1.836 2,595 1.542 1.053
Korea. Rep. 8.534 2.58 8,674 2.129 516 6.029 -140 -191 52

Malaysia 7.746 12.02 8,033 -18 4.351 3.700 -287 45 -332
Myanmar 98 0.18 37 33 4 . 61 61 -1
Papua New Guinea 277 5.44 5 -445 450 . 272 291 -19
Philippines 3.347 6.19 2.143 298 763 1.082 1.204 934 270
Thailand 5,853 4.69 5.018 -499 2.400 3.117 835 624 212
Viet Nam 82 0.64 83 -7 25 65 -1 57 -58

South Asia 11,371 3.14 5,643 2777 841 2,025 5,728 4,378 1,350
Bangladesh 1,078 4.36 -14 -28 14 .. 1.092 1.099 -7
India 6,567 2.62 4.559 2.446 273 1.840 2.008 1.237 771
Nepal 305 10.08 -6 -12 6 .. 310 310 0
Pakistan 2,275 4.39 988 457 347 185 1.287 697 590
Sri Lanka 513 4.90 109 -85 195 .. 404 423 -19

Lain Ameica and
the Caribbean 63,126 4.46 57,709 16,471 16,089 25,149 5,417 3,657 1,760

Argentina 18,127 7.09 15.109 5.201 6.305 3.604 3.017 -22 3.039
Botivia 324 6.02 -53 -203 150 .. 377 362 15
Brazil 12.345 2.43 13.356 7.054 802 5.500 -1.011 107 -1,118
Chile 1,975 4.52 2.109 920 841 349 -134 62 -197
Colombia 670 1.24 1,123 144 850 128 -453 30 -483

Costa Rica 152 2.01 218 -62 280 .. -65 -2 -63
Dominican Republic 163 1.72 159 -24 183 .. 4 21 -17
Ecuador 340 2.36 213 98 115 .. 128 153 -25
El Salvador 883 11.58 17 1 16 .. 865 777 88
Guatemala 218 1.93 167 18 149 .. 51 84 -33

Jamaica 368 9.57 121 -19 139 .. 247 239 8
Mexico 22.283 6.49 22.241 3.043 4,901 14.297 42 85 -43
Panama -82 -1.25 -54 -13 -41 .. -28 58 -86
Paraguay 87 1.28 101 -49 150 .. -13 38 -51
Peru 2.368 5.77 1.504 -71 349 1.226 865 363 502

Trinidad and Tobago 117 2.56 64 -121 185 .. 53 10 44
Uruguay 349 2.65 172 96 76 .. 177 91 85
Venezuela 1.056 1.76 942 526 372 45 113 46 67

Europe and Central Asia 37,854 3.55 27.759 17,803 8.654 1,302 10.095 7W237 2,858
Armenia 154 7.04 0 0 .. .. 154 30 124
Azerbaijan 14 0.28 0 0 .. .. 14 14
Belarus 438 1.69 125 115 10 .. 313 186 127
Bulgaria 55 0.53 22 -34 55 .. 34 39 -5
Czech Republic 2.443 7.73 2.268 1.318 950 .. 175 27 149

Estonia 331 6.50 162 1 160 .. 170 147 22
Georgia 164 5.97 4 4 .. .. 161 28 133
Hungary 5.421 14.23 5.300 2.939 2.349 13 121 136 -15
Kazakhstan 450 1.82 279 129 150 .. 172 10 162
Kyrgyz Republic 124 3.55 0 0 .. .. 124 56 69

Latvia 166 3.61 24 4 20 .. 143 122 21
Lithuania 289 9.79 42 30 12 .. 247 144 103
Moldova 130 3.02 14 0 14 .. 116 46 70
Poland 1.859 2.17 1.685 30 1.715 .. 174 -48 222
Portugal 6.278 8.39 5.752 3.340 1.301 1.111 525 70 456
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Official
Private

As a share Official
of GDP Net debt Portfolio development

Total (%) Total flows FDI equity flows Total assistance Other

Romania 1.066 4.10 659 565 94 407 81 327
Russian Federation 6,878 2.09 3.207 2.507 700 . 3.671 2.800 871
Slovak Republic 301 2.72 197 197 104 31 73
Slovenia 179 .. 239 127 112 .. -60 5 -65
Talikistan 22 0.89 0 0 .. .. 22 22 0

Turkmenistan 10 .. 0 0 .. .. 10 10 0
Turkey 6.761 3.88 7.077 6.263 636 178 -316 195 -512
Ukraine 904 0.95 398 198 200 .. 506 220 287
Uzbekistan 535 2.62 139 94 45 .. 396 71 325

Middle East and North Africa 5,301 2.12 1,618 257 1.361 .. 3,683 3,692 -9
Algeria -382 -0.77 -566 -581 15 .. 184 316 -132
Egypt, Arab Rep. 2.090 5.35 361 -132 493 .. 1.730 1.713 17
Iran, Islamic Rep. 1.194 .. 1.049 1,099 -50 .. 145 40 105
Jordan 2 0.04 -195 -161 -34 .. 197 238 -41
Morocco 884 3.32 796 274 522 .. 88 297 -210

Oman 55 0.47 -19 -118 99 .. 74 82 -9
Syrian Arab Republic 269 .. 42 -28 70 .. 227 259 -32
Tunisia 650 4.44 140 -99 239 .. 510 221 289
Yemen. Rep. 158 1.25 10 10 .. .. 148 148 1

Sub-Saharan Africa 18,177 9.01 2,145 206 1,714 224 16,033 15.820 213
Angola 691 .. 507 207 300 .. 184 189 -5
Botswana 157 3.91 85 30 55 .. 72 88 -16
Cdte d'lvoire 510 5.49 31 1 30 .. 479 552 -73
Cameroon 353 3.19 -104 -23 -81 .. 457 449 9
Ethiopia 1.049 17.21 4 -2 6 .. 1,045 1,036 10

Gabon 224 4.13 100 3 97 .. 124 75 49
Ghana 468 7.69 4 -21 25 , 464 472 -8
Kenya 465 8.40 -29 -30 2 .. 494 589 -95
Madagascar 342 10.20 24 -6 30 .. 318 318 -1
Nigeria 1.005 2.88 890 -10 900 .. 115 -40 155

Senegal 438 7.67 -1 -1 .. .. 439 388 50
Sudan 391 .. 0 0 .. .. 391 387 5
Zambia 714 22.45 36 -19 55 .. 678 734 -56
Zimbabwe 486 8.63 -172 -200 28 .. 658 362 296

Source: World Bank data.
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Table 8 Direction of merchandise trade, 1993
As a percentage of world trade

Industrial importers Developing importers

Other An Westem
Source United European indus- indus- Developing Middle hemi- All
of exports States Unron Japan trial trial Africa Asia Europe East sphere developing World

Industrial 9.1 27.2 2.6 8.6 47.5 1.5 9.1 2.7 2.5 3.7 19.4 67.6
United States .. 2.6 1.3 3.3 7.2 0.2 2.2 0.3 0.5 2.1 5.3 12.4
European Union 2.6 19.5 0.7 3.8 26.6 1.0 2.2 2.0 1.4 0.9 7.6 34.8
Japan 2.9 1.5 .. 0.6 5.0 0.2 3.7 0.1 0.3 0.4 4.7 9.7
Other industrial 3.6 3.6 0.6 1.0 8.8 0.1 1.0 0.3 0.2 0.2 1.9 10.7

Developing 6.5 6.8 3.2 1.4 17.9 0.6 8.0 1.4 1.2 1.8 12.9 32.4
Africa 0.4 0.9 0.1 0.1 1.4 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.5 2.3
Asia 3.7 2.5 2.1 0.8 9.2 0.3 6.4 0.3 0.5 0.5 8.0 17.3
Developing Europe 0.1 1.5 0.1 0.3 2.0 0.0 0.3 0.7 0.1 0.0 1.2 3.3
Middle East 0.4 1.1 0.7 0.1 2.3 0.1 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.3 2.0 5.3
Western hemisphere 1.8 0.7 0.2 0.2 2.9 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.9 1.3 4.3

World 15.5 34.0 5.8 10.1 65.5 2.1 17.1 4.1 3.7 5.4 32.4 100.0

Note: Developing-country groups are based an IMF country classifications.
Source: IMF Direction of Trade Statistics database.

Share of merchandie imports from developing Direction of merchandise exports. 1993
countries, 1993

DevelopingPercent to industrial

50 _18%)
Industrial

40 - -to industrial Industal
O to) to developing30 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(20%)

20

Developing1 0 to developing

0
United European Japan Industrial Developing
Stes Union

Table 9 Growth of merchandise trade in nominal dollars, 1982-93
Average annual percentage growth

Industrial importers Developing importers

Other All Vestern
Source United European indus- indus- Developing Middle hemi- All
of exports States Union Japan trial trial Afrca Asia Europe East sphere developing World

Industrial . 8.1 7.1 8.1 6.4 7.1 -0.2 10.8 6.5 -0.1 5.4 5.6 6.5
United States .. 5.1 7.3 7.8 6.5 -0.7 10.2 7.0 1.7 6.4 6.4 6.3
European Union 7.6 7.4 13.3 6.3 7.3 -0.1 11.8 9.2 -0.2 4.9 4.8 6.6
Japan 9.4 10.1 .. 5.2 8.7 1.8 11.1 0.8 -1.3 5.6 7.3 7.8
Other industrial 7.9 6.6 6.3 5.3 6.7 -1.7 10.3 0.7 0.1 1.7 4.1 6.0

Developing 7.1 4.4 4.5 5.7 5.1 3.2 12.1 -0.8 1.9 6.2 7.5 5.7
Africa 0.1 1.9 1.1 1.1 0.8 5.4 10.2 -1.3 3.7 -1.2 2.9 1.5
Asia 12.7 13.2 7.9 10.6 11.0 7.6 15.6 7.6 5.6 11.9 13.0 11.8
Developing Europe 9.1 6.7 5.1 0.1 5.4 -2.1 11.4 -2.2 -4.8 9.4 2.7 1.6
Middle East 6.9 8.9 7.5 70.4 9.7 0.8 8.2 19.2 2.9 45.8 9.0 9.2
Western hemisphere 6.1 1.8 2.8 4.2 4.1 -0.4 10.5 -8.1 0.9 4.6 3.3 3.6

World 7.6 6.3 5.6 6.0 6.3 0.6 113 2.8 0.4 52 62 6.1

Nore: Developing.country groups are based on IMF country classifications.
Source: IMF Direction of Trade Statistics database.
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Table 10 External financing ratios, 1993
Present value of debt service

As share As shamt As sharm
As of expotb of As of exports of As of expons of

share of goods and share of goods and shame of goods and
GDP services GOP srvics GOP servicas
nss (%) (x) 1%) Wx f%)

AN deeloplng 9.5 1653 Europe and Centml Asa 2.4 186.6 Middle East and North Afide IconinuedA
Asb 30.1 105.7 Armenia 6.1 62.3 Syrian Arab Republic 315.3
East Asia and Pacific 29.8 91.4 Azerbaijan 0.7 . Tunisia 54.3 116.5
China 19.6 81.3 Belarus 2.6 35.1 Yemen. Rep. 45.0 295.0
Indonesia 58.5 1946 Bulgara 1194 254.4
Korea. Rep 13.9 4612 Czech Republic 26.7 . Sub-Sahara. Afriea 63.5 261.2
Malaysia 37.0 42.6 Estonia 3.2 16.9 Angola .. 314.2

Myanmar Georgia 19.7 113.1 ~~~~~~~Botswana 12.8
Myanmar .- -- Georgia 19.7 113.1 C6:e dBo voire 224.0 533.3
PBpuB New Guinea 60.0 100.2 Greece 0.0 0.0 Cameroon 57.7 292.4
Philippines 598 172.9 Hungary 66.9 216.2 Ethiopia 50.7 396.4
Thailand 36.5 91.0 Kazakhstan 6.4
Viet Nam 161 8 568.5 Kyrgyz R.,,ublic 7.9 Gabon 77.7 148.8
South Asia 31.1 210.9 Latvia 4.9 Ghana 14030 23248.7
Bangladesh 30.2 1 889 Lithuania 8.6 Kenya 108.7 723.6
India 29.1 227.6 Moldova 6.0 57.7 Madgaca
Nepal 33.8 Poland 49.7 262.5 Nigena 987
Pakistan 39.1 205.1 Portugal 48.3 Senegal 7 03 199.4
SnLanka 41.9 104.1 Romani 16.4 745 SouthAfrica 0n0 0.0
Latin Anme and Russian Federation 25.3 162.1 audan
the Caribben 34.1 239.9 Slovak Republic 28.5 42.3 Zimba 16475 17286

Argentina 28.6 418.3 Sloveni__Zimbabwe_ 64_7_ 172_6
Bolivia 61.9 389.0 Tajikistan 1.1 .. Soue: World Bank data.
Brazil 26.3 295.8 Turkmenistan
Chile 46.7 160.0 Turkey 38.2 216.4 Present value of debt, 1993
Colombia 32.3 152.7 Ukraine 3.5 20.9
Costa Rica 48.1 114.9 Uzbekistan 3.3
Dominican Republic 44.4 .. Middle East - Sub-Saharan
Ecuador 98.0 380 8 Middle East and and North Africa Africa
El Salvador 21 0 82 6 North Afrke 80.9 179.1 (9%) 110%)
Guatemala 22A 109.3 Algeria 51.3 206.2 Middle- - EastAsia

Jamaica ~~~Bahrain 0.0 inco~me aastAsi
Jamaica 104.9 150.4 Egypt Arab Rep. 71.2 174.7 Europe W .- and
Mexico 35.0 182.1 Iran. Islamic Rep. .. 117.4 E 1206) Pacirc
Panama 101.6 87.1 Iraq .. .. 12%\
Parguay 20.4 72.8 Jordan 127.0 158.7 Latin
Pewu 46.1 403.2 Morocco 72.8 224.0 and the Caribbean
Trinidad and Tobago 48.3 Oman 33.3 (32%) South Asia
Uruguay 54.3 243.7 Saudi Arabia
Venezuela 62.6 210.8

Ratio of present value of debt to exports of
Ratio of present value of debt to GNP. 1993 goods and services. 1993
Percent Percent

100 300

80
200

60

40
100

2!0

0 0
Sub- East South Latin Middle- Middle Sub- East South Latin Middle- Middle

Saharan Asia and Asia America income East and Saharan Asia and Asia America income East and
Africa Pacific and the Europe North Africa Pacific and the Europe North

Caribbean Africa Caribbean Africa
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Table 11 Structure of long-term debt, 1993
As percentage of long-term debt

Nonconcessional Nonconcessional Nonconcessdonal
Con- Con- Con-

cessi Vfariable Fixed cessional Vanable Fixed cessionel Variable Fixed

All dveloping 24.9 35.6 39.4 Europa and Sub-Saharan Arca 45.5 16.1 305

Asa 41.3 25.5 32.2 Cel Aab SA 51.5 40.1 Angola 32-2 4-4 63.4
EastAsiaandPaciflc 32.4 312 36A Armenia 3.7 62.4 33.9 Botswana 43.0 15.8 41.2
China 19.2 28.5 523 Azerbalin 00 1000 COte dIvoire 22.0 600 18.0
Indonesia 36.3 41-6 22.1 Belarus 54.4 45.6 Cameroon 40.3 19.3 40.4
Korea. Rep. 13.5 30.2 56.4 Bulgaria 0.0 77A4 22.6 Ethiopia 82.1 1.8 16.1
Malaysia 17.5 44.0 38 5 Czech Republic 1.2 44.7 54.2 Gabon 14 1 14.7 71.2
Myanmar 92.1 7.9 Estonia 37.5 28.2 34.2 Ghana 83.0 1.9 15.0
Papua New Guinea 25.4 11.1 63.5 Georgia 0.0 87.9 12.1 Kenya 53.4 13.2 33.5
Philippines 35.9 24.8 39.3 Greece .. .. .. Madagascar 57.2 5.7 37.1
Thailand 22.9 46.6 30.5 Hungary 0.9 36.2 62.9 Nigeria 4.0 18.2 77.8
Viet Nam 90.9 3.0 6.1 Kazakhstan 0.0 99.9 0.1 Senegal 69.5 7.4 23.1

South Asia 61.2 15.8 22.9 Kyrgyz Republic 12.3 86.2 1.6 South Africa
Bangladesh 98.7 0.3 1.0 Latvia 66.8 30.6 2.7 Sudan 49.3 18.9 31.8
India . 51.5 18.2 30.3 Lithuania 20.6 43.8 35.7 Zambia 61.0 7.9 31.1
Nepal 96.0 .. 4.0 Moldova 13.4 84.1 2.5 Zimbabwe 37.1 25.8 37.1
Pakistan - 65.6 20.8 13.6 Poland 18.8 67.8 13A
Sri Lanka 88.1 4.9 7.0 Ponugal 4.2 19.8 760 Sourc. WorlBankdata

LWtin Ameria Rornania 10.1 50.2 39.8
nd the Caribban 7.3 443 41.4 Russian Federation 5.1 60.8 34.1 Higheat ten ratios of non-

Argentina 0.8 33.7 65.5 Slovak Repubic 1.0 41.1 57.9
Bolivia 57.0 13.7 29.3 Slovenia 1.2 45.9 529 concesional debt to GDP, 1993
Brazil 2.3 56.4 41.2 Taiik- Percent
Chile 2.0 57.4 40.6 Turkmenistan 100.0 0 50 100 150 200 250 300
Colombia 5.6 53.7 40.7 Trmnsa 0.

Costa Rica ~~~~Turkey 14.1 35.9 49. Nicaraua
Costa Rica 27.7 28.8 43.5 Ukraine 0.6 98.3 1.1
Dominican Republic 51.3 28.5 202 Uzbekistan 6.3 81.0 12.7 Guyana
Ecuador 13.5 59.2 27.4
El Salvador 50A 17.7 31.9 lobk sanE CoteddivoireNerth Africa 35.3 29.4 35.2 6edloe
Guatemala 49.0 18.9 32.1 Algeria 5.0 50.2 44.8 Mombqe
Jamaica 33.9 25.5 40.6 Bahrain Mozambique
Meyico 1.7 36.3 62.0 Egypt, Arab Rep. 40.9 8.0 51.1
Panama 12.1 63.2 24.7 Iran. Islamic Rep. OA 71.9 27.7 Congo
Paraguay 54.0 9.5 36.5 Iraq Bulgaria
Peru 22.5 41.0 36.5 Jordan 46.0 23.8 30.2

Trinidad and Tobago 2.7 50.6 46.7 Morocco 28.2 52.2 19.6 Nigeria
Uruguay 3.3 43.7 52.9 Oman 21.2 50.0 28.8 Tni
Venezuela 1 2 58.0 40.9 Saudi Arabia Tanzama

Syrian Arab Republic 89.6 .. 10.4
Tunisia 38.8 22.6 38.6 Jordan
Yemen. Rep. 63.2 1.5 35.3 Jamaica

Structure of long-tem debt, by debto group, 1993 Structure of long-term debt, by region, 1993
Percent Percent

100 100

80 80

60 60

40 40

20 20

0 0
Severely Moderately Severely Moderately Other Sub- East Asia South Latin Middle- Middle
indebted indebted indebted indebted Saharan and Asia Anmrica income East

low-income low-income middle- middle- Africa Pacific and the Europe and North
income income Caribbean Africa

U Fxed rate V Variable rate Concessional * Fixed rate U Variable rate Concessional
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Table 12 Interest and exchange rate effects on long-term debt, 1993
As percentage of exports of goods and servnces

Interest Exchange Intest Exchange Interest Exchange
rate rate rate rate rate rate

effecs effects effect, effects effects effects

All developing 0.25 0.20 Europe and Cental AsIe -11.6 0.12 Sub-Saaran Arica -4.19 0.02
Asia 2.23 0.32 Armenia -0.70 . Angola -190 -
East Asia and PacIfic 2.18 0.35 Azerbaijan . Batswana -
ChstAsina 1ndPacc 4°8 0.03 Belarus -0.10 .. COts dlvoire -15.11 0.09
China 6.24 0.26 Bulgaria -3-68 0 08 Cameroon -12.85 0.05

Korea, Rep 083 02 Czech Republic . Ethiopia -2865
MabysIa 0.92 0.05 Estonia -0.05 .. Gabon -5 86
Myanmar , Georgia -1.07 Ghana -0.36Myanmar . ~~~~~~~~~GeeeKenya -1.88
Papua New Guinea 4.32 0.04 -1
Philippnes 4 74 0.23 Hungary 1.56 0.52 Madagascar -6.55
Thatland 2.77 2.16 Kazakhstan - . Nigena
Viet Nam 0.86 .. Kyrgyz Republic . Senegal -4.93

South Asia 2.53 0.06 Latvia .. .. South Africa -
Bangladesh 8.45 Lithuania . .. Sudan
Bangladesh 845 . ~~~~~~Moldova -0A49 .. Zambia -4.16

India 2.10 0.07 do -4Zaoa-.1
Nepal 2 .0 Poland -8 12 0.08 Zimbabwe -3.15 0.05
Paktstan 1.46 0.05 Pontugal * Source: World Bank data
Sri Lanka 2.51 0.02 Romania -0.73 0.02

Lan AmrIc Russian Federation -2.40 0.02 Debt service to exports, 1993
and the Caribben -0.34 0.13 Slovak Republic -0.45 0.05 Percent

Argentina -0.67 0.30 Slovenia 0 5 10 15 20 25
Bolivia -0.39 . Taiikistan
Brazil -0.60 0.18 Turkmenistan E.. ast Asia
Chile 0 61 0.14 Turkey 0.73 0.25 and Pacific
Colombia -1.03 0.10 Ukraine -010 0.01

Costa Rica 0.11 0.03 Uzbekistan .. ..
Dominican Republitc . .. Mldle Eat and SouthAsia
Ecuador 1.08 0.06 North Africa -1.54 0.09
El Salvador -OA7 . Algeria -1.84 0.24 Latin America
Guatemala -0.32 .. Bahrain . .. and the Caribbean

Jamaica -0.43 0.04 Egypt. Arab Rep. -3.14 0.01
Mexico 0.35 0.07 Iran. Islamic Rep. -0.39 0.05 Middle-income
Panama 0.42 Iraq Europe
Paraguay 0.29 .. Jordan 0.91 0.05
Peru -8.56 0.11 Morocco -4.13 0.19 Middle East
Trinidad and Tobago . ,. Oman and North AfricaTrinidad and Tobago .. ~ Saud Arabia
Uruguae -0.50 0.20 Synan Arab Republic 0.38 Sub-Saharan

Tunisia -1.39 0.05 Africa
Yemen. Rep. 1.82

Exchange rate effect as percentage of exports Interest rate effect as percentage of exports
of goods and services, 1993 of goods and services. 1993

2 0.30

0 - 0.25

-2 U 0.20
0.15

-4
0.10

-6 0.50

-8 0
Severely Moderately Severely Moderately Less Severely Moderately Severely Moderately Less
indebted indebted indebted indebted indebted indebted indebted indebted indebted indebted

low4income low-income middle- middle- low-income low-income middle- middle-
income income income income
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Table 13 Manufactures unit value, LIBOR, and commodity prices, selected years, 1965-94

1965 1970 1971 1972 7973 1974 1975 1976 1977 7978 1979

G-5 unit value index
of manufacturese(1990= 1001 22 25 26 29 33 41 45 46 50 58 66

LIBOR Ipercentib 5.0 8.9 7.1 6.0 9.4 10.8 7.7 6.1 6.4 9.2 12.2

Commodity price Weights
indexesc (7990- 700J (percent)

Petroleum 6 6 8 9 13 53 51 55 60 61 88
33 commodities
excluding energy 43 47 44 46 71 96 79 94 122 114 130
Agriculture 67.7 46 51 48 51 81 107 86 107 144 130 143
Food 53.2 47 53 49 53 84 115 91 114 159 139 150
Nonfood 14.4 44 43 43 44 70 78 68 85 87 96 116

Timber 5.2 18 21 21 21 37 44 34 45 52 55 96
Metals and minerals 27.1 41 43 39 39 53 77 68 71 79 84 103

Commodity prices Units

Agriculture
Cocoa cents/kg 37 68 54 64 113 156 125 205 379 340 329
Coffee centstkg 100 115 99 110 137 145 144 315 517 359 382
Tea cents/kg 129 110 105 105 106 140 139 154 269 219 216
Sugar cents/kg 5 8 10 16 21 66 45 26 18 17 21
Bananas S/mt 159 165 141 161 165 184 247 257 275 287 326
Wheat $/mt 66 63 64 71 147 209 181 149 116 135 172
Rice $/mt 136 144 129 147 350 542 363 255 272 368 331
Maize $/mt 55 58 58 56 98 132 120 112 95 101 116
Coconut oil $/mt 348 397 371 234 513 998 394 418 578 683 985
Palm oil $/mt 273 260 261 217 378 669 434 407 530 600 654
Soybeans $/mt 117 117 126 140 290 277 220 231 280 268 298
Soybean oil $/mt 270 307 323 270 465 795 619 438 576 607 662
Cotton cents/kg 63 63 74 79 136 142 116 169 155 157 169
Rubber cents/kg 57 46 40 40 79 87 66 87 92 111 142

Other
Logs S/cm 32 37 38 38 66 79 59 80 93 97 170
Sawnwood S/cm .. 93 93 110 156 143 166 168 154 205 339
Urea $/mt .. 48 46 59 95 316 198 112 127 145 173

Metals and minerals
Copper S/mt 1.290 1.413 1,080 1.071 1,786 2.059 1.237 1,401 1.310 1,367 1,985
Aluminum S/mt 474 556 561 511 589 674 797 896 1.050 1.088 1,230
Nickel $/mt 1.735 2.846 2.932 3.080 3.373 3,825 4,570 4.974 5.203 4.610 5.986
Gold (5/toz) 35 36 41 58 97 159 161 125 148 193 307
Phosphaterock $/mt 13 11 11 12 14 55 67 36 31 29 33
Steel products index (1990 =100) 25 31 28 30 46 66 52 54 53 68 76

Energy
Crudepetroleum S/bbl 1.3 1.3 1.7 1.9 2.7 11.2 10.9 11.7 12.8 12.9 18.6
Coal $/mt .. .. .. .. .. . .. 33.4 39.6 35.4

a. Unit value index in U.S. dollar terms 11990=100D of manufactures exported from the G-5 countries IFrance. Germany Japan. United Kingdom, and Unned
Statez), weighted by the country's exports to developing countres.

Price indexes relative to manufactures unit value index, 1974-94
Index. 1990=100
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1980 7981 1982 7983 1984 1985 1966 1987 1988 1989 7990 1997 1992 1993 1994

72 72 71 70 68 69 81 89 95 95 100 102 107 104 107
14.0 16.7 13.6 9.9 11.3 8.6 6.8 7.3 8.1 9.3 8.4 6.1 3.9 3.4 5.1

144 161 146 132 130 126 64 81 64 77 100 82 S1 72 70

138 120 108 113 117 104 104 98 114 109 100 97 93 94 116
148 129 114 123 130 113 118 103 118 109 100 98 92 91 123
153 133 119 126 137 120 128 104 122 111 100 98 91 92 127
132 113 99 112 103 87 81 99 102 100 100 99 94 89 110
110 88 88 82 94 77 85 125 113 108 100 108 118 220 175
116 103 95 97 90 86 71 80 104 110 100 92 91 77 85

260 208 174 212 240 225 207 199 156 124 127 120 110 112 140
347 287 309 291 319 323 429 251 303 239 197 187 141 156 331
223 202 193 233 346 19B 193 171 179 202 203 184 200 186 183
63 37 19 19 11 9 13 1S 22 28 28 20 20 22 27
379 401 374 429 370 380 382 365 478 547 541 560 473 443 439
191 196 167 170 165 173 161 134 180 201 156 143 177 193 199
434 483 293 277 252 216 211 230 301 320 287 314 287 270 357
125 131 109 136 136 112 88 76 107 112 109 107 104 102 108
674 570 464 730 1.155 590 297 442 565 517 337 433 578 450 60B
584 571 445 501 729 501 257 343 437 350 290 339 394 378 528
296 288 245 282 282 224 208 216 304 275 247 240 236 255 252
597 507 447 527 724 572 342 334 463 432 447 454 429 480 616
205 185 160 185 179 132 106 165 140 167 182 168 128 128 176
162 125 100 124 110 92 94 112 129 112 102 101 102 99 132

196 155 146 138 157 122 139 202 201 191 177 191 210 390 310
365 314 302 3u4 307 276 266 276 307 422 524 472 513 538 778
222 216 159 135 171 136 107 117 155 132 157 172 140 107 148

2.182 1.742 1.480 1.592 1.377 1,417 1.374 1.783 2.602 2,848 2.662 2,339 2.281 1,913 2,307
1,456 1.263 992 1,439 1.251 1,041 1,150 1.565 2,551 1,951 1.639 1,302 1,254 1,139 1.477
6,519 5.953 4.838 4,673 4.752 4,899 3,881 4,872 13,778 13.308 8.864 8.156 7.001 5,293 6,340

608 460 376 423 360 318 368 446 437 381 383 362 344 360 384
47 50 42 37 38 34 34 31 36 41 41 43 42 33 33
79 82 71 67 70 61 62 72 94 106 100 99 88 91 93

30.5 34.3 31.0 28.1 27.5 26.7 13.5 17.2 13.6 16.3 21.3 17.3 17.3 15.3 15.0
43.1 56.5 52.2 44.5 48.6 46.6 43.9 36.2 37.1 40.5 41.7 41.5 40.6 38.0 36.5

b. London interbank offered rate on six-month U.S. dollar deposits.
c. Indexes are in current U.S. doflar terms (1990=100); 33-commodity price index is weighted by deveoping-countrv export values.
Source: World Bank data.

Price indexes relative to manufactures unit value index, 1974-94
Index. 1990=100
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Technical notes

The principal sources for the data contained in this country funds, depository receipts, and direct pur-
statistical annex are the World Bank's central data- chases of shares by foreign investors. For complete
bases. definitions, see World Deb, Tables 1994-95.

Regional aggregates are based on the classification Tables 8 and 9. Growth rates are computed for cur-
of economies by income group and region, following rent dollar measures of trade.
the Bank's standard definitions (see country dassifica- Table 10. The present value of scheduled debt ser-
tion tables that follow). Debt and finance data refer to vice is the discounted value of future debt service; dis-
the 137 countries that report to the Bank's Debtor count factors are based on interest rates charged by
Reporting System (see World Debt Tables 1994-95). OECD countries for officially supported export cred-
Small economies have been omitted from the tables. its. IBRD loans and IDA credits are discounted using
The region Middle-income Europe refers to Europe and the most recent IBRD lending rate. For more informa-
Central Asia excluding the countries of the former tion on the present value methodology, consult World
Soviet Union. In tables 8 and 9, the European Union Debt Tables 1994-95.
aggregate refers to the ten high-income members of the Table 11. Long-term debt includes public, publicly
European Union and excludes Greece and Portugal. guaranteed, and private nonguaranteed external debt

Current price data are reported in US. dollars. having a maturity of more than one year, but excludes
IMF credits. Concessional debt is debt with an origi-

Notes on tables nal grant element of 25 percent or more. Noncon-
cessional variable interest rate debt includes all

Tables 1 through 4. Projections are consistent with long-term debt with an original grant element of less
those highlighted in chapter 1 and the annex on than 25 percent whose terms depend on movements
regional economic prospects. of a key market rate. This item conveys information

Tables 5 and 6. Merchandise exports and imports about the borrower's exposure to changes in interna-
exclude trade in services. Growth rates are based on tional interest rates. Nonconcessional fixed rate debt
constant price data, which are derived from current is calculated as a residual. For complete definitions,
values deflated by relevant price indexes. Effective see World Debt Tables 1994-95.
market growth is the trade-weighted import growth Table 12. Exchange rate effects are measured by the
rate of the country's trading partners. The UNCTAD change in long-tern external debt caused by exchange
trade database is the prindpal source for data through rate revaluation. Interest rate effects are the change in
1992; data for 1993 are from IMF and UN COM- debt service caused by changes in interest rates for
TRADE databases or World Bank staff estimates. variable rate debt. Both effects are measured from

Table 7. Long-term net resource flows are the sum end-of-year 1992 to end-of-year 1993. Exports of
of net resource flows on long-term debt (excluding goods and services include net worker remittances.
IMF) plus non-debt-creating flows. Foreign direct Table 13. Commodity price data are collected by the
investment refers to the net inflows of investment International Economics Department of the World
from abroad. Portfolio equity flows are the sum of Bank.
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Table 1 Claifical on of economies by Income and region, 1995

Sub-Saharan Afiic As& Europe and Central Ask Middle East and North Afric

East and Eastern
Income Southern Est Asia and Europe and es I of Middlc North
group Subgroup Africa West Afica Paci%c South Aso Central Asa Europe East frica Americas

Burundi Benin Cambodia Afghanistan Albania Yemen, Rep. Egypt Arab Guyana
Comors Burkina Faso China Bangadesh Armenia Rep. Haib
Eritrea Centrl Arcan Lao PDR Bhutsn Bosnia and Honduras
Ehiopia Republic Mogolia rndia Her}govina Nicaragua
Kenya Chad Mya_n Nepal Georgia
Lesotho C6ted'lvoire VietNam Pakstan Taildstan
Madagascar Equatorial Sri lanka
Malavi Guinea
Mozambique GambiaThe

1ao- Rwanda Ghana
Incme ~ Somalia Guine

Ieant Suda Guinea-Bissau
Tanania Liberia
Ugmnda Mali
Zaie Mauritania
Zambia Nigr
Zimbabwe Nigeria

SaoTorna
and Prinpe

Sienra Leone
_______ ~Togo _ _ _ _ _

Angola Cameroon Fii Maldives Azebaijan Turkey hia Islanic Algeria Belize
Botswana Cape Verde Indonesia Bulgaria Rep. Momoco Bolivia
ljibouti Congo Kinbati Coatia Iraq Tunisia Colombia
Namibia Sengal Korea, Den. Czech ordan Costa Rica
Swaziland Rep. Republic Lebanon Cuba

Mashall Kazakhstan Syrian Arab Dominic
Ilands Kyrgyz Rep. Dominican

Micronesia Republic West Bank and Republic
Fed. Sts. Latvia Gaza Ecuador

N. Mariana Is. Lithuania El Salvador
Papua New Macedonia Grenada
Guinea FY1e Guatemala

Philippines Moldova Jamaica
Sokomon Poland Panama
Islnds Ronania Paaguay

Thailand Russan Peru
Toeig Federation SL Vincent
Vanuatu Slovak and the
Western Samoa Republic Grenadines

Turkmenistan SurinaU e
Ukraine
Uzbekistan

Middl- Yugoslavia.
intcom Fed. Rep.

Mauritius Gabon American Belanus Gibraltar Bahrain Libya Anpgua and
Mayotte Samoa Estonia Greece Oman Barbuda
Reunion Guam Hungary Isle of Man Saudi Arabia Argenia
Seychelles Korea. Rep. Slovenia Malta Aruba
South Africa Macao Portugal Barbados

Malaysia Brazil
New Caledonia Chile

French Guiana
Guadeloupe
Marinique

Upper Mexico
Nedherlands
Antales

Puerto Rico
SLKiGtts and

Nevis
St. Lucia
Trinidad

and Tobago
Uruguay

subtotal- 170_ 27_23_26 _________ _27____ 6_______ _______ Veezuia
SUbtta: 170 2D 23 26 8 27 6 10 5 38
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Table I (catinued

Sub-Sahan Africa Ask EuWeandCenlralAsia Middle Eat and North Africa

East and Eastan
Incme Southern East Adoand Euroeand Restof Middle North
growp Subgroup AfJica West Afica Pacific South Asia Central Aso Europe East Africa Anmercas

Australia Ausria Canada
Japan Belgium United States
New Zealand Denmark

France
Germany
kceLand

OECD Irlnd
Gountrks Italy

Luxembourg
Nethelands

High- Nonvay
income Spain

Sweden
Swvitzeland
United

. ___ _ __ ..-Kdom _

Brunei Andonr Isael Bahamas The
RendF Channel Kuwait Bermuda

NonOECD Polynesia Islands Qatar Cayman
Countries Hong Kong Cr us United Arab bslands

Sing1pom Fae Islands Emiates Virgin
OAEe tGreenland Islands (US)

San Marin
Total: 210 27 23 34 8 27 28 14 5 44

a. Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
b. Ote Asian economies-Taiwan. China.

For operational and analytical purposes the World Bank's main Definitions of groups
criterion for classifying economies is gross national product (GNP)
percapita. Every economy is classified as low-income. middle-incon These tablesclassify all World Bank member economies. andall other
(subdivided into lower-middle and upper-middle). or high-incomL e
Other analytical groups. based on geographic regions. exports. and Income group: Economies are divided according to 1993 GNP per
levels of external debt, are also used. capita. calculated using the World BanikAlas method. The groups are:

Low-income and middle-income economies are sometimes refefred to low-income. $695 or less: lower-middle-income. $696-S2785:
as developing economies. T'he use of the term is convenient. it is not upper-nmiddle-income. S2.786-S8.625; and high-income. $8.626 or
intended to imply that all economies in the group are experiencing
similar development or that other economies have reached a preferred The estimates for the republics of the formner Soviet Union are
or final stage of developmenL Classification by income does not preliminary and their classification will be kept under review.
necessarily reflect development status.
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Table 2 Classifcation of economies by major export category and indebtedness, 199S

LAv- and midle-income

Low-income Midle-incame Higih-income

Severely Moderately Less Seeredy Modertely Lr5ss Not classified
Grop indebted indebted indebted indebted indebted indebted by indebtedness OECD nonOECD

Armenia Bulgana Hungary Belau Canda Hong Kong
China Poland Russian Estonia Fwnand Israel
Georgia Fedrafion Koe Rep. Germany Si

Korea. Dem. heland OAE
Rep. Italy

Kyrgyz Japan
Exporters of Republic Sweden
manufactures Latvia Switzerland

Lebanon
lithuania
Macao
Moldoma
Romania
UWraine
Uzbekdstan

Afghunistan Albania Morgolia Argentina Chile Botswana American keland Faeroe Islands
Burundi Chad Bolivia Papua New Guatemala Samoa New Zealand Greenlano
Cote dIvoire Malawi Cuba Guinea Namibia French Guiana
Equatorial Togo Peru Paraguay Guadeloupe
Guinea Zinbabwe Solmon Reunion

Ethiopia Islands
Ghana St. Vincent
Guinea and the
Guinea-Bissau Grmadines
Guyana Suriname
Honduras Swaziland
Liberia

Ex-fes Madagascar
ofnofnue Mali
p2fnmy Mauritania
pmducts Myanmar

Niger

Rwanda
SAO Tomst
and Prhidpe

Somalia
Sudan
Tanzantia

Uganda
V-iet Nam
Zaire
Zambia
Nigeria Angola Algeria Bahrain Bnrnei

Congo Gabon Iran. Islamic Qatar
Iraq Venezuela Rep. United Arab

ETporten Libva Emirates
offuls Oman
(mainly oilJ Saudi Arabia

Trinidad
and Tobago

_________ ~ Turkmenistan __ __

Yemen. Rep. Benin Bhutan Jamaica Antigua and Barbados Aruba United Bahamasn The
Egypt. Arab Burldna Faso Jordan Barbuda Belize Cayman Kingdorr Bermuda

Rep. Cambodia Panama Dominican Cape Verde Islands Cyprus
Gambia. The Haiti Republic *jibouti Mariique French
Nepal Lesotho Greece El Salvador Polynesia

Western Fqi Kuwait
Samoa Grenada

Exportrs Kiribati
fsroces SMaldives

Malta
Seychelkes
St. Kitts and

St. Lucia 
Ttonguac

Vanuatu
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Table 2 fcnnrinweu

Lin- and middle-income
LoW-income Middbincom Higi-innt

Semly Madenmely Lss Sverely Moderately Less Not classfied
Group indebted indebed ndebted indebted indebted indebted by indebtedness OECD nonOECD

Cenbrl Bangladesh Sn lanka Brazil Cloambia Azerbaijin Australia
African Rep. Comors Tajikistan Cameoon Costa Ria Dominica Austria

Klnya India Ecuador Indonesia Kazadhstan Belgium
Lao PDR Pakistan Morocco Mexico Malaysia Demnark
Mozambique Syrian Arab Philippine Mauritius France

Divrs#fi Sierra Leone Rep. Snegal Nethrands Luxembourg
exportersb' Uruguay Tunisia Antilles Netherlads

Turkey Portugal Norway
South Africa Spain
Thailand United States
Yugoslavia.
Fed. Rep.

Gibraltar Croabia Bosnia and Andorra
Czech Herzegovina Chaninel
Republic Eritma Islands

Macedonia Guam San Marino
FYRC WLe of Man Virgin

Newv Marshall Islands (US)
Not daossaipu Caledania ISLands
byNexport Slovak Mayotte

Republic Mia
teatgory Slovenia Fied StsK

Norther
Mariana
Mdanis

Puerto Rico
West Bank

___ _ __ ___ and Gaza
Number Of l
econo,nies 210 33 13 11 18 20 J 59 17 21 18

a. Other Asian economies-Taiwan. China.
b. Economies in which no single export categorr accounts for more than 50 pemnt of total exports.
c. Fonner Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.

Definitions of groups

These tables classify all World Bank membereconomies. plus all other to GNP (80 percent) and present value of debt service to expons (220
economies with populations of more than 30.000. percent). Moderately indebted means either of the two key ratios

exceeds 60 percent of but does not reach, the critical levels. For
ajor exp or cory: Majortexportsoaseathoserch c for 50 economes that do not repon detailed debt statistics to the World Bank

percent or more of total exports of goods and services from one Debtor Reporting System. present-value calculation is not possible.
category.1in th pero 988. T ctos a re: nfu t Instead the following methodology is used to classify the Taon-DRS

les .. 4ps 68). andservices(fuelsr aSnd 3)nmanufasericeures eipts 5 s teconomics. Severely indebted means three of four key ratios (averagedless 68) and services (factor and nonfactor service receipts plus over 1991-93) are abovecritical levels: debt to GNP(50 percent): debt
workersc remittances). If no single category accounts for 50 percent to exports (275 percet). dbt service to exports (30 prcent): and

interest to exports (20 percent). Moderately indebred means three of
Indebtedness: Standard World Bank definitions of severe and feur key ,atios exceed 60 percent of. but do not reach. the critical
moderate indebtedness. averaged over three years (1991-93) are usWd ivels All other classified low- and middle-income economies are
to classify economies in this table. Severely indebted means either of listed as less-indebted.
the two key ratios is above critical levels: present value of debt service
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Globalization is transforming the world economy. It is being drivn by a nearly universal push toward liber-
alization of trade and capial markets, increasing internationalization of corporate producion and distribu-
tion straees, and technological change that is fist erodng barriers to the tradability of goods and services
and the mobility of capital. Markets for merchandise tradc are ecpanding, more and more services are
becoming tradable, and capita is flowing in increasingly diverse ways across countries and regions in search
of profitable investments.

Developing countries are a mlajor drm ag force in tdis process of change. Their rapid integradon into the
global economy is the main theme of this edition of Global Economic Prospects and the Developing
Countrks the fifth in an annual series issued by the World Bank on the long-term prospects for the world
economy.

Vhat does increasing economic globalization imply for developing countries? The report reviews the
prospects of these countries in the context of their growing integrtion into world markets for goods, ser-
vices, and capital, highlighting the new opportunities and challenges. What is the likely impact of the
Uraguay Round? What implications does the rapid internationalization of services have for developing
countries? What is the outlook for private capital flows to developing countries, especially in the light of
the Mexican aisis?

The report also discusses the implications for industrial countries of developing countries' increasing role in
the global economy. What gains accrue to industrial countries from increased trade and financial integra-
tion with developing countries? WVhat issues of adjustment arise in industrial countries as a result of
increased integration?

The report provides valuable guidance on these and related issues to government policymaks and to gen-
eral readers with an interest in international enomic and financial prospects. The focus is on developing
countries, but in the context of the global economic environment and internatonal linkges. Long-term
forcasts for all major regions of the developing world, induding the transition economies, are presented.
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